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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

The News Haa Been A
Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

Volume Number 64

HoOud,

Folk* Really Lira

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 29, 1935

Tax Drive Cuts

Three Held In
Debts Of City
Zeeland Safe
Fifty million years of elephant
And County family history was the impressive
Robbery Case
record spread before the meeting
ELEPHANT FAMILY TRACE
BACK 50,000.000YEARS
• • •

Number 35

Vandenberg

EDITORIAL

Town Whan|

the

DETOUR TO HAMILTON
LABOR DAY WILL BE

Home For

MADE EASY

Hoffman To Be
Headliner At

On Monday, Sept. 9, the taxpay- body, a healthy mind and a healthy
Hamilton is to celebrate Labor
ers of Holland will be called upon citizenahip."
Day in the good old way as will
of the National Academy of ScTMEN
ARRESTED
WHEN
be seen elsewhere in this issue. As
ALLY BENEFITTED BY PAY- onces by Dr. Henry FairfieldOsZEELAND SAFE VANISHES lo vote a bond issue of $23,000. ti™*'** Prn0j7tiB ‘hc rciuvcn»*j Senator to Sail for Europe Middle everyone knows, the new M-40 ia OUR NEIGHBORS TO PUT
DELINQUENT born, president emeritus of the
This amount will be the city’s tion of our parks and cemeteries.
of September.
boing laid beginning from the
ON GREAT LABOR DAY
TAXES
American Museum of Natural
Three Grand Rapids men are share to create three very import- The total of this project as
Hamilton end, and folk from HolHistory in New York City, reports
CELEBRATION
held in the county jail at Grand ant projects of which Holland Is by the committee and the park I Senator Arthur H.
....... _ do
......not
.. have
.,„.v to
land and vicinity
County Treasurer Den Herder Says Science Service.
Haven
awaiting charges to be
Plans have been completed and
There used to be many more
very much in need. These under- board ia $32,815, the city’s share 1 |'as ^turned to Grand Rapids to be alarmed. Good detours plainly
an Average of At Leaat 17,000
placed upon them relative to a
kinds of elephants than there are
being $10 000 A .rreat deal »f
family- Allowing adjourn-marked will make getting to Ham- all arrangementshave been made
a Day Has Been Coming
robbery of the Boes and Wiersma takings are so-calledWorks Relief
for the annual Labor Day celebra*rf d001 of un‘ , ment of congress.He will take a llton an easy matter,
now. Twenty-eight distinct lines of
In
gas and oil station at Zeeland, projects.
sametl lanor will be necessary here, J much-earned rest here until
‘
The Hamilton
committeehas al- tion at the Sal grove next Monday.
descent were shown on Dr. Os- where a 500-poundsafe, a radio
The United States government and of course, that’s the paramount! middle of Septemberwhen, accom- so appointed traffic cops at both The festivities will begin in the
Iwm’s charts, each with its own
One of the wise.it moves the conformityto basic principlesof and five boxes of cigars were stol- has said that the paying of dole thought of these projects. But it P^iicd by Mrs. Vandenberg, he will ends of the detour who will help morning at 9:30 when the fait lostate of Michigan has made was evolution outlined according to a en Sunday night.
to regulate traffic in and out of cal Independents will meet the VirThe men are Ray Ford, 20; must end, that persons must be put means more. It means that K oiler
the advertising that delinquent system of Dr. Osborn's own devisHamilton. Do not let the building ginia Parks at the community park.
to work to get away from thin de- park will be put in the fineat shape,
taxes could be paid without the ing, which he calls “aristogenesis.”James Chamberlain, 27, and John
of the new road prevent you from The main part of the program will
Jenkins,
20.
The
first
two
were
moralizing situation,and for that with ateel sheet -piling and 800 feet
usual penalty attached.The stressattending the celebrationof a very be given in the afternoon with a
liiiniiiliiiiiiliii-viiiijHniHfHaitHiUiiiniiiHiiiiuiHnitffi
ful period of the last five years
-eanon Uncle Sam asks all cities will be availablefor dockage. The
good neighbor to the southeast of conceit by the Grand Haven band.
T' R W STOLEN SAFE
us.
A Negro male quartet from Chipyramided the loud of delinquent
to find projectsof merit that are dirti, rat-filled dump will disapcago, headlinersin the radio world,
taxes tremendously and cities and HOLLAND MAN IS AGAIN
IN PLASTER PIT
a present or a future need. The pear and the entire park will be
will sing severalselections.
counties everywherehad to cut to
HONORED BY STATE
NEW STRETCH OF M-40
Senator Clare Hoffman of Washthe bone to meet running expenses
amerkUn LEGION The burglary at Zeeland has governmentstands the "lion’s beautified. The direct benefitsto
been cleared un at last. The three share" of the cost of these proj the city and to the merchantsin
because taxes weren’t paid, and
TO Ol’EN THIS FALL ington, just back from the hardest
burglars. Ford, Chamberlain and
seasion in history, and Prosecutwere allowed to run year after
The American Legion, at their Jenkins have all confessed to Sher- ects. For instance the projects permitting cruisers and small
ing Attorney John Dcthmers, of
year.
boats to dock, will leave more
state encampment held at Flint,
that Holland has filed are a new
Die new M-40 20-foot concrete Ottawa county, will speak. At 4
Governor Frank Fitzgerald and honored Alfred C. Joldersma as fi- iff Ben Rosema. The loot has been
money in the city coming from
highway between Holland and o’clock a program of sports will
found and in the confession the airport, the rejuvenation and re
Auditor General John J. O’Hara
nancial officer for the state of prisoners state that they took the building of our parks and ceme- the outside than what the whole
Hamiltonwill bo open for traffic be staged and it is to be an elabsigned advertisements in the Michbond issue will amount to.
Michigan in that organization.This
by the middle of October under fa- orate affair with many prizes.
newspapers,authorized closed a four-day session at Flint safe, after having opened it, and teries and the creation of a play
If there is one thing more than
vorable weather conditions, accordThe evening program Beginning
through a bill passed shortly be- and it is the fifth time A1 has been dumped it in a plaster pit 60 feet ground, so near to the hearts of all another that should be given attening to indications made by the at 7 o’clock will feature band condeep
near
Jenison.
The
safe
confore adjournment.The bill allows
tion. it is the condition of our cemthe
youngsters
of
school
age,
signally honored by the Legion of
Grace Construction Co., contrac- cert. selections by the colored quartained no money but private pathe payment of delinquent taxes this state.
eteries. There is scarcely a famTlie cost of these projects altotors. A force of 80 men is em- tet; an amateur contest with prises
pers were kept therein.
without a penalty if payment is
ily in the city but has a loved one
gether,will be $90,550. By far the
Mr. Joldersma has held practiployed on the job, which was start- for the winners of the first three
Undoubtedlythe three prisoners largest part will go into common buried in our local churchyards.
made by Sept. 1, which is the dead- cally every office in the Willard
ed at the bee line road southeast places. More ban a doten have
will be arraigned before Judge
line. so in reality Saturday of this
With
no
reflection
upon
our
local
labor of which the unemployedare
G. Leenhouts post, Holland, anil he
of Holland.
already entered this contest which
week is the last day on which is well-known,not only in this Miles in the very near future.
largely comprised. The city's share board whose financial facilities
will consist of instrumentaland vopayment can be made without a
have been pared to the hone, nevwill
be
$23,000
while
thr
governstate, but in other states because
HOLLAND FOLK GO TO
penalty. Sept. 1 comes on Sunday
ertheless,
our
cemeteries
lack
much
taken
by
Officers
Edward
Rvcenment’s share will be $67,550. These
of his diligent Legion activity.
and Monday, Labor Day, is a holiMETROPOLITAN MEET
Arthur Clark of South Haven ga. undersheriff,and Fred Bosnia, tentativefigures may vary a little that would be desired. The trees
day. and whether an extension of
deputy at Zeeland, on Monday hut in the main these are the pro- are beautifulbut there is a great
a few days under the law will be
deal that can he done on the
night and Jenkins was picked up portions.
The state Metropolitan convenallowed, is problematical.
later in Grand Rapids by Sheriff
tion, an organizationembracing
If Hollsnd votes favorably on grounds to beautify, and rejuveBut that is not all of the story.
Ben Rosema.
policemen, postal service men ana
these bonds, many things will be >ate the place held sacred by se
Since the newspapers of the state
SENATOR VANDENBERG others in that tvpe of work, was
A farmer living near Zeeland accomplished. For inatancewe will Hany of our homefolk. A list of
got back of this project, treasurers
found n radio and five boxes of cig- get a $25,000 airport for $8,000. what can be accomplished in our
go to Europe for a holiday and held at Bav City and Mr. and
everywherehave been busy from
ars apparently hidden in some Undoubtedlythere are some who parks and cemeteries would be like
Mrs. Richard Van Kolken, Mr. and
study of political and economic
early morning until late at night.
an
inventory
sheet,
but
Holland
can
bushes on his farm. He notified feel In airport is not yet necessary.
Mrs. Simon De Boer, Mr. and Mrs.
have
all
this
by
matching
$10,000
CHndit!0'1*;
Keturning,
he
will
reOur neighbor, Allegan, reports a
the officers and Rycenga and Bos- The fact is that with a good airSam Plaggenhoef and Glandus
to
I
nial"
m
Grand
Rapids
until
the
tremendous influx of delinquent
nia were planted there with the port the best resort tourists will
Meeboer attended this convention
tax money. Ottawa county is dohope that the men would return
Included'li, thin p.rk
“”’ion of r0"- where 500 had assembled. They
* “h«PPy landing” here. It
ing still better. In a phone call
for the loot.
will be connectedup with fast
report a wonderfultime. There
Ihea prM*rv*:
1 Senator
V.ndenberp
had no comto John Den Herder, county treasAt 3:30 a. m. a new Nash car mail and it will show on every map, t?™
non If
of Pr«D«0.nnU
Prospect park,
remnant impnl
ment to mnL„
make nn
on mltL,..i
nationalaffairs. was some bu«iness transacted,inurer at Grand Haven, he states
with dealer’splate No. 2H2 drove that enterprising Holland is con- of the forests of yesteryear,and
“As always, I am glad to get terspersed with recreationalfeathat for the past few weeks the
up. according to the police,and nected by airline, and the business remember this undertaking is not
prepared by the local comhomo
among my neighbors and tures
office has been swamped with taxtwo men rot out. The officers at- through an airport will grow tre- to destroy but to preserve the formittee.
friends.
I
am
happiest
when
I
am
payers who lay down the cash to
tacked th" two and hand uffed mendouslyif the port is nnlv here. est. Remember that trees consti- in Grand Ranids. Congress has
The next convention is to he
clear their property and save the
them. Rycenga and Chamberlnm Heads of two manufacturing plants tute a park, mainly, and this proj- adjournedand I believe it i}< a held at Kalamazoo.
tremendous penalty which the new
had a scuffle when Chamberlain are already talking private planes ®ct ,B mainly to preserve the trees souice of relief to the entire counstate law has shaved off if paythrew awav a gun he carried,it so they can get some of their manThis, in short, is a resume of
try. ....
Let us
let the
matter rest
un .c.
nr iiiuud
rrsi „A Lman bv th* name of A. C.
ment is made in time.
is claimed by the officers.
ufactured goods to distant points, these projects.
Mr. Den Herder states that there
Jenkins was picked up in Grand onicklv, thus creating a service
have been days when at least $5.Rapid.- bv the sheriff and a Grand that will mean better and bigger complished1
"xi
000 have been taken in at the desk
Rapids officer. He wa- found hid- business for these plants, which is to irive labor' ln°U»thIlInt,ink{ 0nf Mr- VandPnberg,with his fam- dnv to from 10 to 20 years in JackS^l uneLlovp/
WK,rf fy. "ill "pend part of his time at
in a single day and almost that
den in the basementof a hon*e at means more labor and more busi- •till
unemployed,and we believe 1 Larwood Farm, in one of the cot- son prison.
much money comes in daily by
2053 Mulder avenue. His hands ness directly and indirectly in and
large proportion want to work tageti there.
mail, and he stated that not a litwere cut and he bore other evi- around the city. Today.' Holland rather than be idle. The second
tle comes from Holland and that
dences of having beensjnsome kind can get an airport from the “bar- thought is that with these project#
CONG. CLARE HOFFMAN
Holland and Ottawa county are goRev. and Mrs. Henry Bast and
of a fight. He denied knowledge gain counter." Five years from In progress.Holland as a city, will
of Allegan.
ing to benefit materially because
of the robbery.
now, when an airport will be im- not be compelled to pay large sum# daughter, Joan, nf Grand Rapids
of the payment of these taxes.
One of the men, when arrested, perativein order to keep pace with to the idle. Taxpayers will not are spending their vacation at the
Alfred C. Joldersma
What is going on in Ottawa councsl numbers, readings and humorhad a gun which was stolen from our neighbors,we will have to pay •oon forget the council proceeding^
M. J. Bast farm at Fennvjlle.
ty is true in every county in Michous stunts. The program doses
a meaKmarket near Grand Rapids for It entirely. One who cannot of two and a half years ago when
of
igan and the following interview
with the distributionof numerous
nee the rapid growth of air trans- the monthly outgo for relief from
was elected vice commander from last spring.
with the state treasurer,Mr. Fry,
prizes which has proved so popular.
the second zone, which includes Chamberlainwore a badge from portation is short sighted,indeed the dty treasurer wss often $10.All
members
of
the
U.S.W.V.
will indicate how well this camThe usual stands and games will
The Holland City News, a half 000 and more a month. Of course. auxiliary are to meet at 2 p. m. WM. ANDERSON HOPES TO
Holland, and David J. Addy was a Grand Rapids detective agency
paign of publicityhas been hanREVOLUTIONIZE COOPER. •gain be on hand.
elected department commander- although he claimed he had not century ago, put in the first phone Holland’s Industrial situation is today at the city hall and from
dled through the state press, and
AGE BUSINESS WITH
This year because of the paving
and everybody laughed. We wen more reassuringtoday than thal there will attend a party at the
next convention is to be held worked there for a year.
how gratifying the resultshave The
DEVICE.
time
and
that
indeed
is
gratifying.
of M-40 and Main street a large
The
safe,
radio
and
cigars
were
one
of
thirty
others
in
the
City
of
in St. Joseph in 1936.
home
of
Mrs.
Minnie
Robinson
on
been.
traffic committee has been ippointThe women’s auxiliary also had taken out of a window of the gar- Holland and today more than 3.- But neverthelessthere sre still sev- Northshoredrive.
A machine that will manufacture ed and the visitors will be directed
their convention at Flint, separate age and officers believe that the 000 patrons are served from this eral who should he working, othera perfectlyformed tight barrel in to mid from the ground:,with litThe man closest to the nerve from the Legion convention, and work could not have been done by exchange. The grow th of air serv- wise Holland will have to sustain
tle difficulty.
ice will become a necessity much them if the United States governcenter of Michigan’s governmental they, too, have decided to go to St. less than three or four men.
Mrs. L. T. Schaddelec is visiting a minute *nd n quarter is rapidly
As usual the celebrationwill be
ment abides by its decision of “no
heine made ready for production
Grand Rapids police indicated along these lines.
finances believes counties, cities Joseph and Benton Harbor ii. 1936.
her daughter,Mrs. L. Olsen, in
The next projectis a playground more dole!"
hv William Andersonin the Grand held in a community spirit. All
and towns will soon be able to pay Mrs. Carl Schrumpf of Niles was that the boys may be questioned to
Haven Cooperage companv plant proceeds from all stands will go for
Third, the projectsthat Holland Chicago.
their overdue bills, reduce debts, elected president of the state or- determine if they might have been built on city property. This projformerly the Challenge Refrigera- community purposes.
slice future budgets and get out of ganization.Five delegates from involved in a series of safe jobs ect will cost $32,700 and the city’s is entertaining are those we need
The program follows:
share is to be $5,000. Business now or will need in the very near
tor company factory.
the red.
Michigan were chosen for the St. here in the past 18 months.
Chairman of the Day, Mr. Geo.
acumen tells us that this is a real future. Today we become the own- St., is dead. Another daughter,
Mr. Anderson who has lieen in
The belief is that of Theodore I. Louis Encampment, to be held this
bargain and this is not a future ers of those projects at one-third Miss Minnie, died less than a week the cooperageindustry a number Schutmaat.
Fry, state treasurer. It is based fall.
MRS. VAN HEKKEN,
9:30 a. m., ball game, Hamilton
need, but an imperative need now. the cost of what we would have to ago after a long illness.Strange of ve„rs believes his inventionwill
on the indicationthat the state’s
The Michigan Legion went on
CHARGED WITH ARSON.
We sincerelybelieve that a play- P»y for them a few years hence. to say, death has entered this home revolutionize the industryin slight- vs. Virginia Park; 1 p. m., colored
August drive to collect delinquent recorc as absolutely oppov .l o the
IS RELEASED ground is near and dear to the Holland’s direct bonded indebted- repeatedly and in close succession ly more than n minute hv bis ma- quartet; 1:30 p. m., band concert,
taxes is proving successful.
United States entering any ^ \r unhearts of the school pupils of this ness is only $285,000 snd its bonds until now all are gone. Note: There chine. he .sj*vh.take three men Brandt's German band of Grand
Latest reports from the Audi- less attacked on land, sea or air.
city,
and as we have said before, •re selling at a premium. Its fi- were two violent deaths in this using 13 different pieces of ma- Haven; 2 p. m., address,Hon. Clare
tor General show that more than It was also resolved that this naJudge Miles late this afternoon
E. Hoffman; 3 p. m., address,
$12,000,000 in back taxes have been tion does not become entangled in released Mrs. John Van Hekken what is dear to the heart of the Mncial set-up and its credit are as family,one boy, Andy, was drown- chinery,20 minutes.
(Continued on Page 2 1
returned to the paying column by the present world crisis having its of Holland township after severely child, generally finds favor in the high as the best in the state, and ed and a son, Peter, was killed at
The huge machine, weighing
o
property owners taking advantage inception in the Italian-Ethiopianlecturingher and admonishing her eyes of the parents. Holland has this small bond issue payable over the C. L. King basket factory,lo- 21,000 pounds, resembles a punch
of the plan whereby delinquences possible combat.
that no more acting up must occur. been athletic minded for many a long period of time, at an ex- catcd on the Kollcn Park site. A press. It has 13 steel “fingers” HOLLAND AND OTTAWA
for 1932 and prior years can be
The delegates from Holland at- Any recurrence of her actions will years and although the facilities tremely low rate of interest, should pyramid of logs rolled over him. that press each barrel stave into
COUNTY SCOUTS ON
paid over a period of ten years. tending the Flint convention were mean sending her to a penal in- were entirely inadequate,what has not disturb the taxpayer, for the The father, John Verschure, died uniform porportions. When the
EASTERN TRIP
been
accomplished
is
reflected
in
direct
and
indirect
returns
of
the
Fry also expresses the belief that as follows:
sane asylum.
some years ago and the aged complete round is made, hoops
the
health
and
stamina
of
our
proposed
projects
will
be
so
large
mother passed away last year.
Mrs. Van Hekken in Mav, was
Legion delegates: Charles Miller,
are automaticallyforced into nlace
The Scouts from this vicinity,
Albert Van Lente. Henrv Cook, convicted of arson to which she school children. We can jive no that If these were correlated, they
under tremendouspressure. Later includingHolland, are having a
better thought relative to the needs would pay the bonds and interest
past commander; Dr. Gabriel Bos, pleaded guilty, but there was some
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY the hoops are pulled automatically grand old time going through the
of a playground than to quote from over and over again by the time
present commander.
doubt as to her sanity. Testimony
• • •
to allow insertion of the barrel East, headed for New York. TTiere
our editorial of the issue of Aug- these become due.
Auxiliary delegates: Mrs. John of physicians at a sanity hearing ust 1:
heads and then the hoop drivers are severalcarloads and the first
Game
Warden
Dick
Homkcs,
AtHolland’s
money
could
not
be
Rozeboom and Mrs. A1 Joldersma. showed that she had been painHose again to turn out the finished stop was Niagara Falls, with an
, "Holland’s playground facilities pent to better advantage. These torney Thomas N. Robinson and
o
fully ill for ten years. She at that
barrel. Necessary cutting of the extended trip on the Canadian side.
fall far short of the needs of a projects would help the needy, Men Mulder loaded their respective
SUNDAY SCHOOL FOLKS
time stated that a man entered the
wood is included in the operation Tuesday the group visited West
growing
city and children today would create enterprise, would give machines with coops of "Golden
house, tied her up and then set fire
Point where genersls are born,
WILL GATHER
of making the drum.
sre looking from the outside in. onr children advantagesthat are Pheasants" from the state conserto the place. This was the culmiand also the naval academy, arMr.
Anderson's
machine
has
been
where a few of the privilegedare
rally of the Christian Re- nation, as she put it. of several at play. But we would like to see highly needed for growing youth, vation farm at Mason and let them turning out drums in tests for riving at the biggest city on earth
out
in
suitable
places
with
plenty
formed Sunday school teachers of threatening notes all of which 1 hat all. regardless of school or would beautify our city, putting
some time and the inventor is rush- the next night. From all appearGrand Rapids and vicinity will be seem to have been conjured in the station, be privileged to enjoy a it in a still more favorablelight to of undergrowth where they are ing work to install the devices to ances the boys arc having a great
the tourist public, and would make liable to receivecare. There were
held at Jamestown Spring Grove, mind of the woman. Anyway the
put the heads in place. The ma- time.
part of these advantages.Such reMorris Tardiff sent this story
located one-halfmile north and physicians who testifiedbelieved creational features create a healthy more presentable a place we hold at least 10(1 of them and wherever chine is fullv patented.
in deep reverence.
these were planted farmers in the
three-fourthmile east of James- her mind was affected and Judge
Waste
of
material
and
labor, in to the News and incidentally
neighborhood promised to feed
says that Glen Van Volkenburgh
town Center, on Friday evening, Miles sent her to Cutlerville. an
them in the winter when foraging clumsiness and general inefficiency of Zeeland almost dropped into a
Sept. 6, beginning at 7:30 o’clock. institutionfor the insane, where
of
time-honored cooperage meth..... |
was not so good. It surely was a
The Jamestown teachers extend she was under observation and
ods whereby each stave is bent swollen creek at Wilkins Glen, •
beautiful sight to see these birds
a special invitation to the Sunday treatment. It appears that she
separately and secured with dogs flooded district, and his camera,
Files of of
fine plumage fly in pairs from
school teachers of Zeeland classis. was discharged from there as
before the barrel is assembled by too. almost went by the board. Apthe cajjes in which they were sent.
Rev. B. J. Danhof of Drenthe will cured.
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
hand, induced Mr. Anderson to parentlythey have one dumb duck,
Note: The committee in charge of
discuss the Sunday school lesson,
She was again arraignedand
quit
barrel manufacture several Don Badkins, who hasn’t said five
this work was given the promise
Fifteen
words on the trip; maybe he talks
and Rev. A. Jabaay of Zeeland Judge Miles this afternoonsent
years ago and devote himself to
by the justices in this vicinity
in his sleep. Anyway Don • is a
will deliveran address. Music will her home, to be on call if ever the
..... .....
developing
a
machine
to
perform
that anyone caught shooting these
good scout and the boys are kidbe furnishedby the Jamestown case came op again, but there were
all operations.
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
fling him. One boy, it appears, is
orchestra and chorus. In case of some very strict stipulationslaid
awav several fowl. The bird meas- birds would be given (he limit of
Mr. Anderson has been working
inclement weather the meeting will down by the judge. Mrs. Van Hekured four feet and four inches from the law. This committee planted on his invention the past three a heartbreaker, attracting every
Dr. Henry Kremers, Holland phy- the tip of one wing to the tip of two flocks of pheasants and those
waitress in every cafe. But Spanbe held at the Jamestown Christian ken was not discharged,according
years and exhibits encouraging
sician, lost a valuable horse last the other and was considered a now shot here arc the offspringof
to Judge Miles.
gler threw his hat in the St. Clair
Reformed church.
letters
from
the
brewing
industry
Saturday.
those liberated.
river, looking for wateroroof
large bird.
regarding need for his machine.
• * •
• • •
poods, but a fish swam off with it.
The division of the American HOLLAND BUSINESS COLA mouse can stop an automobile. Millionsof dollars worth of bar- Seymour Padnos solicited bottles
Legion auxiliaryunder the leaderThe lighthousesupply boat called
TWENTY-FIVE
YEARS
AGO
LEGE TO OPEN TUESDAY at the harbor yesterday. This is
Such is the experience of Mrs. J. rels are produced monthly for more of pop and Wrigleys, but the pop
8„h'P of Mrs. Frank Eby and Mrs.
TODAY
Mead, living south of Holland. than 13.000 manufacturers.
was too popular and "Paddy" waa
William Wagoner will meet at the
quite an event at the “mouth"
• • •
The brewing Industry. Mr. An- not very successful.
While driving to town her car
In this issue of the News an an- where toward fall few’ people are
home of Mrs. Chester Ver Meulen,
.The
family
of
Willis
Hoekje,
derson
says,
is
a
large
user
and
THEODORE I. FRY
The motorcade from Ottawa
277 West Tenth street, today at nouncementappears telling of the about and those who live in the missionary sent out by Hope stopped suddenly and nothing she is rapidly turing hack to wooden
might do seemed to help the matcounty, filledwith scouts, is as fol2 p. m.
opening of “The Business Insti- sand hills came to see the boat
church, received a letter from him
the need for “counter balancing
ter. A garage man was then called kegs for its product. According to lows:
tute” for the fall term on Tues- arrive and depart.
in which he tells of a thrilling and when he opened the carburetor Mr. Anderson, a barrel mav only
account*” and similar bookkeeping
First car driver, Mr. M. P. Rusday after Labor day, Sept. 3, at
• * •
experience. While on a trip with he found there a mouse. When the lie used for whiskey once if best sel; passenger, Robert Verwoert.
maneuver* will be eliminated by to make receipts cover expendi- 8:30 a. m.
Rev.
H.
V.
S.
Peeke,
also
a
misWe
understand
that
a
hunting
revenue realised from the cam-* tures. Balanced budgets will again
“cheese eater" was taken out the results are to be obtained.
Second car driver, Reynard
Since July 1. 1934, 40 vacancies
The Grand Haven Cooperage Brook; passengers, Glen Van Volpaign. He contends that officials become the order of the day.
were filled with B. I. students party shot one of the eagles that sionary and graduate of Hope Col- machine went along as fine as ever.
have been nesting in a tall tree on lege, a bolt of lightningstruck be• • •
eomnany plant is rapidly being kenburg, Morns Tardiff,Seymour
and citizens will be able, for the
“Most importantof all, these and graduates.
the banks of Black Lake between tween the two. It numbed Mr.
first time in some year*, to get collectionswill be distributed all
The milk dealers in Holland, made ready for production with Padnos.
EstelleDe Vries is in charge of
a true picture of the actual finan- along the line. Impoverished cities, the secretarialdiviaion and Albert Holland and the park. Hunting the Hoekie’s right hand and foot and after a meeting, decided to raise a long steaming tunnel leading to
Third car driver, Jack Spangler;
cial situation of various govern- anemic school districts, distressed Hoeksama of the accounting. Hoi- eagle— this nation’s national em- struck the native in the room. It the price of milk from 12 cents to the barrel machine already com- passengers,Lee Nygren, Tom
was
while
the
party
was
stopping
ments.
counties-— they will all get their land has a first class business blem-shouldbe stopped. Note: It
13 cents per quart. No reason is plete and a machine for cutting Johnson.
“Collectionof these overdue tax- share. The practice of ’robing school in the “Business Institute.” has been stopped by law. The only at the foot of M. Sujiyaan, the given.
wood for staves about ready for
Fourth car driver, W. Preston
eagles you may hunt in this coun- highest mountainin Japan, and the
es,’’^Frypoints out, “means that Peter to pay Paul’ will go into the
• * •
operation.
Bilz; passengers, Jack Krum, Don
---o
debts Tor which delinquent taxes discard.
Within a short time, Mr. An- Moore, Bill Nygren, Don Bodkins.
M. L. Moone, project manager, try are those on the “coin of the storm was so severe that it seri- A very pretty wedding took place
ously burned 30 of *«party of 34.
are pledged can be paid and wiped
“Many of the ticklish problems from R. I. Nowell, regional di- realm.”
derson says he will l>e readv to
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B.
off the books. We estimate that pressing for solution must await a
match his production methods Bessel Vande Bunte of East
• • »
rector of the resettlement adminVande
Water
when
Louis B. Dalabout $125,000,000 in debts could clearingup of the tax situation.
We understandthat Dr. R. A. A herd of cattle belonging to H.
istration in Madison, Wis., has reman and Miss Jennie Vande Water against the speediest of former Tenth street, and Marine Koovers
be cleaned up in this way. Since
Reorganization of school dis- ceived word that $420,000 has been Schouten of Grand Rapids will Goorman of Borculo broke into the
were united in marriage by Rev. methods and ia confident his ma- of River avenue, real estate and inthis debt carries an interest rate tricts, and the consolidation of knotted for the purchases of 85,- shortly move to Holland, will prac- corn field of H. Driesenga of the
Manus Stegeman of Overisel. Miss chine with a single operator will surance dealers,are opening ofof more than 4 per cent, the sav- governmentsand governmental
000 acres of low-grade land in the tice here and start a drug store. same place, doing much damage Margaret Dalman, sister of the outstripby a wide margin many fices tomorrow in the Woolworth
ing would amount to about $5,- fuel ions can never be accomplished Allegan submarginalproject.
Note: The doctor did practicefor to the fine stand of com. Driesmen using machinesof older type. building.
000,000 a
.
years and conducted the “First enga took possession of the cattle groom, acted as bridesmaidand
while hundredsof units are buro
Mr. Henry Barkema was best man.
“Obviously,wiping out a debt of dened with debt and mired in a , Mr. and Mrs. Abe Sybesma and Ward" drug store, first a frame and notified Deputy Sheriff John
Chet Lokker of East Fourteenth
GRAND HAVEN ENTERTAINS
this magnitude,or slicing off a morass of unsettled bills. The suc- children and Mrs. Ade Westen- building; later he built a brick Kleis of Holland and the case was The wedding march was played by
ZEELAND LEGION street, is in Chicago, where he will
Miss
Florence
Dalman,
also
a
sister
siseable piece of It, will be the best cws of the state campaign to
attend the all-star football game.
broek spent Tuesday in Chicago block, which is still there. After settled satisfactorily.
of the grown. Miss Vande Water
thing that has happenedto public bring in these back taxes will go a
The Zealand post of the Amerio—
visitingthe Fields museum and the doctor’s death his son, John,
was employed as stenographer at
finance since the depression. Top long way to clear the way for an other places. They also attended coach at Hope, conducted it until
A blue sedan, owned by Ji
Alderman Art Drinkwater was the Holland Furnace Co., and Mr. can Legion will be entertainedbv
heavy items for debt service and honest effort to simplify the pro- the double header between the he became identifiedwith Hope called to Grand Haven because of
the local post on Friday with a ball Tyink, and bearing the ”
Dalman representedthe Home Furdebts for which delinquent taxes cesses of government.”
White Sox and New York Yanks. College some years ago. The doc- the death of his father, who was nace Co., at Benton Harbor. The game and fish fry. The ball game, 54404, was stolen fom I
chopped down and the vital func- . Michigan’s tax campaign is now
between members of the two posts, place on Eighth street.
tor, a very kindly man, was aider- bom in Rocksdale, England, on
happy couple will make their futions of government will receive in its final stage. County treasMiss Rose Vander Schel has re- man of the First Ward for years. Feb. 22, 1881. The old gentleman ture home In Benton Harbor. Note: will be plaved at 8:30 p. m. which College and Cei ‘
the lion’s share of the taxpayer’s urers throughout the state are
farmed for many years near Ven- Ixrais B. has since moved back to will be followed by the supper nesday at 4:80 .
turned from Port Sheldon where
served In the Legion club rooms day. working nights
G. Kok shot a large American tura on the lake shore.
Holland and Is now assistantcity in the Oakea building. The party
the rush but are^indlJgit^..,^
“tta** 0' Mi” honied owl last Wednesday night
engineer,
was
commander
of
the
BUDGETS BALANCED
was originally arranged for Thurs- ? w.
. 4. C#1,J impossible to serve the thouat his home on Twelfth St His
Miss Katie.Verschure,age 26, the American Legion, is a good singer,
Homer Lokker is visiting in New owlahip was made free with the eighth and last child of Mr. and as well as being a good judge of day night and members are re- Thursday to |
quested to note the change of date. who has retur
brfore thc York.
henwry and killed and carried Mrs. John Verschure, 70 West 9th fine foods, they say.
—Grand Haven Tribune.
geles.
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Triplets—

By L. R. Arnold

Farm Agent

Mr. Leon Arthur Boech, former-

Eleven fawns in five yean!

That’s the record of a doe deer in
ly of Holland and now of Evanston,
meeting of about 100 peach the tourist park at Newberry.The
Illinois,became a benedict on Saturday when he waa married to growers from Kent, Muskegon and achievement of this doe is beginOttawa counties was held on the

A

Mias Virginia French, daughter of

Attorney John Dethmers of Zee- Mr. and Mrs. F. W. French of
land; 4 p. ni.. colored quartet/; Grandville. The impressive ceremonies took place at the home of
4:.'{0p. m., band concert;6:00 p. m.,
sports; 6 to 7 p. m., intermission;the bride’sparents, the vows be7 p. m^ colored quartet; amateur ing said before an improvised altar
of white gladioli, white snapdragcontest;drawing of prizes.
ons, palms and ferns. Rev. W. P.
LABOR DAY COMMITTEES Jerrett, pastor of St. Paul’s Methodist church of Grand Rapids, read
the services.
1985

MMMmg

Doe Deer

Often Twins

TAKES BRIDE

Hamilton Meet

Ml
*»

FORMER HOLLAND BOY

Headliner At

Holland, Miceigan

OTTAWA COUNTY FARM
NOTES

Ed Umlor farm

near Conklin on
August 21. Mr. Cation, Michigan
State college, discussed various
peach diseases,particularlythree
virus diseases which have caused
considerableloss to Michigan grow-

ers. A

field trip

was made

after

ning to attract the attention of
wildlifestudents of the state. It
became a resident of the park little

more than five years ago and when
two years old produced its first
fawns, a set of twins, in 1931.
This was regarded as extraordinary
for a two-year-olddoe. One of thq
twins was a male and the other a
female.
Since 1931 the Newberry doe has
had 11 healthy fawns, eight of

mending that 12 homes on Fair- cil’s action in not approving of the
Aid. Bultman also supported the
banks avenue be served with a recommendationof the Board to statementsof the City Engineor
notice to connect with the sanitary negotiate for the purchase of the from interviews he had had with
sewer. These range from Nos. 132 Kleyn property for a warehouse W. P. A. officials. City Attorney
site.
to 176.
also stated that during a recent
Tabled for two weeks.
Adopted, all voting Aye.
meeting of City Attorneysfrom
Sewer committee further reportMcyor Bosch questioned the ad- various cities throughout the state
ed that the homes at 185 East 26th visabiiity
visability of building a warehouse the impression seemed to prevail
street and 179 East 27th street, imder WA. It was hia contention that in a good many cases of buildalso the Bay View Furniture Co., that it would be more costly to the jng construction tnese structures
owners of which have previously cit
rity than if the matter were hand......
could
be built more advantageousbeen served with notice to connect, ed by private contract. The Mayor
ly under private contractthan
have not as yet complied. After a sta
itated he based his conclusions under a PW A projectand grant
brief discussion, the City Inspector from interviews he had had with
It was Aid. Vsn Lenie’s contenwaa instructedto contact the City W. P. A. officials.
tion, however, that the B. P. W.
Attorneyand see that the necesHe then called upon the City should be given every considerasary steps are taken to have these
Engineer to inform the Council in tion in its request and that the
properties either connectedwith
regard to the views of the W. P, A. matter shquld not summarily be
the sewer or discontinuetheir use.
officials. Mr. Zuidema stated that dismissed but should be held over
Adopted.
these men had expressed an opin- until the next meeting. Mayor
The matter was also brought up ion that due to the higher rate of Bosch instructedthe Aldermen in
by the Sewer committee relative to wages required under PW A, espe- the meantime to get as much inhomes on River avenue between cially where this construction re- formation as possibleon the sub2nd and 3rd streets, the owners of quires a considerable amount of ject.
which have been served with skilled labor, that the advantages
Adjourned.
notices to connect with the sani- gained from a grant would be more
OSCAR PETERSON,
tary sewer, but have no suitable than offset by this high labor cost.
City Clerk.
I

the talk at whicn time he pointed
out diseased trees and showed how
..... .
to identify the differentdiseases.
In his discussion, Mr. Cation told
Music prior to the ceremon^r how such virus diseaseswere scatthem males and three of them
HamiltonWelfare Association consisted of a vocal solo appropritered by hoppers which are found
"Betur UttU tulmt and much purpose
females. It has given birth to
President.Henry H. Nyenhuis. ate for the occasion,by Miss Caron plum trees. Recent work had twin fawns every year except 1983
than much talent and little purpose.'
Vice President,Herman Nyhof. oline French, and the wedding
demonstrated
that.
He
advocates
AUGUST
Secretary,Ted Harmsen.
march from Lohengrin by Mrs. spraying plum trees with nicotine when triplet fawns were produced,
27— Sletpinj siekneuepidemic
all males. In 1982 the doe brought
Treasurer, Henry D. Strabbing. Charlotte Smith of Toronto, Cansulphate between June 1 and June
athei|hnnSt.Louii, 1WJ.
forth male and female fawns; two
Nominating Committee— Ray J. ada, aunt of the bride, the bridal
10 in order to kill off hoppers.
Maatman, Herman Nyhof, Roy party entering while the march Plum trees scattered about the male fawns in 1934 and now is
rearing the fourth set of twin sewer connectionsavailableto their
Cobb. Edward Lampen. John Brink. was being played.
farm in fence rows and in out-of- fawns, a male and female. A wild properties.
|^>A2A— Hendrick Hudaon ducovJ r
The bride, entering on the arm the-way places should be destroyed.
en Deli ware River. 1609.
doe with triplet fawns was reportCashiers
Harry J. Lampen, of her father, looked lovely in a
In discussing the matter, the
Brown rot is causing considerJohn Brink, Sr . Jacob Eding, Dr. |(;recjan g0vvn 0f white krushino able loss in the peach crop this ed seen by Archie Beauchamp,con- City Engineer reported that it
."HU / 29 — Oliver Wendell Holmea, (icorjre Rigterink
servationofficer of Iron River, who would requireabout 200 feet of 8transparent
velvet, molded at the year. It has made inroads in the
P
|r*«t writ«, bom iRfc.
was patrollingat the time in the iitrh pipe at an estimated cost of
1‘rnKram (ommittpe1 Henry waistlineand made with long
crop in Berrien county. If wet,
vicinity of Minnie lake in Iron WOO in order to give these homes
Strabbinif, Bernard Voorhorst.Rev.
sleeves which fell in folds. Flat hot and muggy weather prevails
l
county.
airrfla to Ihe sanitary sewer.
Jjow,,rd
Jacob sprays of calla lilies and pearls during the next three weeks there
f>'7- >0—
30— Confederate*win bloody
CHy
Engineer
instructed
to
lay
Ejr'wr battle
of
Manama.
1862.
Drenten,
Harvey
Hoffman.
(
hmles
battleof
1862.
were used at the waistline, shoul- will undoubtedly be a heavy loss
Veldhuix.
der and in her hair. She carried of fruit. County Agent L. R. Ar- STEALING BRINGS DAMAGES the necessary sewer p’pe H”d, if
Adfcrtisiny
Committee
John
31— Charleiton.
S. C.. earthALLEGAN COUNTY FARMER possible, to have this dom in cona beautifulbride’s bouquet of Jo- nold urges that peach growers folBrink, Jr.. Mrs. H. I). Strabbinp, anna Hill roses, tied with white
nection with other WPA projects.
quake does five million
low instructionsfound in the 1986
damage.1886.
Andrew Lohman. Gerald Hajrel- satin.
Adopted.
spray calendar in regard to control
Wesley
Bowser,
20,
Otsego,
»kam|>, Mrs. Archambault, Harvey
SEPTEMBER
Miss Marjorie Guest, maid-of- of brown rot. Peaches coming to pleaded guilty to larceny charges Communicationsfrom Boards and
O ft Q 1-I- -World'sfirat
firtt night
ni|ht court
court Zeerip.
City Officers
honor, was gowned in rust fon- the large Benton Harbor market brought against him when he was
T^IL
ipeni
Grounds Committee
Martin
Jpena in New York. 1907.
1907.
tana crepe, simply fashioned with from Illinois show many infected arraigned before Justice Volney
The
claims
approved by the
Nevekel, Ray J. Maatman, Rojjer
Plus
with worms. Because of this, MichVan Dvke. George Rankens, Henry fitted bodice with long full sleeves igan growers are anticipating a Ferris Saturday. He was fined Library Board in the sum of
pleated into the shoulder. Her
$10. assessed $7.25 costs, and must $106,23;Park and Cemetery Board,
2— Caeaarbattle* Cleopatra’i\eveniel.
Excellent Wearing Qualities, Good Fitting at the
flowers were Talisman roses and better peach deal providing brown serve 25 days in the county jail. $1,705.26;Police and Fire Hoard,
\r-^.w*?*rtAmbooy'
I’urchasinp and Auditing:
rot does not make too great an If fine and costs are not paid he $2,632.10;B. P. W., $9,502.42were
swainsona in an ami bouquet.
Georjfe Schutmaat, Henry NyenReasonablePrice ol
Miss Edith I-eggettof Chicago, inroad on this crop.
ordered certified to the Council for
will serve 50 additionaldays.
huis. George Kaper, Harry I Lambridesmaid,
Miss Alyce L. R. Arnold,county agricultural Oliver Koyl, 17, of Kalamazoo, al- payment. (Said claims on file in
pen.
Stands — Lee Slotman, Richard Fischer of Grandville, junior agent, has receivedword from so arraigned Satyrdaybefore Jus- Clcik’s office for public inspection.)
Allowed.
Haakma. Roy Cobh, K. A. DaiiKie- bridesmaid, wore similar gowns Michigan Jvtate college, club de- tice Ferris on the same charge as
each
fashioned with the flatteringhigh partment, as to placingsmade dur- Bowser, also pleaded guilty, receivHoard of Public Works reported
mond.
neckline, low back, with dolman ing the recent judging contests ing the same fine and costs, a 20- the collectionof $21,386.93;City
Herbert Caham, 18, who (rave his Hop — Roy Cobb. Martin Brink, sleeves held in a yokefl Miss Legheld at the college. About 40 low- day jail sentence, with an addition- Treasurer,$5,045.66 for misceltddrens as Boon. Mich., was in the Dick Smit, Marvin Kooiker. Gar)'
Others as
as $1.48
gett wore greet chide crepe and er peninsula counties were .-r.repre- “I M days for nonpayment of fine laneous collections; City Treasurer,
city jail today or suspicion of «tea!- Aalderink,Ben Edinjr. George JaMiss Fischer hyacinth mlue rough sented in this contest. Ottawa and costs.
$45,831.73city taxes.
ing a car near Chicago. When | cobus, W. B. Monroe, Ben Lohman,
crepe. Both carriedarm bouquets county sent a crops judging team
Accepted.
The two young men were charged
questioned by local police concern- 1 Roy Sinle, Gilbert Bussies, Case of Briavcliffroses.
and a handicraft demonstration with stealing from Mahon O’Dell Clerk reported Bonds and Interinf the auto, he claimed it was giv- Wentzel, Albert Stankey, Ear! TellThe groom was attended by team. Returns from the college of Trowbridge a canvas which cov- est coupons due in amount of
man. Andrew Stankey.
en to him.
-----a wheat
........ _______
ered
stack. O’Dell v.»....o
claims $5,992.24.
1‘aul Netting! of Chicago, former are very
Ice Cream — E. A. Dangremond,
Ordered paid.
There will be six new teachers in
college classmate of Mr. Bosch and
Three Ottawa boys, Ben Westrate the lo,J< of ha,f the wheat wt»en it
the Grand Haven schoolsthis com- Haney Immink, Ed Lampen. Henry son of Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Nettinga and Reinhard Roman of Coopers- was Maked w,th rain aft«r the canClerk presented communication
39 East 8th Street
Holland, Mich.
ing year, E. H. Babcock, superin- Eding. Gerrit Bulks, James Leh- of Holland. Henry1 Steffens of Hol- ville and Merton Henry, Marne. vas wa?'
from Board of Public Works exman,
Nick
Klokkert,
Gerrit
Lugtendent, announcing today all vapressing disappointment over Counland and Eugene Jenison of Grand- were selectedas an Ottawa team
cancies have been filled. School ten, John Kaper. Henry Wedeven, ville were ushers.
TOURISTS POINTING
to make the trip to Detroit fair to
Jake
Datima.
Joe
Hagelskamp,
opens Sept. 3.
HOMEWARD
Mrs. French, mother of the bride,
with other boys from all1
John Bellman. George Brower. wore a moulin rouge sawdust crepe compete
eS
parts of Michiganin crops judgMrs. Peter Borchers and Misses James Bussrher. Bernard Smit.
made with flaring skirt and shir- ing. The fine work done in judgEsther and Mabel Borchers of HolA
sudden
drop
in
the
temperaConfectionery
Lee Slotman. red waistline. Mrs. Bosch, mother
land attended a surpriseshower by
I
Henry Nyenhuis, Ixiuis Poll, Geo. of the groom, was gowned in black ing by these boys placed the Ot- ture of some 35 degrees within a
Mn. Fred Vogel and Mrs. Ted Schevink,
Joe Aalderink, Henry rough crepe with white and silver tawa team at the head of the list few hours cancelledseveral swimof all counties who had boys judg- ming parties at the resorts. It is
Moore honoring Mrs. John Moore at
Gnnd Haven. Mrs. John Moore, mHn Andrew Lubbers, H. W. trim. Both wore gardenias.Mrs. ing at Lansing.Club leaders trust the first tang in the air that would
before her marriage recently, Miss Schutmaat.Ed Tollman, George O. W. French, grandmotherof the they will do equallyas well at De- indicatefall is in the offing. Not
bride, was attired in black triple troit when they compete for the
Dora Sytsma. Prizes at games i oninen
few resorters packed up and
sheer with black lace trim and trip to Chicago to enter national i pointed their cars homeward. It
were won by Mrs. Clara Herbon,
. r
u.
Mrs. Pete Borchers. and Mrs. | „ LuLnfh ,Ind . (,0.ffef1 ^ ' RJ5haid wore a shoulder corsage of white competition. Mr. Arnold and club I in hoped that the extension of a
James
* aakma' £ouls ' andeMeer. Emery roses.
leaders are nnttmia*i<>
ipaHp,-.
optimisticthis year. week in the opening of school in
Mosier, Harry Hulsman, Justin
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd C. Fisher However, competition is keen in
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Tigelaar, Scheviak, Alber Klokkert. Steve were master and mistress of cere- this work and the very best of judg- some parts of the country, including Holland, will prolong our reGarrietlaand Arie motored to De- 1 Kalmink, Fred Mason. Gerrit Sale, monies, Mrs. Fisher wearing a
ing is requiredto win honors. The ....
..........
sort ....
season.
Those who have chiltroit
| William Drenten, Julius Lugten,
rough crepe dress of hyacinth blue. boys have received free ticketsto ' dren who must go to school
Mr. Bert Kunnen is ill at his George Joosteberens, Richard Miss Pauline Bosch, sister of the the Detroit fair, also free meal
home with a touch of plurisy at Brower, Will Klokkert, Ed Schro- groom, assisted at the reception tickets for the day of judging.They preparing to get out by Saturday.
Some of them will remain until afttenboer, John Ter A vest. George which followed the ceremonies. will make the trip with a local
this writing.
er Labor Day Monday.
Timmerman,
John
H.
Volkers,
Miss Bosch's gown of rough crepe leader.
I. Gardener, 82 years old, resiHarm
Kuite,
John
Stankey.
was of brown.
dent of Ganges died at Douglas hosThe county will also be repre1 Post
10c 1 Daily
Coffee
19c
Blanket Stand — Herman Nyhof,
pital. Funeral was held yesterday
Mr. and Mrs. Bosch are on an sented at the state fair with a hanHarry
Brower.
Jake
Drenten.
Geo.
at Pcnnville from Burch Funeral
eastern motor trip, the bride trav- dicraft demonstration team. The
Kaper, Ed. Miskotten,Roy Ashley, el. ng in a two-piece brown wool
home.
1 Certo
two boys who made good at Lan25c 1
Best Coffee
Willis Timmerman, Geo. Schut- swagger suite with lapin trim and
23c
sing are Howard Irish and Nick 1<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<4<<<<<<<<<<
Holland Boy Scout troop No. 26 maat.
brown
accessories. They will be Van Wingerden, Coopersville. They
camped for a week at Tennessee
Corn Game — Ben Kooiker,Har2 Sure Jel
25c
Holland, Mich.
Beach on the Westrate property. vey Zeerip, Ray Maatman, Julius at home after October i at 2217 placed high at the college as a
6
25c
August 21, 1935.
Ridge avenue in Evanston, 111.
handicraft demonstrationteam.
Miss Grace Hanchett and Miss Kempker, Ted Harmsen. Dr. HameThe Common Council met in regMr. Bosch, a son of Mr. and Mrs. They also receiveda free ticket to
1
Coffee
29c
Mary Blanchard. Holland,were the link. Ben Rankens. John Haakma. J. S. Bosch of 47 East Twentieth the Detroit fair with meal expense dlar session and was called to order
guests
dangremond, Wallace street, Holland, is a graduate of provided,and will compete against by the Mayor.
guests at the Westrate cottage. Harold Dangremond.
1
15c
Tennessee
Kempker. John Gras, John Brink. the local Christian schools and of all the selected teams from th« othTennessee Beach, the past week.
week.
Present: Mayor Bosch, Aids.
Lipton’s
Vz lb. black
41c
Vande
Lune,
Drinkwater,
Kalkman
Hope
college.
He
also
attended
er counties.
^Ihe X
Kr°"eme>'"''C"*M «Northwesternuniversity, where he
These boys are outstanding Van Zoeren, De Cook, Damson
31c 2 lbs.
Sixth Reformed church held a
Vz lb.
or
Duck Pond — Joe Lugten. (ieo. is now professor of economics.
iiaiiuiii a 1 memueo,
n«iv m
car- Huyser, Bultman, Van Lente,
handicraft
members, having
wiener roast with their wives at Reimink, Geo. Sale. Floyd KempAttending
the
wedding
from
thsi
ried
on
seven
years
of
such
work
Vogelzang
and
the
Clerk.
Tunnel park Tuesday night. Sports ker, Gordon Veen, Joe Slotman,
Spaghetti
15c
3 Kitchen
Devotions by Aid. Damson who
17c
were enjoyed in charge of Ber- Cornev Lugtiheid, Art Hoffman, city were Mr. and Mrs. S. Bosch under the instructionsof the vet
led
in
the
Lord’s
Prayer.
and
daughter,
Pauline.
Other
outeran leader, William Van Allsburg.
nie Vander Meulen. Refreshments Bud TenBrink.
Minutes of last regular and
of-town guests included Mr. and In the demonstration the boys diswere in charge of George Steggerda
Striking Machine — Henry Boe1
3 Tall
20c
Mis. Samuel Bosch and son, Don- cuss and show how to finish an special meetings read and approvand his committee.
rigter, Henry Van Doornink, James
ald
Bosch,
of
Chicago, and Mr. article. This is of utmost import- ed.
A marriage license application Joosteberens,Fred Wentzel, Cor- and Mrs. Alvin J. Cook of Grand
Butter
15c
Petition* and Accounts
ance. It is difficult work and re[can be
has been received from John E. nev Kempker.
Haven, and Mr. Nellis Tanis of quires considerableknowledgeand
Clerk presented several applicaCampagner and Luella M. Hayboer,
Sports and Prizes— Henry Dren- Zeeland.
ability. All club leaders in the tions for building permits.
1
Dill Pickles
both of Zeeland.
15c
ten, Fred Johnson, Clarence BillGranted, subject to approval of
county are wishing these boys the
ings.
John
Elzinga,
Ed
Lampen.
10
Pels
45c
Mrs. Stephen Oudemolen, 181
best of luck in their coming contest City Engineer and Building InGETS HER BACHELOR S
West Ninth street, had as her Drinking Fountain and Sprinspector.
1
Salad
at Detroit.
29c
Joe Hagelskamp. Lewis
DEGREE
guests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. kling
Clerk presentedapplication of
Club leaders are sending a fine
George Slocum, and son. Roger, of Johnson. John Bellman. John Drenhandicraftexhibit to the state fair. Henry Knoll, 174 East 4th street,
5 lbs. Fairy Pastry Flour
23c
ten. Allen Dangremond.
Among those receivingtheir A truck has been secured for trans- for permission to come under the
Giant
10c
Pullman.
Lights — George Brower. James bachelor's degrees from the Uniportation of these articles, which C. S. ordinance.
Busscher, Barney Ross, Gerald Ha- versity of Chicago is Miss Anna
HOLLAND SCHOOLS TO
Granted.
were on display at Die county-wide
gelskamp,
William
VanderPloeg.
Boot of this city.
REOPEN
Clerk presented communication
achievement day held in May. Due
Novelty Stand- -Lawrence BrowMiss Boot has been a teacher in to the excellentworkmanship Ot- from American legion band reSchool bells will ring here on er, John Gebbin, John Kronemeyer, the local public schools for some
tawa club leaders feel that they questing the Council to give earnTuesday when Christianschoolsre- Henry TenBrink. Richard Elebass, years and a daughter of the late
will make a fine showing in De- est considerationto the erectionof
open with Rev. Martin Gritter. Harold Lugten.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Boot who lived
a music shell as a WPA project.
Doll Throwing
Jesse Kool, at 18 East Thirteenthstreet where troit.
ProtestantReformed church pastor,
No definite action taken. Aid. De
as speaker.
Floyd Kaper, Harvey Lugten. the daughter now resides. The faOTTAWA
BOYS
GO
TO
STATE
Cook
expressed the opinion that
Henry
R.
Johnson,
Ted
JoostebePublic schools will reopen on
ther was a Holland pioneer merFAIR
such shell could be constructed
Sept. 9; Hope college. Sept. 18. and rens. Allen Calahan, Richard Went- chant for many years.
more advantageouslyby private
Western Theological seminary. zel, Harvey Johnson. Jack Rigter— o
H. P. KLEI8
WASHINGTON MARKET
Three Ottawa boys, Ben Wes- contract than by WPA.
Sept. 19.
ink.
Phone
H. W. Dornbos
154 E. Eighth St. Phone 4781
trate and Reinhard Roman. CooClerk presented communication
Order and Parking Bert Vos«. CHARGED WITH CHILD
persville,and Merton Henry, of from H. Vander Werf requesting
BEATING; DOES NOT
ALLEGAN COUNTY MARRIAGE William TenBrink. Sherman DeWESTING & WARNER
CENTRAL PARK GROCERY
Deliver
were selected as an Ottawa Council not to remove any more
LICENSES
Boer. John Tanis. Fred Smit. AlCOME TO COURT Marne,
325 Lincoln Avenue Phone 2806
Jacob
Phone 5512
team
to
make
the
trip
to
Detroit trees from Prospect Park.
bert J. Klomparens, Dan Kooiker,
fair to compete with other boys
Accepted and filed.
Milton Tarns, 28, Fennville, and James Koops, John Joosteberens,
PEOPLE’S
MARKET
J. & H. DeJONGH
STEFFE > S BROTHERS
Orion Troff of Allegan, whose from all parts of Michigan in crops Reports of Standing Committees
Rhea Sargeant, 25. Fennville;Cy- Dick Snyder, Ben Nykamp. Fred
21 E. Tenth
Phone 9491 408 Colombia Ave., Phone 3916
288 W. 14th St. Phone 3329
trial
on
an
assault
and
battery
judging. The f:in work done in
Clamis and Accountscommittee
rus Kenney, 23, Bravo, ami Ixii* Reimink, Jack Calahan. Charlie
for August judging by these l*oys placed the reported having examined claims
J. HUL8T & SON
EAST END MARKET
QUALITY NEVER
VirginiaCroft, 18, Bravo; Miles E. Kimber.
•m John
John Nyboer. Henry Sal charge was scheduled
"cneuu
577 College Ave. Phone 3306
155 E. 16th
Phone (201
DISAPPOINTS
Trimm, 26, Bravo; Frances Mae Ben Tanis GerriT Vee”, Gerritt r!: di<1 “Pf™ in
His Ottawa team at the head of the in sum of $13,759.06.
attorney, Ira Montague,asked for list of all comt'es who had boys
Allowed.
Buchanan, 16, Fennville.
Vos
a continuance,which was granted, judging at Lansing.
Sewer committee reported recom-rj
the new date set for trial being
September 10. Troff pleaded not
guilty last week to the charge of
beating his 14-year-oldniece, who
makes her home with him and his
wife. He furnishedbail of $100.
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Maxwell House

Large Ketchup

Tea
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green

Macaroni

1

Klenzer

Box Hekman's
Cookies

Cans Page Milk

whipped]

Quart

Naptha Soap
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Dressing

Can Pork
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Bidder Bros.,

Inc.

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

Roasts

Boiling Beef

T.nd«

Veal Shoulder

ru,,

Roast

Mutton Shoulder Roasts
Legs of

Mutton

Beef Chuck

Roast

lb.

lb.

13c

lb.

He

lb 20c
lb. 10c
lb.

15c

16-18c

(Beat Center Cuta)

Steak

lb.

22c

Frankfurts and Bologna

lb.

18c

lb.

25c

lb.

25c

Round &

Sirloin

Legs of Spring
Veal

Lamb

Steak

Beef Liver young-tender
>,

MICH.

lb. 14c
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9733
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ON H. J. HEINZ
PAYROLL

700

St.

Windstorm Insurance

The Heinz plant is now running
24 hours a day with 700 persons on
its payroll,which is about S5 per

Before the Storm

cent more than at the same time
last year. Statistics show that all
local labor is used and women are
employed at a 60-40 ratio to men.
In May, Mr. J. A. Hoover, manager. made the predictionthat 600
to 700 persons would be employed,
which turned out to be true.
The H. J. Heinz Co., is not only
a substantialfirm for Holland, but
it brings a cash market to the farmers for a diversified crop. These
700 employesput to work possibly
700 more on farms, in stores on
other manufacturing necessary for
the plant and in scores of other
ways directly and indirectly.

The Safe Way.
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After the storm is too late. — With thousands of dollars being
lo«t every year by cyclones in Michigan, it is just good “Horse
Sense” to have your property insured in this big company,
NOW, before a windstorm does you serious damage.
this company over the past 50 years— its
treatment of policyholders,its fair adjustment of claims, its
prompt payment of losses and the low cost of adequate cyclone protection, commend It to every Michigan property

The experience of

owner.
A
Secure this windstorm protection at once. Write the home
office or see one of our

John Driesenga,78, died Tuesday
at his home in East Saugatuck.
Surviving are the widow; four
daughters, Mr*. Jacob Huizenga of
Holland, Mra. Thomas Mokma of
East Holland, Mrs. Henry Oldebekken of Overisel, and Mrs. H. Boerman of Holland; a son. Henry, at
home, and eight stepchildren, John
Dykman, Mrs. A. D. Marlink, William, Gerrit and Sarah Dykman,
John Donia of Zeeland, Mrs. John
Brouwer and Mrs. Bert De Haan
and 20 grandchildren. Funeral
services were held Thursday tt 1
p. m. at the home and at 1:46 p. m.
•t the East Saugatuck Christian
Reformed church with Rev. S. P.
MeirKroa officiating. Burial was
in Overisel cemetery.

:

Careful

many

representatives.

Bueineu Management by

severe windstorm destroyed this hern Juns 11, 1938. It belonged to Hsrry Grow,
section 85, West Branch township, Ogemew County. This company promptly paid
$1600 for this loss. If Mr. Grow had been without windstorm Insuranceit would
have been too bad.

Men

With Inturance Experience.
The Largeet Mutual Windetorm Incur •
once Company of iti Kind in Michigan.
Nearly $400,000,000 Inturance in Force.

MICHIGAN MUTUAL WINDSTORM
INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office— Hastings, Michigan

i
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY

present at this meeting.
Kooiker, and Mr. Ter Aveet:
man and children,Albert, Joseph- John Roloofa, Hr. and Mrs. C. NodServicts in Warm Friend Tavern
7:30 p. m.— Evening serving,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Nykerk ine, Alta and Eleanor of Beaver- amid, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Nodertiif
'10:30 a. m.— Sunday services.
Great congregational song servfee have returnedto their home in dam.
rid, Mr. Bert W. Enaing and famHOLLAND,
MICH.
8:00 p. m.~ Wednesday evening led by Gilbert Van Wynen. Speily, Mrs. Paul Nederveld, Mr. Paul
Ewen, which is located in the
testimonialmeeting.
cial sacred music and evangelistic
NOORDELOOS
Enaing.
northwesternpart of Michigan's
“Christ Jesus'’ will be the subject message.
Mr. Allyn Rymbrandt is ill at
upper peninsula.Mr. Nvkerk is
of the lesson-sermon in all ChrisMr. John Morren and daughter, his home with plurisy at this writsuperintendent of Ewen's public
tian Science churches and socieMarie of Hudsonville, spent SunTor yaur awaiaga,beach m
school system.
ties throughout the world on Sun- Story & Clark Enjoys
day with Mr. James Morren and ^liss Gortrude Enaing has reIMMANUEL CHURCH
Mrs. H. Jeurink is back at her family.
day, Sept. 1.
turned to her duties at Grand Rap- Matinana Daily !• 30 -Even. 7 ©9 lot, tot* or anythin mad* of canLarge Business Gain home in PrairieView, Kansas, aftMiss Albertha Vander Hulst was ids after spending her vacation at
Services in the Armory
er
having
spent
a
short
time
visBIBLE WITNESS HALL
aa-oaa at!
taken to the hospitallast week on
Rev. J. Lanting, Pastor
iting friends and relativesin this Monday. Her condition at this the home of her father, Mr. Bert
(Grand Haven Tribune)
' Fri. Sat.. Alg. M SI
Ensing.
10:00 a. m.— “The Christians
C. Tar vest ad. Pastor.
vicinity.
writing is favorable.
The Christian Endeavor society
Hope."
10:00 a. m.— Communion servDr. James Poppen of Boston, Mrs. Gerrit Vanda Veer and chil- of the Second Reformedchurch en- W. C. FIELDS A MARY BRIAN
An
increase
of
over
600
per
cent
11:30 a. m.— Sunjday school class- ice.
Mass., is expected to drop in about dren, Genevieve and Phyllis, spent
in the July business at the Story
joyed their outing on Wednesday.
es.
— In
11:30 a. m.— Bible school.
at this time at the home of his Monday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry Krone3:00 p. m.— Jail services.
2:00 p. m.— County farm serv- and Clark Piano company of Grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Pop- Mrs. B. Lemmen.
Ca,
meyer have returned to their home
6:30 p. m.— Young people’s hour. ices and school house meeting.
Haven has been reported by the
pen of this village.
Jerene Gerrits is en
njoying a vis- after enjoving a trip out west.
vice-nresident,
L.
D.
Bull.
The
the
7:30 p. m.— Inspirational singing.
7:30 p. m.— Gospel service.
A. E. RAM8LAND. Prop.
Gcrbon Miss Ella Ensing has been stayMrs. Bovenkerkspoke last Wed- it with her sister, Mrs. Ge
Sermon. “Without an Excuse."
7:30 p. m. Wednesday — Prayer month of August is expected to
Diekema
at Jenison.
nesday
afternoon
at
the
joint
meeting
at
the
home
of
Mr.
Richard
Tuesday evening— Country pray- service.
show another very substantialgain
The Choral societywill again re- Jansma at Byron Center.
ing of the Mission Circle, the Womer meeting.
7:30 p. m. Saturday — Open air over last year when the figures are
Flying
an’s Missionary society, and the sumo their meetingsSunday eveMr. and Mrs. George Vruggink
Thursday evening— Prayer meet- meetings. The Bible school pic- totaled.
ning. starting September 1.
Girls’
League
for
Service.
This
have returned to their home after
ing and Bible study.
nic will be held at Veurink’s Grove
The Story and Clark Piano com- took place in the chapel of the ReMr. and Mrs. John Rietman and staying at the home of their parMon. Tuea. Wed., Sept. 2-3-4
Phono
104 E. 0th
south of Zeeland, Friday p. m.
pany, for years one of the largest
Mrs.
Helen
Meulenberg
motored
to
formed church.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry KroneCITY MISSION
Meet at the Witness hall at 1:30 and most substantialindustriesin
The pulpit of the Reformed Decatur last week, Thursday.
(( ontinuoua PerformanceMonday
meyer.
for transportation.
the city, was practically closed church was occupied last Sunday
Central Avenue
The elders’ conference of the The Golden Chain Union will be
LABOR DAY)
Expirea Sept. 14— 1M08
down a year ago last July and for by the Rev. Wolvius in the morn- Christian Reformed church of HolPAT O BRIEN and
George W. Trotter. Supt.
held August 27 at South Rlendon
THE OPEN BIBLE CHURCH the first two weeks in August of
*t A t K tH1 MICHIGAN
land
and
vicinity
will
be
held
on
ing
•service
by
the
Rev.
Hofs
in
JAMES
CAGNEY
in
church.
Saturday night, 8 o’clock, street
last year.
SUNDAY SERVICES
The Probate Court for the Counthe afternoon,and by Candidate J. Wednesday evening. August 28, at
Miss Esther Lammers of South
meeting. Corner Central avenue
The
plant has been running Bartel in the evening.
ty of Ottawa.
WOMAN’S
LITERARY
CLUB
7:30
o'clock
at
the
East
Saugaluck
Dakota visited Rev. and Mrs. B.
and Eighth street.
steadily for some time on a basis
At a saulon of said Court, held
Irish In
church.
Corner Central and Tenth St.
Sunday, 1:30 p. m.— Bible school.
W. Lammers and family
few
of 40 hours per week and orders
at tha Probate Office in the City
Rev. S. Fopma and family spant days.
Richard A. Elve, Pastor
2:30 p. m.— Music and message.
Tuea., Sept. 3*. ia GUEST NIGHT. of Grand Haven, in Raid County,
last week, Sunday in Lament. Rev.
10:00 a. m.— Morning service. A on hand now practically insure
Rev. /V. J. Hrkhuis. retied pas- Attend the $ o’clock performance
6:30 p. m.— Young people’s hour.
continued
operation
on
full
time
on the l$th day of Aug., A. D.
Fopma
conducted
the
services
at
7:30 p. m.— Evangelisticservice. message of spiritual encouragetor of Holland, conducted the serv- and remain aa OUR GUESTS to
1935.
for the balance of the year, stated
the church. He formerly had ices here on Sunday.
ment.
Inspiringsinging,special music.
»ee Al Joiaon aad Rubv Keeler in
Present. Hon. Cora Vandewater,
charge of this church before com11:15 a. m.— Bible school. Class- the official.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall of
George Trotter will speak.
“GO INTO YOUR DANCE" Judge of Probate.
In the last three weeks, Mr. Bull
Spike Louwsma, 74, of Zeeland ing to Noordeloos.
Tuesday, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer es for all ages.
Grand Rapids visited Mr. and Mrs.
In the Matter of. the Estata of
says, the plant has increased the township,died Monday at his home
Mrs. Helen Meulenberg of Grand Henry Beek on Sunday.
4:00 p. m.— Children’shour.
meeting.
Thura. Frl. Hat. Sept. 5-6-7
Trientje Zylmaa, Da
men
employed
by
approximately
Rapid*
spent
several
days
at
the
near
Drenthe.
Surviving
are
the.
.....
------—
....
6:30
p.
m.—
Young
people’s
meetFriday, 7:30 p. m.— Young peoMr. and Mr*. Peter Vander Slout
L appearing to the court that
ing. Young people are urged to be >0 per cent and, he continued,the followingsons and daughters: Mrs. home of her sister. Mrs. John Riet- of Grand Rapids visited Mr. and GEORGE RAFT & ALICE FAYE
ple’s service.
the time for presentationof claima
present number employed should M. Newhouse, Zeeland township;
Mrs. Paul Ensing and family Sathe at least maintained for the next William and Albert Louwsma of
•gainst said estate should be limRev. and Mrs. Fopma and chil- urday.
•our months with no interruptions. Zeeland; Mrs. Sam Sluiterof Hol- dren visited with Mr. and Mrs. Gerited, and that a time and place be
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Tigelaar visAt Eight appointed
Tile piano business has had a land; Mrs. Gcrrit Vos, Holland rit Vander Veer one evening last ited Mr. and Mrs. Otto Pino of
to receive, examine
.erics of ups and downs, due to township; Henry Louwsma, Madi- week.
a d J u a t all claims and d*i
Zeeland on Saturday.
Jrneral financial conditions and son, S. Dak.; George Louwsma of
Mr*. Charlie Diepenhorst called
against said deceased by and befc
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bowman mohe development of the radio and Holland; Mrs. Peter Middlehoek, on Mrs. Fopma Monday evening.
tored to Winona lake on Thursday.
•aid court:
The regular consistory meeting
other musical reproducing mach- Holland township; Mrs. Dick Van
Rev. Lammers conducted the
It la ordered, That creditors
ines. For the past year indica- Rhee and Mrs. John Van Rhee of was held on Monday evening.
services at Vriesland on Sunday.
said deceased are required to
The pastor will fill a classical Mr*. Hattie Marlink and Mr.
tions have shown that there is a Drenthe; Mrs. Gerrit Beyer, Zeesent their claims to said court
return to piano buying in this land township; Jacob Louwsma of appointment at Mack’s Landing on John Hoekama were united in mar•aid Probate Office on or
country and abroad and the vast Grand Rapids; Mrs. John Arendsen Sunday, September1.
riage recently. The couple left for Matinee daily at 2:30— Even 7,9 the
increase of business this summer , of Drenthe. Twenty-eightgranda wedding trip to Niagara Falla.
24th Day of December,A.U. IMS.
over a year ago is the reflectionchildren, two brothers and one sisMr. and Mrs. Jacob Van Hoven
ZUTPHKN
at ten o’clock In the forenoon,said
WILLIAM BOYD
of this change in the trend of the ' ter in The Netherlands,and a
and family and Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
time and place being hereby apPAULA STONE in
purchasing
' brother in Iowa also survive. FuMiss Jessie De Vries of Castle Stilwell and son camped a number
pointed for the examination aim
A large force of men is employed ' n*ral services were held Thursday Park spent Thursday of last week of days at Drummond Island.
— in
adjustmentof all claims and dpat the plant that at one time, dur- at 1:30 p. m. at the home and at 2 with her brother and sister-in-law.
Miss Louise Vande Bunte spent
mands against said dec
8HEFFORI)
ing the war, employed as high as 1 al the Drenthe ChristianReformed Mr. and Mrs. Herman De Vries, a few days with her grandparents,
It is Further Ordered. Thet pub600 men. Continued prosperity ' c^urc^ ^ev- D- J' Danhof offici- and family.
American
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hollis.
He notice thereof be given by pubthroughout
the
country
insures * ate(*> "“sifted by the Rev. David
Miss
Marie
Johnson
of CutlerRev.
and
Mr*.
B.
W.
Lammers
Olive Pimiento
lication of a copy of this order,
this well known company of sales Grasman of Imlay City, a relative ville spent Wednesday at the home visitedMr. and Mrs. K. DeJonge
Kj 1^.
Sat. Aug. 31. ia GUEST NIGHT. once each week for three enceeaPimiento
of
the
deceased.
Burial
was
in
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
that are expected again to make
at Ottawa Beach on Wednesday.
Attend the 9 o'clock performancelive weeks previous to said day of
Limburger
rhJohnson.
it one of the leading manufactur- West Drenthe cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Zagers, and remain aa OUR GUESTS to hearing,in the Holland City Nf
Mrs. Jantje Brouwer of North
Chevelle
The Sunday school picnic was Emma and Julius returned to their
ing institutions of the city.
newspaper printed and
*ee WILL ROGERS In
Holland, who celebrated her sev- held Wednesday evening at the home after enjoying a trip to Ni"THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN" •d In said county.
Mild Wisconsin Colby Cheese lb.
enty-ninthbirthday Saturday, was Jamestown Spring Grove. The agara Falls.
CORA ANDEWATER.
Oldest Fish License
surprisedby relatives. Those pres- male quartet, composed of Messrs.
Judge of Probate.
Sweet, Svc eel Mix
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Harold Peuler, Martin Ver Hage,
A true copy—
. Holder 105 Years Brouwer and children, Raymond, John Sail and Herbert Heyboer, In the DistrictCourt of the
Mon. Tuea., Sept. 2-3
pirn ]4r
United State* for the Western Di*DOLORES WIERENGER,
Russel, Lawrence.Netta and Les- accompanied by Miss Gerrietta
FANCY LIGHT MEAT
Deputy Reg. of Probote.
The distinction of being the old- ter of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. John Loeks, rendered vocal selections. trict of Michigan, Southern Divi- (Continuous PerformanceMonday,
LABOR DAY)
est person to apply for a resident Brouwer anil children.Adriana. Rev. Heomstra, pastor of the Hud- sion— In Bankruptcy.
Clifford Nash, Bankrupt No.
STAN LAUREL and
fishing license in Michigan goes to Hollis and Junior of Crisp; Mr. and sonville Reformed church, gave an
STATE OF MICHIGAN
6359.
cans
OLIVER HARDY in
Thomas Gordon, 44!) Myrtle street, Mrs. Martin Jongekrijg and chil- interestingtalk.
PROBATE COURT FOR)
To
the
creditor*
of
Clifford
Grand Rapids. Gordan gave his dren. Alice. Jack and Genevieve of
Mr. and Mrs. William Albrecht
THE
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Nash,
of
R.
R.
No.
4,
Holland,
If
Ige. tall 1
age as 1H5 when he purchased his North Holland; Mr. and Mrs. Henry of Hudsonville were guests at the
At o session of laid Court, held
Scotland
County of Ottawa, and district
license on the fifth of July.
IV Sunshine
I
Kloosterman and children. Elsie. home of Mr. ami Mrs. Leonard Van aforesaid. Notice i* hereby given
•t the Probot'' Office in the Citp
Jennie. Henrietta and Wynand, E*s Monday evening.
of Grand Haven In said Conntv,
that on the 13th day of August,
vanilla wafers, edgewater i
and Mr. and Mrs. Jake Klooster- The Young Peoole’s societv me'
REPAIR ALLEGAN ROAD
on the 20th day of August, A. D.
1935, the said Clifford Nash was
Wed. Thurs.. Sept. 4-5
| Sunday evening.Mr. Charles Bosch
1 1-jOsandwich, dutch spice lb.
'
duly adjudged bankrupt, and that
DOUBLE FEATURE
| led the song service. Titus HeyThe Allegan county road coman order ha* been made fixing the
Present: Hon. CORA VANDE ]
BORIS
KARLOFF
in
Mission Inn, finest quality
I boer read the Scripture lesson. Mr.
mission is making repairs to th^
place below named a* the place of
WATER. Judge of Probate.
"THE BLACK ROOM’’
| Charles Bosch spoke on “What
green nr
bo lb.
road on the New Richmond hill. 4
or
meeting of creditors, and the first IDA LUPINO A KENT TAYLOR
Ia the Matter of the Estate of
Seest
Thou?"
Miss
Anne
Heyboer
miles north of here, necessitated
meeting of creditorswill be held
— in
Gerretje Vito, Deceased.
lb.
favored
with
a
reading
and
special
Thomas Special
by the heavy rains of last weekat my office. Suit" 845, Michigan
“SMART GIRL"
Jennie Venhuisen,haying filed
music was a vocal solo bv Alvin Trust Building.Grand Rnpids.
end.
Much
of
the
hill
was
washed
Mission Inn
lb.
her petition,praying that an InRingewohl. accompaniedby Miss Michigan, in said district on the
down.
strument filed In saia Court be adLula Art?..
12th day of September, 1935. at 11
mitted to Probate as the last will
Expires
Sept.
14—12885
The
male
quartet
furnished
speOVERISEL
a. m., eastern standardtime, at
size can
and testament of said deceased and
cial vocal selectionsat the servwhich time the said creditorsmay
that administration of said estat_
s at Hudsonville Sunday eve- attend, prove their claims,examine
LIBBY’S
STATE OF MICHIGAN
An enormous amount of traffic
be granted to Thoe. H. Marsilje or
ning.
the
bankrupt,
elect
a
trustee
and
has been passing through this vilsome other suitableperson.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gort and transact such other business as fUE PROBATE
5 oz.
FOR
''
tJic
lage lately since our county highIt Is Ordered, That the
*on of Zeeland were guests at the
cans
may properlycome before such
way has been made the temporary
home of their parents, Mr. and meeting.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA 24th Day of September, A.D. Iflft
“bee line” for detouristswho othMrs. Henry Brower, Sunday.
no. 2
at ten a. in., at said Probate OfCHARLES B. BLAIR.
A l h session «'f •‘Bid Cnurl. heh
erwise would have taken M-40. The
The Misses Alice and Harriet
Referee in Bankruptcy. at the Probate Office in the City of fice be and is hereby appointed for
can
latter highway is undergoinga
Klomp of Hudsoivvillcare staying NELSON A MILES,
hearing said petition.
Grand Haven in said County, on
complete transformation from
at the home of Rev. and Mrs. S.
It is Further Ordered, That pubHolland, Michigan,
gravel to cement. What a relief
on
the
22nd
day
of
Aug.,
A.
D.
1935.
Vroon for some time.
He notice thereof be given bv pubAttorney
for
Bankrupt.
WATCH
REPAIRS,
cleaning
main
l,'dS""
VAN
D^Ji#AUon
wpy hwwfi for
it will be in future years, not to
* Present, Hon. CORA
Fitted no. 2 can
Mias Elizabeth Ver Huge is emNotice — No claim will be receivsprings, balance staffs, jewel*.
have to take our rubber boots along
ployed at the home of Mr. and ed for filing unleas claim back ia WATER. Judge of Frrimte
throe
successive
weeks previous to
TRIPOINT
when we motor to De Stadt in the 75c each. H. J. FINCH, Jeweler, Mrs. Blaukamp of Beaverdam.
In the Matter of the Estate of <aid day of hearing,in the HoUand
filledout, includingname, complete
15
East
8th
St.
spring!
Zwaantje Leenheer, Deeefwd,
Mrs. John Pohler is confined to addresa of claimant,together with
City News, a newspaper printed
Henry Winter, Receiver of md circulated in said county.
This week, Friday evening, the FOR SALE — Homefield Electric her home with illness.
amount claimed.
quart
Jamestown State Bank, having
young people of the Reformed and
The families of JHr. and Mrs.
CORA VAN DE WATER.
Shoe Hospital. 14 years at 317
filed in said Court his petition prayChristianReformed churches are Central Ave., Holland. New Cham- John Brink, Mr. anc^ Mrs. Peter
Judge of Probate.
In the DistrictCourt of the ing that the original commission A true copy.
intending to hold a joint outing at
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
pion machinery. Illness reason for
Tunnel park. Each person or couBrink, Mr. and Mrs. William Roon United States for the Western Dis- on claims be revived and further DOLORES WIERENGER.
lb.
filing.
tfc34
ple may bring anythingthey like
and Fred Brink were notifiedof trict of Michigan, Southern Divi- time allowed for filing claims
Dcp. Register of Probate.
against said estate;
I
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a
in th eline of food, to contributeto FOLLOW UNCLE SAM and build the sudden death of their aunt, sion— In Bankruptcy.
It is Ordered, That the
Henry J. Boevc, Bankrupt No.
the pot-luck supper. Be sure to
that new home on the North Side. Mrs. Gerrit Geers of Hudsonville,
75 It. roll
Expires Sept. 7—15692
24th Day of September, A.D. 1935,
take along your own eating uten- River Hills on the River front. The who died at a 'Grand Rapids hospi- 6365.
To the creditors of Henry J. Boe- at ten o'clockin the forenoon, at
sils. A program of games has best location. See E. B. SCOTT tal of injuries sustained in an auSTATE OF MICHIGAN
been arranged by the social com- on the property. East of US-31, tomobile accident near Jenison last ve of R.F.D. No. 6, Holland, Coun- said probate office, be and is hereby
Des8ert
mittee. The time has been set for Route
3tc36 Tuesday when she was returning ty of Ottawa, and district afore- appointedfor hearing said peti- THE PROBATE COURT FOR
Powder
six o’clock, or as soon thereafter
from Grand Rapids with her chil- said. Notice is hereby given that tion;
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
It is Further Ordered, That pub
as is possible. We urge all of the FOR SALE — Seed wheat. Michigan dren, Mr. and Mrs. Schut. Funer- on the 19th day of August, 1935,
At a session of said Court, held
One can 13c
Ball Rock, pure and clean. $1.10
young folks of the two local
services were held Saturdayat the said Henry J. Boeve was duly lie notice thereof be given by pub at the Probate Office in the City of
Extra Can
churches to come, and also to bring a bushel. FENNVILLE HDW. CO., the home of her son, Albert, and adjudged bankrupt, and that an lication of h copy of thi* order, Grand Hgten in said County, on
4tc37 at the Hudsonville Christian Re- order has been made fixing the for three successive week* prev. the 16th day of August, A.D. 1935.
their friends. Come early enough Fennville,
place below named as the place of ious to said day of hearing, in the
to enjoy a swim before supper,
formed church.
Present, Hon. Cora Van De Wawhich will probably take place at WANTED TO BUY OLD GOLD,
Mr. and Mrs. William Nynhuis meeting of creditors, and the first Holland City New*, a newspaper ter, Judgt Of Probate.
old
jewelry, dental gold; ainv
about 7 o'clock.
attendedthe Ionia free fair last meeting of creditorswill be held
In the Matter of the Estate of
PRICES Saturday evening to witness tha at my office, Suite 845, Michigan printed and circulated in said
A week ago Saturday the fol- condition.
Countv.
PAID.
Altha 8. Fuller Stark. Deceased.
Trust
Building.
Grand
Rapids,
lowing motored to Detroit to witmarriageof their sister, Miss MaCORA VAN DE WATER.
JAMES HEERSPINK
Frances A. Alverson, having filed
Michigan, in said district on the
ness a baseball game there: the
rie Bazaan of Portland, Mich.
Judge of Probate. in said court her petitionpraying
Jeweler
12th
day
of
September,
1935,
at
10
Messrs. Benjamin and Earl Albers,
Mr.
Harm
Ensing
of
Oakland
Holland, Mich.
32 West Eighth St.
(Licensed by U. S. Government)
that said. court adjudicateand dea. m., eastern standard time, at A true copy.
John Gras, Harvey Immink, Alfred,
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Ess.
termine who were at the time of
148 West 16th Street
Harry and Stanley Lampen, J.
spent the week-end at the home which time the said creditorsmay DOLORES WIERENGER,
her death the Icpal heirs of Mid de6tc38
attend, prove their claims, examine
Dep. Register of Probate.
ceased and entitledto inheritUrn
the banltrupt,elect a trustee and
JAMESTOWN
CAN’T MAKE A POOR
real estate of which said deceased
transact such other business as
Pillow good, but we can clean and
Expires Sept. 14—15077
died seized.
Don't forget the big celebration may properlycome before such
fluff it as good as it was origiIt is Ordered, That the
meeting.
to
be
held
Labor
Day
at
the
Jamesnally. After use in a sick room be
17th Day cf September, A. D. 1935,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
CHARLES
B. BLAIR.
town
Spring
Grove.
This
will
be
sure to have them renovated. Dial
FOR at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
Referee in Bankruptcy. THE PROBATE
an all-day event. Come. Bring
3625, Model Laundry.
said Probate Office,be and is hereDIEKEMA,
CROSS
&
TEN
CATE,
THE
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
yo«r friend*.
by appointed for hearing said petiHolland,
Michigan.
ATTENTION — Stock owners. Free The Christian Endeavor society
At a session of said Court, held tion.
Attorneys for Bankrupt.
service given on dead or disabled of the Second Reformedchurch met
at the Probate Office in the City
It is Further Ordered, that pubNotice — No claim will be receivhorses ana cows. Notify us prompt- Sunday evening with Mr. Stanley
of Grand Haven in the said County, lic notice thereof be given by publy. Phone 9745, collect. HOL- Richardson as the leader. Hi* top- ed for filing unless claim back is the 23rd dav of Aug., A. D. 1935.
lication of a copy of this order, for
filled out, Includingname, complete
LAND RENDERING WORKS.
ic for discussionwas “Finish What
Present, Hon. Cora Vandewater, three successiveweeks previous to
addreftffof claimant,together with
6340 You Start."
Judge of Probate.
said day of hearing,in the Holland
Sacrament of holy baptism will amount claimed.
In the Matter of the Estate of
WANTED
City News, a newspaper printed
be observed next Sunday.
Mary
SUy,
Deceased.
LOUIS PADNOS
ami circulatedin said county.
The funeral service* for Mrs.
Katie J. Stoy, having filed in said
Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scrap Richard Jansma of Byron Center
Expires Sept. 14—15539
CORA VANDEWATEt, g
Court her petition praying that
Material,Old Iron, Radiators, Old were held on Saturday at 12:0 at
Judge of Probate
STATE OF MICHIGAN
said
Court
adjudicate
and
deterBatteries and other Junk. Best
• into enpt—
the home and 2 o’clock at the Trin- THE PROBATE COURT FOR mine the date of death of said demarket price; also feed and sugar ity Reformedchurch at Grand RapTHE COUNTY OF OTTAWA ceased,the names of those entitled HARRIET SWART, *
Over a thousand people have asked
baga.
Register of Probate.
ids. Burial was made in WashingAt a session of said Court, held by survivorship to real estate in
190
East
8th
Holland
us for loans since the first of the
ton Park cemetery. Rev. Van at the Probate Office in the City of which said deceased had an interPhone 2905
year— AND GOTTEN THEM!
Kerkhof officiated.Those attend- Grand Haven in said County, on the est as life tenant, joint tenant or
Expires Sept. 7—8619
tenant by entirety, and other facts
FOR
RENT
— Fine double garage ing from here were Mr. and Mrs. 20th day of Aug., A. D. 1935.
Over a quarter of a million dollars
...... . t.' i
essential to a determinationof the
or a single stall at 47 Graves
Present, Hon. Cora Vandewater,
STATE OF MICHIGAN
have been put into circulation
In the District Court of the Judge of Probate.
rights of the parties interestedin
Plsce.
PROBATE COURT FOR
United
States
for
the
Western
Dissaid
real
estate;
through these loans— not in the
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
In the Matter of the Estate of
trict of Michigan, Southern DiviGERRIT
W.
KOOYERS
It is Ordered, that the
At a session of Mid Court, held
country at large — BUT RIGHT
Nicholas Kammeraad, Deceased.
Attorney
sion— In Bankruptcy.
1st Day of October. A. D. 1835, at the Probate Office in the City
HERE IN HOLLAND!
Jack Paul Beihl, Bankrupt No.
It appearingto the court that at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
SI West Eighth SL, Holland
of Grand Haven in the said CounAcross from Holland Citv News 6363.
the time for presentationof claims said Probate Office, be and is herety on the 14th Day of August, A.D.
So helpfullyand so carefully are
Res. Phone
Office 3074
To the creditors of Jack Paul against said estate should be lim- by appointed for hearing said pe- 1035.
loans made at this Bank that our
Beihl of Grand Haven, County of ited, and that a time and place be tition;
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DEI
QUICK CASH-LOANS- 125 to Ottawa, and district aforesaid. No- appointed to receive, examine and
last examination by the State
It is Further Ordered, That pub- WATER, Judge of Probate.
$800. Autos. Livestock. Furni- tice is hereby given that on the
Ranking Departmentdisclosednot
ture. HOLLAND LOAN ASSN., 16th day of August, 1935, the said adjust all claims and demands lic notice thereof be given by pub- In the Matter of the Estate of
Fraaei* I. Walsh,
against said deceased by and before lication of a copy of this order for
a single loan that could be classiover Ollie’s Sport ShoJJ.
Jack Paul Beihl was duly adjudged
three successiveweeks previous to
Mentally Incompetent.
uid court:
fied as either “doubtful" or “loss.”
and that an order has
said day of hearing, in the HolHenry Winter, having filed in
CASH FOR OLD GOLD. bankrupt,
It is ordered, That creditorsof land City News, a newspaper
been made fixing the place below
said Court his final admin
All of which indicates why MORE
H. J. FINCH,
named
as the place of meeting of said deceased are required to pre- printedand circulatedin said coun account, and his petition
15 East Eighth St.
and MORE people are Raying:
creditorsand the first meeting of sent their claims to Mid court at ty.
for the allowance thereof and foi
Licensed on Treasury Department
creditorswill be held at my office, said Probate Office on or before
CORA VAN DE WATER, the assignment and distribution
Form TGL-12
Suite 845, Michigan Trust Build- the
Judge of Probate. the residue of said estate.
(Fine Watch and Jewelry
ing, Grand Rapids, Michigan, in 24th Day of December, A. D. 1935, DOLORES WIERENGER,
It ia Ordered, Thet the
Repairing}
said district on the 11th day of
17th Day ef September. AJ). II
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, Mid
Dep. Register of Probate.
September,
1935,
at
2
p.
m.,
eastONLY TWO DAYS LEFT
at ten o’clockin the forenoon,
A true copy.
and place being hereby apFOR WARD’S SALES ern standard time, at which time time
said Probate Office,be and is h<
“that’s
pointed
for
the
examination
and
the said creditors may attend, prove
by appointedlor examining and
adjustment
of
all
claims
and
deThe Montgomery Ward Co. of their claims, examine the bankrupt,
lowing said account and
East Eighth street. Holland, is con- elect a trustee and transact auch mands against Mid deceased.
H. R.
said
:
It is Further Ordered, That pubducting a mammoth sale in furni- other business as may properly
It is Further Ordered, That
come
before
such
meeting.
lic notice thereof be given by pubture, mattresses, radios and tubes,
lie notice thereof be
Drugs, Medicines and
CHARLES B. BLAIR, lication of a copy of this order for
shoes, hosiery, tires, hunting necIteation of a copy of
Referee in Bankruptcy. three successiveweeks previous to
essities and many other things—
Toilet Articles
three successive
said day of hearing, in the Holbargainscovering four pages of LOUIS H. OSTERHOUS,
said dav
land City News, a newspaper print,
reading matter. The sale continues Grand Haven, Michigan,
TYLER VAN LANDBGBND Citv
Attorney for Bankrupt.
ed and cirmlated in said county.
today, Friday, until late Saturday
Mill supplies, electric pumps, and
Notice-No claim win be receivCORA VANDEWATER.
night
plumbing
and heating;tin and
Judge of Probate.
Much shoppinginformation can ed for filing unless claim back is
mi
«hf»t rortri ..
[ be
gained from the four-page . filled out, includingname, complete A true copy—
49 W. 8th St. HOLLAND. MICH.
it Montgomery Ward, 25 Iaddress of claimant, together with DOLORES WIERENGER,
amount claimed.
Deputy Reg. of Probate.
; Eighth St., Holland.
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and a brother, John Vap Kersen, of the entire corps for the school
both of this city. *
year. Tep are new, five replacing
On Sept 9 when voting on the married women. Schools will open Tribute to Weeklies
Mrs. Martha Knoll has received
Sept. 9, with E. E. Fell beginning
One of Will Rogers'
word Chat her brother,Isaac Van proposed bond issue to raise Hol-

a •

Was

land’s
I’s share of

Wf
WPA

projects will

his twenty-six

year as

superin-

Kanen, 74, died 0/ heart failure be held, taxpayers
tendent.
in the first
rst proin De Ridder, La. Surviving are cinct of the Fifth
On Monday evening a supper
,
,
- ward will cast
the wife and four children,Mrs. their ballots at a new election was served by the Rev. and Mrs.
Will Christianson of Muskepon; place. Instead of voting at the Hoffman at Cardeau Beach in honusual place on Twenty-first street or of Jean Hoffman and Mrs. A.
Geonre Van Kersen of Texa? and
at Central avenue and Michigan J. Westveer of Holland who celeDorothy Lee and Margaret at avenue, the voting will take place brated their birthdays on that day.
home; a sister, Mrs. Martha Knoll, • on a city-owned lot at Nineteenth The guests included the Rev. and
Mrs. G. J. Hekhuis, Mr. and Mrs.
(streetand College avenue,
j A fire drill was held Wednes- A. J. Westveer and Ruth, James
and Jeannette Westveer.
day evening on Central avenue beThe Fillmore district No. 3
«
tween Fifth and Sixth streets in
front of De Free Co. Sixty sec- school has receivedthorough paintonds from the time that Alderman ing, both Inside and out, and a re•lames A. Drinkwaterof the Sec- juvenated building awaits the puondiward sounded the alarm from pils after the long vacation.
box 22 at Central and Sixth, the
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Kleinheksel
of Fillmore are home again after
; fire engines had sped through the
50c Forhins Th. Paste
a tour through the middle west
l.tc J business district from both houses

„

.

••••••••
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1

“Take away my ham, take away
eggs, even chili,” said Will,
"but leave me my newspaper. Elen
if it has such purely local news as
‘Jim Jones came home last night

my

'

a

week.

ings.

j

At Pecks’

Best

Some of the late Will Rogers'
philosophic and humorous paragraphs will go down in literary
history as masterpieces. And perhaps one of the finest of these is
his tribute to the "home weekly
town paper," one of his last writ-

,

,

unexpectedly, and bloodshed ensued' or ‘Jesse Bushyhead, our
local M. D., is having one of the
best years of his career, practically
speaking
but they just won’t
pay him when they get well,1 'the
county seat was packed yesterday
with prominent people from out of

—

of women charactersof the Bible.
This time Rispah was the character
studied. Anne Barveld’s missionThose who were guests at Warm town, attemptingto renew their
75e Fitch’s Shampoo
ary topic was entitled"Light in
notes'
and
'election
ain’t
far
off
the Darkness." Mrs. G. J. Vande
The Rev. and Mrs. James E. Friend Tavern on Monday evening and everylH>dyis up for office that
Dr.
John
B.
Nykerk,
hegd
_
$1.00 Calonite ......
to see the industrialpicture and
,c , Hoffman had as guests at Cardeau
the English department, speech Riet rendered a vocal solo entitled
can sign an applicationblank.’
"The Palms.”
12f Beach on Wednesday Mrs. John attend the banquet, besides the
and
forensics at Hope college, will
50c Iodent Th. Paste
"Now all that don’t seem much
Holland guests were J. M. Harris,
Mr. Bert Kleinhekselis still con| Hoffman, Jeanette Hoffman. Mr.
salesman; Peter Lipka, district su- news to you. But it is news to begin his fifty-first year as mem- fined with illness at his home. Miss
19c , and Mrs. Henry Hoffman. Mr. and
' 75c Acidine .....
you, especiallywhen you know the ber of the faculty.
pervisor;
L.
G.
Braybrooks,
salesTillie Hulsman, also, continues to
Mrs. Jud«on Hoffman, Marjorie
man; Jack Kniffen. specialty sales- people and thev are your own folks.
$1.00- Ironized Yeast
remain on our sick list.
'lc iZuidenta. Cordelia Knoll, and HowSo
no
matter
how
punk
you
may
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Reinders were
iqf ard and Maynard Hoffman. A man and C. R. Culp, promotion suLEGION
75c Agarol
pervisor.all of the Toledo district think your local newspaperis gethere at the home of their daughi hamburger fry was enjoyed by the
of the Gulf Refining Co., L. Secory ting. why just take it away from
ter, Mrs. G. J. Vande Riet, from
H«lr 1 group. Jeanette Westveer,aunt
$1.00 Korjena Tabs.
of Muskegon. Clayton Blue of you and see how you feel. The
Wednesday evening until Monday
| of Mrs Hoffman, spent several
old
newspaper,
I
think,
is
just
Wayland. and Heinie Borst of Zeeafternoon.
i days at the Hoffman cottage last
land. Those from Holland were about our biggest blessing.
Rev. and Mrs. Klaas Poppen are
I week.
“So let’s all read and be merry,
now living in Holland on West FifNew wheat contractswill he William C. Vandenberg, Jr., H. W. for tomorrow the paper may not
\ anden Brink, Ed Plaggemars,
teenth street.
availablefor Allegan county farArie Diepenhorst. Herman Kragt, have enough ads to come out"
Rev. M. A. Stegeman and chilmers shortly after Sept 1. County
Bernard Veneklaasen.There were
dren, Nathan and Ruth, have deAgricultural Agent A. I). Morley
also many other dealersand serv)arted for their manse in Hospers,
said Thursday. Meetingswill he
Corner River & 8th
ice station men. too numerous to BOY GETS HIS SKIFF
owa. They have spent part of
scheduled for all districts as soon
mention.
their vacation among relatives and
OUT OF MARSH BEFORE
as the new papers are ready.
Holland, Mich.
Bear in mind that the next post friend*about Holland and vicinity.
Monday, Labor Day afternoon,
COAST GUARDS ARRIVE
The Holland board of education
meeting will be held Wednesday
the Huizer school will hold a reThe Messrs. Benjamin Brinkhuis
ha« placed contractswith 114
union at the schoolhouse,and all
Grand Haven coast guards, un- evening. Sept. 11, unless you are and Murton Lankheet attended the
•enrhers,representing all but two
former teachersand pupils are der BoatswainWilliam E. Preston otherwise notified.
meeting of the Young People’s soinvited to attend. The school is lo- respondedto a call for aid last
ciety of the North Blendon ChrisWe really should have the in- tian Reformed church last Sunday
cated three miles northeast of evening, but found they made an
Zeeland at Beaverdam. Alderman unneeded trip when a small boy re- stallationof officers before that evening.
Huizer of Holland was not only a ported grounded on the marsh date, but somehow or other, no one
Last Sunday morning the sacrament of baptism was administered
pupil but also a teacher. In fact, near the Nietring coal dock suc- has arranged for it.
he was reared in the shadow of ceeded in freeing himself. The boy,
in the Christian Reformed church
1000 parents and scholarsto see our line ol Merchandiselor
Another departmentconvention to the followinginfants: Ruth Arthis old landmark, so to speak. He in a small skiff, was reported un•chool uje
is history. We will hear all about lene Wolters, daughter of Mr. and
sure is going to be present.
able to leave his craft trecause of
Text books bought, sold and exchanged— both rural and city
This Friday evening the young the marshy ground and unable to the business meetings from our Mrs. Richard Wolters; Gladys Herpeople of the Reformed and Chris- float the skiff, in a phone call re- delegates at the regular meeting. mina Klingenberg. daughter of Mr.
' •chools.
tian Reformed churches of Over- ceived at the station. The party The parade was a huge success and and Mrs. Marvin Klingenberg;
•Fountain pens (rom SO. to $10.00.
isel will hold an outing at Tunnel placing the call told Boatswain the weather for marching was Harloa Marthina Broekhuis,daughideal.
1 park at 6 p. m. Each person must Preston the boy had freed himter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert BroekSchool bags and brief cases 39c to $6.75.
huis; and Gilmer Jay Nyhof, son
contributeto the pot luck and take self while he went to call assist• •
Loom leaf note books from 10c to $4.00their own silver.
Among those who went from here of M/. and Mrs. William Nyhof.
ance.
and left their wives at home were
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Justin
The South Olive Christian ReTypewriters bought, sold, exchangedand repaired.
Comrades Van Lente, H. Cook. M. Scholten of East Overisel. a daughformed church of Crisp, celebrat- TWO-THIRDS OF VOTE
t ed its fiftieth anniversary ThursNEEDED TO O K BOND ISSUE Kole. Doc Bos, Louis B. Dalman, ter, Marlene Joyce.
Brinks
48 E. 8th St., Holland
0
*
Charles Vos, Tony Den Uyl, and
day with meetings at 1:30 p. m.
“ven Sam and John Althuis. Those
and at 7:30 p. m. The church was
CENTRAL PARK
City Atty. Elbern Parsons ruled who took their wives and deserted
organized in 1885 and all former
today that a two-thirds majority them there were Al Joldersma and
ministers spoke. A musical pro11U Rev. Fred Van Dyke occupies
gram was also presented, after is needed to approve the $23,000 Charlie Miller. And those who1 the pulpit of the Hamilton Rewhich refreshmentswere served. bond issue which is the city’s share were unfortunate and had their | formed church last Sunday, where
for WPA projectsto provide work
wives with them were Ray Smith‘ at one time he was the pastor.
Rev. P. D. Van Vliet is the pastor
insteadof dole to indigents.
and Ed Slooter. Mrs. John Rooze- Harvey Hoffman, stated supply of
and at present the church memThe
charter provides for only a
boom succeeded in getting to the the American Reformed church at
bership is 90 families.
A Cradle Roll party was held on simple majority, but the state convention without Choppy.
Hamilton exchanged pulpits with
home rule act specifies a two-thirds
Mr. Van Dyke.
Wednesday in the Sunday school
majority. Parson’s opinion, he
room of the Trinity Reformed stated is upheld by decisionshand- Comrade Ray Smith is the man Next Sunday the Rev. J. F.
to go on a trip; he is so resourcechurch, sponsored by the departHeemstra, now of Hudsonville,forment. Prizes were awarded to the ed down on that question to bond- ful. Just about the time you get mer pastor of the Fourth Reformed
ing companies.
hungry and reach around for some church at Holland, will occupy the
mother having the largestfamily,
Meanwhile, Mayor Nicodemus randy or peanuts, he comes out
the oldest mother present,the
pulpit of the Central Park church
youngest baby girl and youngest Bosch announced he is preparing with a length of bologna and a bot- this coming Sunday..
a message to the citizens of Hol- tle of olives.
baby boy. Mrs. Frank Van Dyke,
land urging them to vote for the
Rev. and Mrs. Earl C. Mohney
o
superintendentof the work, was in
and children of Tamaqua, Pa.,
bond issue. He expressed himself
CHRISTIAN LABOR FOLK
charge of arrangements.
were visitors at the parsonage last
WILL PICNIC
Miss Eleanor Woltman, daugh- as "anxious to see the program go
through."
Wednesday.They also called on
ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Woltman
The fourth annual field day of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bramer,
of 208 West Thirteenth street, and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Top. and the Michigandivision of Christian whose son, Clarence, is living in
John I). Colts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nienhuis at- I-abor associationwill be held at Tamaqua.
E. C. fotts of West Thirty-second
All
Teachers
Pupils
tended the Sherbourneschool re- Richmond park, Grand Rapids, on
Roger Van Huis, crack pitcher of
street, were united in marriage
Labor Day afternoon and evening,
Tuesday evening at 8 p. m. at the union in Blendon township last Monday, September 2, starting at the Central Park League, pitched
his team to victory at Hamilton
and Friends Invited
home of Mr. and Mrs. Louis C. week.
2 o’clock.
Friday, to the tune of 6 to 2. The
Cotta. 201 West Williams street,
There will be a program, in- Hamiltonianswere defeated three
MichiganCity, Ind., with Rev. A.
Marriage license _rr
__________
apphcatmnsj eluding speaking,music, singing, times in
row by the Central
E. Bogby officiating.The bride is have been received from Herman
baseball game between teams Parks.
a graduate of Blodgett Memorial VanderBeek of Holland, and Laura made un of members from Zeeland
Mr. and Mrs. George St. John
hospital in Grand Rapids and the Muzzall of Oak Harbor, Washing- and Holland against a team from
groom has accepted the pastorate ton, and from Robert K. Mason and Grand Rapids members, a jug- and their son, Warren, are in
Ironwood, Mich., visiting their son,
of the First Presbyterian church Mary P. VanTobel, both of Holland. gling exhibitionby a member, and
(J)riu|
Richard St. John, who lives in the
in Fordyce, Ark. He will occupy
in the evening there will be a mo- northern peninsula.
the pulpit there beginning June,
tion picture shown. The general
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Van Dyke
1936. after his graduation from Copublic is invitedto attend as well had as guests over Sunday Miss
lumbia Theological seminary at
as all the members of the associa- Martha Van Dyk and Mrs. PeachDecatur, Ga. He is a graduate of
tion. Refreshmentswill be sold ie Kurtz and children, Julie Marie
Hope college.
Members of the Young Peoples’ on the grounds.
and Jimmy.
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Banninga, mis- Fellowship clubs of New Richmond,
sionaries to India, who are leaving Saugatuckand Ma’s Landing held
’ Corner River &
8th
Holland
soon for their field of work, were a beach party Monday evening at
honored at a reception Wednesday Douglas Beach. Rey. Richard A.
evening in the Hope church parlors. Elve, pastor of the Open Bible
Dr. T. W. Davidson, pastor, pre- church, spoke on the subject
sided at the meeting and a miscel- “Walking With God.” Those at-'
Velvet
laneous program was presented. tending from Holland were: Rev.
Dr. Banninga showed moving pic- Elve, Miss Inez Von Ins, Miss Bet
tures of their work in India. Re- ty Wagenveld,Peter Nienhuis,
Self Pronouncing
freshments were served from two Harold Ver Hoef and Allen Her
long tables. Mrs. G. E. Kollen ringa.
and Mrs. C. J. Dregman poured.
A group of young people were
Soft and Strong
The board of the Woman’s Mis- entertainedat an ice cream social
sionary society of which Mrs. Jay
given by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Vos
500 Sheets
only
Den Herder is president, had on
Tuesday evening at their home
charge of arrangements.
near Overisel. Guests were: Misses
Mrs. Donald Steinfort,who beWilma Vos, Jean Hussink, Gertrude
fore her marriage August 15 was
Dykstra, Bertha Vander Bie, Albert
Marian Stoner, was honored at a Vos, Alfred Hussink, Gerrit Venmiscellaneousshower last night at
der Riet and Harold Becksfort.
Sterident
the home of Mrs. William Bauder at
The annual Fennville Fruit and
328 West Seventeenth street. Mrs.
H. Steinfortand Mrs. Bauder were Flower Show, sponsoredby the
hostesses. The evening was spent local chapter of the Future Farm
in playing games, and prizes were ers of America, will be held at the
awarded to Miss Mildred Walberg high school on October 23, 24 and
and Mrs. Ben Poest. Refreshments 26, it was announcedthis week by
Best Values
were served by the hostesses. E. H. Bjomseth,head of the agri50c Size
Guests included Mrs. John Fair- cultural department. The other
only
banks, Mrs. Henry Van Oort, Miss officers to aid are: President,Joe
Fiances Van Voorst, Mrs. C. L. Skinner; vice president, Ken Blenc;
Marcus, Mrs. R Kuyers, Mrs. Paid secretary, Charles Stasik; treasKuyers. Mrs. Matt Borr, Mrs. Al- urer, Crawford DuVall; reporter,
.. N. Larsen
fred Van Duine, Mrs. Frank Fair- Albert Hespel. Mrs. A.
banks, Mrs. Harry Steinfort, Mrs. will have charge of the flower ex

•

50c Woodbury* Powd.

,

t° the factroy. Thirty men took
part under the directionof Chief
r. Blom, .Tr.

states. They visitedrelatives in
Iowa on their trip.

OLIVE CENTER

Ths Sunday school of the local
church had 1$9 attendants last
Richard Nykamp and Billy waek, the highest in its history.
Brady motore
ed to
Miss Laura Veen introduced the ____
________
___Or
rand Rapid* a Surely a good report. Martin E.
topic for discussion, “Sufferinf and day
sy fait
la
week. .
Nienhuis is the superintendent.
Glory," at last Sunday evemnK’s Mr. and Mrs. Menno Smith from
Leona Overbeekof Holland vismeeting of the Chriatian Reformed Grand Haven were the guest of Mr. ited relatives in this vicinitya
Young People’*society.
and Mm. Jacob Kraal Tuesday
\
Jay Schipper led the Chriatian night.
Mrs. Frank Kamphui* and boys
Endeavormeeting in the Reformed Mrs. John W. Overbeek and son*, from West Olive _________
called at the home
church on Tuesday evening. SpeLawrence and Paul, from Holland of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Redder on
cial music was furniahed by the
visited at the home of James Knoll Thursdaynight
lUffterinkbrothers, Jasper, Gilmer Wednesday.
Hr- Md Mrs. John Knoll, Jr.,
and Austin.
Herbert Blenders from Chicago
The Ladies’ Aid society of the is the guest at the home of Mar- and children. Barbara L Roger visited at the home of Jack Nieboer,
Christian Reformed church met at tin Nienhuis a few days.
•tirwk*
Saturdaynight.
the chapel last Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vanden- Hr. and Mrs. John Usndenberg
Mrs. Cornelius Veen read the misBosch and family called at the of Holland visited at the home of
sionary topic. Rev. Vande Riet led
^ _ _
s m
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nie- AWaIm
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charin the Bible discussion, which was
boer Sunday evening.
ley
Schemper
on
Tuesday
night.
taken from the book of the Acta.
Rev. S. Miersma from East SauJohn Knoll, Sr., and Jacob P. J
On Thursday afternoon the •gatuck
--- -- will
V," exchangepulpit* with cobsen
vuusen motored
muioreu to Wayland TuesYoung Ladies’Mission guild of the Rev.
P. D. Van Vliet next Sunday, day on business.
same church, continued their study

OLIVE CENTER

a.

I

% B

_____

.

•

'

..

AMERICAN

SUGAR

10

MICHIGAN BEET

53c

bum

PECK’S DRUG STORE

NEWS

Wanted

Bookstore

--

-

Cane Sugar

10

Brown Sugar

1

FLOUR

0

^

bun.

49c

79c

^

13 Egg Angel Food
c

100'

27c

"0I'
jar

Brand

Sunsweet Prunes

5C

bulk

“r

39c

PURE PENNSYLVANIA

MOTOR
COUNTRY

55c

K,NGS
FLAKE 241/4'lb‘
sack

Peanut Butter

PENN RAD -

^

82c

oil 2 "

CLUB

(P1U‘ ^ F*d‘r*1 Ta,>

.

i

HUYSER SCHOOL
REUNIOH

Labor Day, Sept
Afternoon

Former

and

a

a

Store

tWaUji'een Sipteiii

Dressing

Salad

T“

Oval Sardines

-

3
Mustard *

WALGREEN AGENCY

29c

can»

Domestic Sardines, Mustard or Oil. 3 cans 17c

ARMOUR'S

Corned Beef

STAR
ARMOUR'S CORNED BEE!
BEEF HASH. 2

4 m

5C

ran I

can: ZS

P*G ir
Pels

6- 25c

Naptha Soap

1

0

Granulated
Suda

Oxydol

LARGE

for Ingtant

21c

phj.

Camay Soap

"•13c

COFFEE
VACUUM

COUNTRY

ib.

CLUB

can

25c

PACKED

Jewel Coffee

Tuna

43c

>>.»

ib.

hot dated

17c

bag

ALLEGAN COUNTY NEWS

MODEL DRUG STORE

29c

Qur,rt

REGENT

Fish

23c

All Light Maat

lS£y 4m

Latonia Club

AND ROCKY RIVER BEVERAGES

24-o z.

29c

bottlaa

(Plus depaak)

i

Webster

CLEANSING

This light draft binder

|

!

TISSUES

KNOWS

DICTIONARY

j

29C

t

r

27c

TOOTH

Kolynos

BRUSHES

TOOTH PASTE

ITS

BUSINESS

1

j

Rolled oats

Olco

Nut

10^ 39c

“.SS‘ 2 - 25c

THE IDEAL

SHORTENlSS^3 59C

Northern

5c

CrifCO

L“D

Heinz Soups
EXCEPT

cans

CUM CHOWDER

OR CONSOMME

POT
ROAST
MEATY

25c

14c

CUTS OF BEEF

|

33C

34C

U. S. Patent no.

ARROW

1,947,907

points to tnis new discov-

ery.

NON-SKID CELLS,
«0
. «o

placed to
give COMFORT and suction never
before possible in our Dental
Plates.

KEEP THIS AD

. . . Good any
time on this Double Special. This

Ad must be

presented to obtain

these prices which are the Lowest
Ever Offered.

ALL PINK

Dental

A Beautiful

Plate
Lifelike

BeautifulGold Pin

Dental

Teeth— Non-Skid

,
•'

Plate

Dr. McGugin’sFine $35

Cells

set. Using strongestma-

Oar Special Double Impression Method assures
you of excellentfit.

and best fit including Non-Skid Cells.
terials

Only

Only

Upper or Lower
About 1-3 of iU real val.

$18.oo

Upper or Lower

OTHER SETS AS LOW AS

$7JSe

X-ray and other Dental Work at Very Low Price*

McGUGIN DENTISTS
Take Elevator at

N MONROE AVENUE

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
•J9

JO Daily.

Mon., Toee. and Fri. ere. t
s: Tneaday, 1 to 7 p. a. (Over John Good Co.)
to $

I

Rolled Rib Roait

ib.

sic

Choice Shoulder Roait

ib.

17c

Boiling Beef

> 12c

1

(

E. Walberg. Miss Mildred Wal-

hibits.

herg. Miss Marion Severance,Miss
Ila Harris. Mrs. Helen Harris.Mrs.
Mary Crock. Mrs. Tony Steinfort,
Mrs. Sena Smeenge, Mrs. Marguerite Steinfort. Mrs. R. Van Til, Mrs.
John Alderink, Mrs. James Rotman Mrs. Ben Poest and Miss
Marlyn Bauder.
Mike Serman, operator of a restaurant at 205 River avenue, was

Dick Ter Haar, 42, of Drenthe,
was taken to Zeeland hospital and
reported in a serious condition as
the result of a farm accident Friday in which he Vas "harpooned"
bv a hay fork. His condition was
slightlyimproved Saturday.
The Zoet Fuels defeated Graafschap for the sixth straight time
last night 9 to 3. Keith Conklin
made his second pitching appearance and allowed only five hits.
The Zoet* slammed Gering and
Wiersma for ten hit*. Fox, Borgman and Conklin had two apiece
for the winner* and F. Rutgers led

an examinationWednesday
by Justice Raymond T. Smith on
{riven

a charge of selling beer to minors.
Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Pyle and
family have arrived home, after
spending a few days of their vacation at the Bible conferenceat Wi- the losers with two.
nona Indiana. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mrs. William Heathcote was badBrink, and Rev. and Mrs. Richard
ly burned Sunday when a gasoline
Elzinga, accompanied them on their
stove exploded as she was preparjourney as far as Peoria. Illinois.
ing dinner at her home on a farm
The Jitter a recently-wedded cou- near Pearl. Her clothing caught
ple, have by this time moved Into
Are and in her efforts to extinguish
the parsonage of the First Re- the flames was severely burned
formed church of Peoria.
about the arms and legs. She was
taken to Douglas hospital and is
GOES TO INDIA
reported to be doing as well as
• » «
can be expected.
Rev C. A. De Bruin came to bid
The closing exhibit of the Saugafarewell to Mr. and Mrs. P. Borr,
of Washington street, Zeeland, on tuck Art gallery will start Saturhi* return to his former field in day and continue over Labor Day.
India. He left here in 1925 and Among those exhibiting will be
returned to this county in the fall Carl and Christine Hoerman, Edof 1931. Circumstances made him gar Rupprecht, Nina Griffin, Fredaccept a conditional call to the erick and Lucille Fureman, Cora
church at Westfield, S. Dak., in Bliss Taylor and Albert Krehbiel.
1933 and in 1934 he received an This new exhibit will be in oils.

-

--

appointment from the foreign mission board to go to India. Rev.
De Bruin and umily sail the paat
part of this week to their former
home in India. Rev. De Bruin ia a
graduate of JVestem seminary of
the class of 1924.
Larry Kolb was in Chicago on

Wednesday.

„

servicesfor Herman

Knoblock, 35, of Monterey township, who died at the University
hospital at Ann Arbor, were held
Monday at the Gorden funeral
home. Burial was in Poplar Hill
ceroettfy. He is survived by Us
moth# Mrs. Julia Knoblock;
t; three
sisters and two brother*.

ROUND OR SIRLOIN

Steaks

Case-'

CAUSE the
out their full length, Third
Corn Binder is so perfectly packer, placed low, saves the
balanced, so smooth-run- ears— extra long stroke draws
nmg and light pulling,it makes stalks back from butt chain,
easier work for both man and Binding mechanismmutt tie at
team.
least 50 bundles successively
E

»<
k/

Hem

The first time down the row
shows you that it knows its

before release from factory.

Both

bull

Summer
Jewel

ib.

(Choice Center cute, lb. 23;)

Spiced
IN

BRISKET

ARM°uLiRc|DSTAn

19c
19c

'/.-lb

Seuaage thurinceh it.. 27c

Ham

Shortening ib.c.rt<m17c

Smoked

27e

ARMOUR’S MELROSE SMOKED

wheel and grain

P|£^4|£5

SHANKLESS Ib.

25C

I s strtight
lessens side draft All workini
cd on rigid angle steel frame,
cut every stalk, fast and clean.

Three

efficientpackers, on

parts are accuratelyaligned;
simple adjustmentsto take up

wear.

pack Come in and give it the “once
through- over”— we know you'll like it

forged steel crank-shsft,
stalks firmly together

PEACHES
FANCY ELBERTAS -

is

detriment rather than an advantage.
—Furthermore, it would add to the cost
be a

$17 or $18, and no buyer of

wonld pay this amount for

a corn binder
a tongue track.

JOE NYHOF
279 East 8ch

St.

Hollmd, Michigan

•5

i

f

2doz.

Rad Malaga Grapts

37c

10c

CALIFORNIA SUN
Largo M0 aim

__

Iwtmons
Cabbage

F|RM* green

U. S. No.

** 39c

heads

POTATOES
MICHIGAN

25c

Bushel $1.99

Full of ewoot juice

so perfectly balanced on the

carrying wheels that a tongue truck would

>

1

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST

Oranges
The binder

6

U. S. No.

*.

gc

l

1c

1

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO THE MICHIGAN 1% SALES TAX

WELFARE ORDERS COURTEOUSLY FILLED

PWJ

w

r*

~..TS

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Section Two

HMMumummmj
Volume Number 64

2 persons are
BIG CORN IN NAZARETH

PERPETUAL CARE

KL

SdP"

None Neglected
To insure the future roainten'
ance and care of

KESTLAWN
Fund

a Perpetual Care

is be.

inn eataSliahedwith one of the
leading financial institutionsof

Holland. Fifteen cents

for ev*

ground goes
into this fund, which will total $100,000, and this amount
inviolateTrust Fund. The interest on this fund,
ery square foot of

remains an

togetherwith receiptsfrom interments,
ple

means

Two

etc.,

will furnish am-

to provide perpetual care lor every lot

and for

ev-

No, this isn’t the Nuareth in
Palestine,but in Michigan, near
Gull lake not far from Allegan
Fred Dyer, son-in-lawof bred
Woodruffof this city, came to Hoi
land with a stalk 16 feet, 9 inches
and it is on display in the Holland
City News office. That is the
tallest corn we have thus far heard
of in Michigan, although a drive
in the country will show that the
over abundance of rain has brought
fields of the tallest corn as long as
one can remember. Mr. Dyer is a
former Holland man, being janitor
of the Holland hospitalfor seven
years.
Mr. Dyer states that he has 17
acres of corn and when he gets
a ways into it he gets lost, so Mrs.
Dyer has to ring the dinner bell so
he can find his way out, judging
from the direction of the souno.
Earl Dyer, also a former Holland
man. is employed upon this farm.

Killed, 3 Hurt

Number

Reviewing the Labor Day

Parade

[

Is

INJURED IN SERIOUS CONDITION, SOME FROM ZEELAND AND HAMILTON

Now Planned

ZEELAND OFFICERS PUN*
NING ON THREE PROJECTS

WELFARE
EMPLOYMENT

FOR LOCAL
prominent Byron Center

residents were killed and three
other personawere severely injured
in an automobilecollision at the intersectionof the North Dorr and
Zeeland roads two miles west of
Byron Center shortly before 8

(Zeeland Record)
Prospects for WPA project* in
Zeeland that will run well up to
twenty thousand dollar* are in tha
making and the indicationa are
that they will be recommendedand
approved by the Works Progress
Administrationwithin the next

o’clock last night.

The dead:
Martin Daining,

62.

Mrs. Jessie Daining, 50, wife of
Martin Daining.

The

Recreation For
Zeeland People

in Auto Crash

Two

Section!

. ............ . .......

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 29, 1935

Restlawn Memorial Park

jM

m

Of this sum Zeeland city will be
expected to bear about twenty per
cent of the cost while the federal
grant will cover the remaining
eighty per cent of the coat.
The project* are proposed to
provide employment for about
twenty-fivemen for one year, or
its equivalentwhen men are stag*
gered in their employment
The projects include three diatinct works, all of which require a
large amount of man labor hours
ai comparedwith the total sum in-

injured:

Harm Boerman, 46. of Hamiltun. route 2.
Clyde Boerman,20, his son.
by State Supetvision.
Gerrit J. VerBeek,40. of Zeeland route 3.
At St. Mary’s hospital, where the
injured were taken, condition of
CONDITION OF GIRL IN CRASH the Boermans was consideredcritiOn East 8th St., formerly M 21
cal early today. The elder BoerIMPROVED
Offices, 187 River
Phone 2^0
man was sufferingfrom a fracture
Miss Norma Witcop, 16- year-old of the hip, and his son received a
Coopersville girl, has increasing possible skull fracture. Verbeek,
volved.
chances of recovery from injuries brother-in-lawof Harm Boerman,
The first in importanceis the
received when a motorcycleon sufferedbruises iwid lacerationsof
placing of 15,072 feet of curb and '
which she was a passenger, crash- the scalp.
gutters on Main street. Lincoln?"
The Dainings,well known in Byed into an automobile near Nunica
street, McKinleystreet, Elm street,
10 days ago. The operator of the ron Center for many years, were
Wall street and North Church
motorcycle,Robert Kraai, of Coop- returning from their farm several
street; also the grading and gravelersville, was instantly killed. Miss miles west of the village with proin 8 of these streets where necos*
Witcop suffereda broken leg, skull viaions for the week-end when the
sa7 In preparation for black surfracture and receivedbroken arms, accidentoccurred,according to
facing later.
7 he Brightest Spot on the Great Lakes
i The fractures were set last week Special Deputy B. H. Abbott. The
This work will involve the exand Hatton hospital attendants to- other machine, driven by Clyde
penditure of nearly $11,000.00,26
day reported her condition much Boerman. was bound for Grand
per cent of which cost is to be
improved.
Rapids Abbott said. There were
(Cowrtgkt.W. K. 0.)
carriedby Zeeland City.
no witnesses, it was believed.
The second project is the imMiss Greta Evenblij,who has
Instantly Killed
provements contemplatedin the
been the guest of Dr. and Mrs. R.
Daining was instantlykilled; his
Lawrence Street City Park, whare
J. Danhof, was honored at a fare- wife survived him by severalmin- BABY RUN OVER BY CAR NOT Moving Picture Magnates
it is proposed, among other imHURT SERIOUSLY
well supper party Monday evening utes Moth died of fracturedskulls,'
provements, to construct a natural
Visit Saugatuck
at Tunnel park by the young peo- Dr. Hannon C. Wolfe, coroner, anX-ray examinations failed to dis-1
amphitheater with a seating capac’SSSf
ple of the Fourteenth Street Chris- nounced.
close any serious iniuries to Marion (Saugntuck CommercialRecord)
tian Reformedchurch. Miss Event um 2bout
*
The Boermans and VerBeek were
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Hartman,26, h shell
for apeakers and bandi and
bly will leave Holland Friday and en route from the Boerman farm Near, two and a half year old Hart
Van
Raalte avenue, spent a week other personnel in presenting contownship
hoy
who
was
run
over
by
will sail on the steamer “Staten- to Grand Rapids, where they were
During the last week-end Barney
at Muninsing on Lake Superior.
certs and entertainments. In ordarn,” September3. for her home planning to purchase a machine an automobile here Thursday,and Balahnn and John Balaban, with
the youth was discharged from the their wives and children, anchored
in Koog-Zaandyk, The Netherlands, last night.
Mrs. Elsie Aussicker, 113 Want der to socomplish this it will bs
hospital.Witnesses to the accident| their nower yacht, “Judith R." in Sixteenthstreet, and Mrs. Bert necessary to move a considerable
near Amsterdam.
A native of Drenthe. Mich., Dainabsolved the driver, Agnes Varen- i Lake Kalamazoo at the Hotel But- Haight, 301 East Eleventh street, amount of dirt. The amphitheater
ing came to Byron Center at an
horst, 16-year-oidHart girl, of any , ler dock and visited Saugatuck. had as their guests Mr. and Mrs. will be located on the east end of
Mrs. William Hoving and Mrs. early age. He was the owner of responsibility as the boy had heed- I Douglas and surrounding country Herman Voland of James ville, Wia. the present park, and the gullv
P. Achterhofentertained with a considerable farm land near the lessly run in front of her machine. I during Friday, Saturday and Sunwhich now contains the small
Born to Mr. and Mrs. O. Ten- spring will be utilized for the pur
shower Friday evening in honor milage, hut had not been active
| <i«yfor
the
past
few
years.
He
formerning
of
Grand
Rapids,
a
daughter.
of Miss Cora Last at the home of
Dancing and Motion Pictures Every Saturday Night
pose. One section,about one-third
HAY FORK PIERCES FARMERS| Barney and John Balaban are
Mrs. Tcnning was formerly Misa of the semi -circle used for the seatMrs. Hoving at Central Park. Those ly operated with his son, Arthur, a
ABDOMEN
(the
executive
beads
of
the
Bnlabah
in September
Elizabeth Brummcl of Holland.
oresent were Miss HarrietJohnson, general store, known as Daining A
ing will be filled, the remainder
Mrs. Louis Mannes, Miss Helene Son. The store is now operated by
Dick Ter Haar. 42, of Drenthe, ! A- Katr. Corporation,which operates
Major
Lealie G. Mulzer, veteran will require only arranging of the
in Chicago's loon d'strict the ChiMannes, Mrs. A. Mannea, Mrs. P. the younger Daining.
is in serious conditionin Huizenga
ground for seating spaces.
Mrs. Daining, daughter of Mr. Memorial hospital where he was cago Theatre, the Room-volt Tt10- U. S. army air corps reserve and
Lamar, Mrs. A. Johnson, Mrs. W.
commercialpilot with over 5,000 The third project will bo the
‘ntre.
the
Oriental
Theatre,
the
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Van
Tuin
of
Byron
Johnson, Mrs. F. Reus, Miss Helen
taken this afternoon after a hayhours of flying time to his credit, establishmentof a recreational park
Center, was a lifelongresident of fork slipped from his hand and 'United Artists'Theatre, the Gar
Johnson, and the honored guest.
will he at the Holland airport today where a baseball field and swimi rick Theatre and the Apollo Thethe village. Both she and her hus- pierced his abdomen. He was unming pool will be among the printo
take up passengers.
j Ire.
New wheat contracts will be band were members of the Byron loading hay at the time.
cipal features. This will bo located
Mrs.
C.
M.
McLean
had
as
her
o
Center
Christian
Reformed
church,
|
Theatres
operated
hv
this
organavailable to farmers of Allegan
in the old Elhart gravel pit aUuguest
for
two
weeks,
Mrs.
Thomas
ization.outside of the loop diacounty shortly after Sept. 1, 1936. and were prominent in community
SPRAYING BY AIRPLANE
Excellent
Lots at
ated southeast of Zeeland Cemeitrict,among others are the Tivoli R. Woodrow of Denver, Col.
The maximum allowed per wheat affairs.
tery. There are several acres in
Surviving besides the son and
grower under the 1936 contractwill
To get rid of pegta they have to 'on Cottage Grove avenue; the UnMr. and Mrs. M. Everett Dick, this tract and the ground Is so
be 96 per cent of his base acreage. Mrs. Daining’s parents are three apray celery now as much as they town and Sheridan Road; the North Weal Eleventh street, bad as their situated that It will provide ample
The base acreage is the average grand children. The bodies were do fruit trees and they are begin- Shore Theatre: Riviera on Broad- guest" for several dav« Mr. and room and amphitheater for a large
of the wheat harvested during the taken to the Klinestecker funeral ning to do it by airplane which way; tha Granda on Howard street; Mrs. A. T. Sargeant of Chicago.
nageunt or other public feature of
Short Distance North ol Lakewood Farm!
years 1930, 1931 and. 1932. Meet- home.
method is likely to be adopted as the Marbaro on West Madison
aimilnr character, Including seatCharles
E.
Misner
left
today
for
ings will be scheduled for all disto fruit. This was tried near De- street.
ing for several hundred at baseball
tricts of Allegan county some time SAUGATUCK FLOWER
catur last week with satisfactory I They are heads of the largest Washington, I). C., on business. He or football games.
was to stop in Detroit today to ataround September1, when the new
SHOW PRIZES LISTED results and at slight cost, about SI moving picture operation in Chi- tend the ball game. — Grand Haven If these proiectsare carriedout.
contracts are ready. Remember
per acre plus cost of spray mate- I rago.
they will provide work for serais!
31 West 8ih St.
Phone 3074
Holland,Mich.
Tribune.
the fly free date for this area is
rial. The plane flew within a few
hands throughout the fall and winj
Mr. Harney Balaban. Mrs. BalaThe
eighth
annual
flower
show
September18.
A severe sandstorm, said to be ter months. It appears that this
was held here this afternoon, by feet of the ground and sowed the jban ami his party attended the oerColumbineGarden club, in the vil dust evenly and thoroughly. The , formance at the Pavilion on Sat- the worst in years, swept southern will be necessary to prevent the
spray is basic copper sulphate. A urday night and at that time, in an and central Ottawa county Tues- apnropriatlon of a large sum for
age hall Saugatuck.
local paper states that about 100 interview with Mrs. Heath of the day night. The sunset was blotted welfare maintenance direct by
Prizes were awarded as follows:
acres of celery among the vast SaugatuckChamber of Commerce, out by The sandstorm near West taxation.
Gladioli and asters, Mrs. J. J.
Olive.
Stream; dahlias, Mrs. Josephine amount grown there have been he said:
Stough; marigolds and cosmos, abandoned. The early plants had
The freighter, Ormidale arrived Spring Lake Adopts
"The villageof Saugatuckis to
been prepared for bleaching but
Mrs. Herman Hirner; roses Richard
he
congratulated
upon
its wonder- in Holland Wednesday bearing pig
not dry out from the excesNewnham; zinnias, Mrs. Frank could
iron for the Holland Furnace Co.
Bond Issue for Hall
sive rain, and the following heat ful harbor. Lake Kalamazoo is one
Comstock; petunias, Miss Hattie
The freighterFitzgerald left Wedrotted it. There is like complaint of the finest anchorages on the
Hirner; wild flowers, Mrs. August
from some sections in Allegan Great Lakes and the scenery com- nesday morning after unloading Voters of Soring Lake approved
Pfaff; vase of flowers, Mrs. R. J. county.
ing up the river from Lake Mich- 4,000 tons of coal at Harrington
a $10,000 bond issue for a new city
Walker; basket of flowers, Mrs.
igan is as beautifulas any harbor docks.
hall and community building here.
Herman Hirner; novelties, Lee Iceon the Great Lakes, ana I have
Mr. and Mrs. John Hessclink of The vote was 224 for and 30
land.
Miss Ada Buursma, daughter of been in every one of them on both R. R. 5 Holland, and Mr. and Mrs. against the proposition.A WPA
Mr. and Mrs. John Buursma, and the east and west sides of Lake George Humke and family of Ackgrant of $26,000 Is made available
Gertrude Mabel Hanson, daugh- Adrian Van Putten, were united in Michigan. In fact, I don’t know of ley, la., spent Tuesday visiting in for the new building through apter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Han- marriage Tuesday afternoon at the any which are comparable in scen- Goshan.
proval of the bond issue.
son of Freehold, N. J., and Dr. parsonage of the Ninth Street ery to that to be found on the
The bonds, city officialssaid, are
Mrs.
John
Melpoldtr
and
son,
Kalamazoo
River.
Christian
Reformed
church
with
George Fell, son of Supt. and Mrs.
Marshall, and daughters, Dorothy to be retired in 10 installmentsof
“I
was
also
greatly
impressed
by
Rev.
N.
J.
Monsma
officiating.
The
E. E. Fell of Holland, were united
and Louise, returned to their home $1,000 each. Rental of the gymin marriage Friday at the home bride wore a gown of flowered chif- the pool, the tennis courts, the
nasium and other services of ths
of the bride’s parents with Rev. fon and carrieda bouquet of Joan- shuffleboardsand in general by the in Washington, D. C., after visiting buildingare expected to take care
friends in Holland.
Sahler officiating.The ceremony na Hill roses and sweet peas. She cleanliness of the village.
of bond retirement. No increase in
"Douglas also attractedmy eye.
took place in the garden before a was attended by Miss Vivian EsThree new members were ap- taxes is anticipated.
The
golf
course
in
Douglas
is
one
senbogger,
who
wore
a
gown
of
blue
background of evergreen,mountain
pointed to the Hope college faculThe building will be one story,
laurel and hydrangeas, with phlox silk crepe with corsage of Joanna of the finest public fee courses 1 ty. They are Oscar F. Bole, who 06 by 66 feet in area. Plans have
V
and gladioli flanking either side. Hill roses and sweet peas. Gerald have ever seen. The beach in Doug- will replace Prof. A. H. Timmcr of been drawn for the new building
The bride wore a gown of white Prins was best man. Immediately las is beautiful and Lake Shore the Latin department; Rolland by Henry W. Turner, Grand Rapids
silk organdy, with a long veil, and followingthe ceremony a reception Drive from Shorewood south for Shackson,who will replace Prof. architect.The present city hall,
carried a bridal bouquet of white was held at the home of the bride’s four or five miles is very pictur- Deckard Ritter of the English de- condemnedlast spring by the state
rosea and baby’s breath. She was parents. The couple will reside at esque.
partment, and Miss Martha Gibbs, fire marshal, will be torn down and
In nearly 400 Holland homes the happy disattended by Miss Bessie Allen, who 84 East Eighth street, apartment "The Big Pavilionis a tribute to who will serve as librarianto suc- the new structure put up on its
wore a long gown of dusty pink, No. 7. The groom is employed at the daring and resourcefulnessof ceed Miss T. M. De Free.
covery has been made that cooking summer
site..
with blue hat and shoes, and her the Molenaar and De Good mar- its operators. It is amazing to
meals is actually — and figuratively— a snap
James Van Landegend,son of
think that in a village of not more
flowers were pink roses and del- ket.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Antles
than 600 nermanent population a Mrs. Alice M. Van Landegend, 86
with an ElectricRange. They simply place the
phinium. Dr. Harry Maxwell of
building of this size and immense West Ninth street, left Holland last of Grand Haven, at Holland hospiCanton was best man. ImmediateThe Pickle Street school reunion,
food for a meal in the oven — snap on the
week for Lansing. He has passed tal, a daughter.Mr. Antles is Otly following the ceremony a wed- district No. 5, Monterey,will he cost should be constructed. The
switch — and promptly forget it until time to
ding supper was served, after held Monday. September' 2 Labor sound in its theatre is very fine. the physical examination required tawa county conservation officer,
which the couple left on a trip to Dfy). the Allegan fair grounds. The dance floor is as good as any for acceptance as a Michigan state and Mrs. Antles formerly was Miss
serve. What adds so much to this pleasure is
police.
Marion De Neut of this -ity.
northern Canada. They will make AH former pupils and teachers are that Mrs. Balaban or I ever danced
-o
the fact that the food really tastes better, is
on.
The
orchestra
is
superb.
In
their home in Boston where Dr. invited to attend.
Final payment of $695.65 wan
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Gserlings and
fact, in all of its appointments, it made to 51 members of Holland’s
Fell will establish a dental pracmore appetizing, more healthful and costs less.
is the finest summer resort amuse- company D of the national guards children. Carol and Paul, who have
tice. Supt. and Mrs. E. E. Fell
Miss Minnie Lenters,daughter of ment place that 1 was
in.
been visitingin Holland, returned
attended the wedding of their son.
on Thursday. The
money wai
was in
” ever
~
A II v llll’HCjr
Hi
Mr. and Mrs. George Lenters,and
“The class of people attending it payment for service at Camp Gray- Mondav to their home in Salt Lake
....... o
Glenn Folkert,son of G. J. Folkert, is not to be exceilled anywhere, and ling.
City, Utah, where Dr. Geerlings
Miss Ada Buursma was honored
if
to
_
were united in marriageThursday
teaches in the classical department
at a shower Thursday evening givin the University of Utah. Les
en by Mrs. Jacob A. Van Putten, at the home of the bride's parents
in East Saugatuckwith Rev. E. P.
Geerlings of Holland, who plans to
72 West Eighteenth street. Prizes
M- F* church w,|l hold a baked take a course in elactrical engiwere awarded to Miss Buursma, Miersma officiating at the double- all be glad to visit it
Ashlev market on neering in the university,accomgoods sale in the Ashley
Miss Anna Jeselyn and Mrs. G. ring ceremony. The vows were takEast Eighth street.
panied them.
en
before an improvised altar of
Miss
Gladys
Gunderman,
emAppledorn, Jr. Those present were
ferns, palms and flowers in a ployed at the Hollander Candy Co.,
Mrs. B. Mollema, 147 West SevMrs.
Clarence
Van
Claveren,
Mrs.
What a relief it is on these hot
room decorated in white and vellow. is improving at a Lansing hospital. enteenth street, has as her guests,
Mr. and Mrs. John Vogelzang and
Corneil Dekker, Mrs. Elmer DeBefore the ceremony Mrs. Slarvin She was involvedin an auto wreck Mrs. A. Postma and daughter, Mrs. sons, Nick and Billy, are traveling
summer days to do the cooking in a
Boer, Mrs. Ver Schure, Mrs. John
J. Jellcma.
in the East
Buursma, Mrs. Minnie Molenaar, Folkert sang “I Love You Truly,” in which her nephew of 10 years,
Cool Kitchen! Having an Electric
Mrs. M. Kolyn, 66 West ThirMisa Ada Buursma; Mrs. N. Pie- accompanied by Mrs. Martin Sale, named Ward Simpeer of Otsego
Range means that your kitchen stays
who later played Lohengrin's wed- was killed. The accident occurred teenth street, has as her guests Mr.
per of Zeeland; Mrs. Arnold JackSheriff Feed Miller took Joseph
ding march as the bridal party took Sunday, the death car being driven and Mrs. Marion D. Kolyn of Hadson, Mrs. J. DeVries, Mrs. G. Apas cool as the outdoor porch — and
Kasiba, 21, of Elgin, 111., to Ionia
their places. The bride was attired by Glen Simpeer, the father of the donfield, N. J., and Miss Jacqueline
pledorn, Sr., Mrs. G. Appledorn,
State reformatory Tuesday to comas dean and fresh as any other room
in a gown of white satin trimmed boy. The car collided with one Riopelleof Ecorse.
Jr., Mrs. J. Bronkhorst, Mrs. J:
mence serving a one- to two-year
with
auk
lace.
She
also wore a driven by Miss Jane Hewitt of East
Mias Minnie Weaver is on a sentence imposed by Judge Fred T.
in the home. There is no flame to
Thmner, Mrs. William Appledorn,
strand
of
pearls, a gift of the Laasing. Besides the dead boy, month’s trip to Canada with Mr.
Mrs. E. 8. Holkehoer, Mrs. G. HolMiles Saturday in Circuit court.
give off soot nor to foul the kitchen
tfroom, and carried a mixed bridal four others were taken to the hos- and Mrs. Will Beckett, who live in
keboer, Mrs. Ed. Holkehoer. Miss
Kasiba pleaded guilty to stealing
bouquet
of
pink
and
white
roses
pital.
Canada.
air. No wilting with perspiration;no
Minnie Holkehoer, Mrs. A. Westeran automobile in Saugatuck several
o
and sweet peas. She was attended
hof, Mrs. Isaac Konw, and Miss
R«v and Mrs. T. Trlttenbock,re- weeks ago.
more kitchen headaches. My, how
by her sister, Miss Joan Lenters, George W. Stroebe, son of Col.
o
Anna Jeselyn of Grand Rapids.
With an EUdrie Sang* you cook with
who wore a semiforma!gown of George G. Stroebe, who heads a turned to their home in Schnectady,
you would enjoy this nsw way of
York, after visitingwith Mr.
At Caitle Park an intereating
concentratedelectric ombm - none of (ho
naize organdie with matching ac- staff of engineers combatingflood
and Mrs. G. Klaasen.
The engagement of Miss Laura cessories.She carried a mixed boucooking I It costa so httls that you
film was shown the resorters in the
hoot Is wasted. That's why you have a
conditionsin China, is visiting relsMuzzall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. quet of delphinium, roses, swainhorse picture,
Mr. and Mrs. T. Laman, 180 Col- amphitheater.
Cool
Kitchen
—
and
why
H
coda
so
little
tives in this part of Michigan. Col.
should look"* Into ths matt*; right
Lyle Muzzall of Oak Harbor. Wash* «ona and other flowers. Leonard
lege avenue, have as their guests “Black Beauty” was the main ofto do your cooking. How is an ideal time
*
Ln*tiY®
of
Ferrysburg,
away.
mgton, to Herman Loers Vander- Folkert, brother of the groom, was built the Changkung dike, an im- Rer. and Mrs. A. T. Laman of fering. The great “Horse Show” is
to investigate.
bepk. son of the Rev. and Mrs. John best man. Mr. and Mrs. John Elbeing held today. Another clc
portant unit in the Kinshui recla- Oort>wg, Wis. and Rev. C. Laman
Vanderbeekof 281 Lincoln avenue, zlnga were master and mistress of mation project, which saved the of Auburn, N. Y.
feature of the season Is a haj
haiboen announced. The marriage ceremonies.Lois Sale, dressed in
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin party when many Caatlites i
lives of thousands in the recent
will take place in the near future. maize triple sheer crepe, was flowfloods in that land. The dike held
Brookfield,111., a on their old “gray bonnet
The painters and decorators of er girl and strewed rose petals, up. He has been in China since daughter, Delores Jean. Mr. and with “dobbins” and some .
Holland held their first annual pic- Mby s breath and other flowers in 1922.
Mrs. Ryzenga formerly lived in Hol- rack will traverse the col..
nie Saturday at Tunnel park. Wil- the path of the bride. Master Paul
after the ride on old-fashioni
MASS FURNITURE CO.
JA8. A. BROUWER CO.
o
liam Mokma was in charge of the Folkert acted as ringbearer. Imdance will be the
PLUMBING &
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
Forty-eight Ottawa county bovs
day’s farm ad
free lemonade and ice cream. Ger- mediately following the ceremony
HEATING CO.
DE VRTRS A DORN EOS
left Tuesday afternoon for Battle
rit Rooks and J. Slagh were in a receptionwas held. The newlyalso become a
JOHN GOOD COAL A
DE FOUW ELECTRIC
Creek where they will await trans- Charles A. Finch, 203 West Tenth
tie Park and
charge of arrangements and sports. weds left on a honeymoon trip to
SUPPLY CO.
SUPPLY ro
fer to a CCC camp. After a series street
sorts. The
Is Co-operation with the Board of Public Works
Niagara Falls. The bride wore blue of physical examinations in the cihr
_____
„
ruu„
B11U
Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Flipse and always filli
The Bouman family held their crepe with white accessorieswhen
children,Miami, Fla., were the tag
aimtal reunion Saturday afternoon traveling. The couple will make J* I °r %?IicantLfrora
fare liata,_this_number was selected,ftuesta of relativesin Holland for row
at Tunnel park. Sports and games their home in Hamiltonwhere the
Lieut. C. M- Windsor of Camp
Cus- the past week. Dr. and Mrs. Flipse
imp Cuewo* tnjoyed,
groom is employed.
ter was in charge.
ery portion of the grounds- This feature is also safe-guaided
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
and Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Ingham are
Deputy William Boeve, formerly court house where he spent many!
Thy bride's mother wore navy The Volkers and Bekken families Parent-Teachers’club consisted of
registeredat a hotel in New York of Holland, finger print specialist year* as a member of Uie Ottawa
crepe and the groom’a mother wore held their first annual reunion Sat- A. Van Anrooy, Gerrit Schuurman
City.
for the Ottawa county sheriff’s de- county road commiaaion.— Zeeland
navy and white printedcrepe. Both urday at Tunnel Park. Sport* were and Miss Anna Peeks. The teaefyers
partment,
has
returned
from
East
James Bark
Reconl.
xkel, Holland, Miss
wore shouldercorsages. Imme- enjoyed and at the business meetBom to Mr. and Mr*. Leo Brun- Connie Var Hulnt. Holland, the I-tnsing where he spent several J. J. Riemerama, principal of; Miaa Alyce Wfndemuller, daugh- diately following the ceremony a ing the followingofficers were
days
at
state
police
headquarters
aon, 37 East 17th irtreet,on Aug. Van Hoven sisters of Zeeland and
Holland high school, apent two
wedding supper was served,
elected: John Volkers, president:
ter of Mrs. H. Windemuller of 314
Hob and Bee of Grand Rapids left studying latest developments in weeks in northwestern
13, a *on, Roger Lee.
which the newlyweds left on
Fred Volkers, vice president and all of Holland.
for Chicago Saturday to take part finger printing.
Central
avenue,
and
George
Ba•hort wedding trip. The couple Otto Van Der Floats, secretaryand
Frank M. Lievense was in Bat
Born to Mr. and Mrs. T. Hibma,
Miss Marjorie Vander Berg, a
in a radio broadcast at 1:45 p. m.
Dr.
G.
J.
Hekhuis
of
Holland,
hen home at Virginia treasurer. A miscellaneous protie Creek, Friday.
East 11th street, on Auguit 19, a rn aker, son of Mr. and Mr* Gerrit will make their
bride to be. was honored at a beach
Marvel
Brnt, West 19th street, conductedservices at Jamestown son; to Mr. and Mrs. H. Bekker,
Park.
gram
was
presented
in
the
evening.
B<
Ramaker of 33 Cherry street, were
Gordon Klomparuns,23, paici u
attended the Detroit-Bostongame Second Reformed church last Sun- 289 Lincoln avenue, on Aug. 22, a united in marriage Tuesday evening
Members of the Bethel church The oldest persons present were party Wednesday evening at Otfine of 3fi in court of Justice Ray
day.
tawa Beach. Those present were:
in Detroit Friday,
daughter, Marjorie
I in the Literary Club rooma. with
roond L. Smith for failure to own
choir with friends and husbands John Busscher, 79, and Mrs. H. Mrs. A. Vanden Bosch, Bliss Sadie
Rev. and Mrs. Anthony KarreMiss Rose Wittlveen spent her
an operator'slicense.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Verburg,' R*v- M Grittarsofficiating.Before enjoyed a picnic at Tunnel Park
Kuite, Mr. and Mrs. G. Bredeweg,
man and family who spent a month 344 Lincoln avenue, have as their the ceremonyMiss Katherine Dyke- Friday evt
u SE*!!!1,
fday evening. Sports were en- son o^Mrs.
Mr*. Pirk Dvkstra, missionary to vacation visiting at Niagara Falls.
at
Central
Park,
have
returned
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
H.
Volker*
had
ifr landMM11?- R»H- Mulder, Mis*
William C. Vnndenberg,chairguests Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Ter ma, cousin of the bride, played ap- joyed and prises were awarded to
Arabia, has left Holland to go on a
Evelyn Mulder. Mrs. Neal Kaflfenman of Holland Republicans and their home in Waupon, Wis.
Louw and son, Peter Adrian,
w«Ming music, and Ger- Mrs. John Essenberg and Bill Dek- the largeatfamily.
speaking tour.
aud, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Derks and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bos motor- Coldwater, N. Y. Mr. Ter Louw
William Hatton of Grand Haven,
Vande Vusae of Zeeland sang ker. John Essenberg, Mrs. Richard
Miss Dorothy Mae Kleis was daughters,Florence and Janet;
ed to Grand Rapids Friday.
turg
and
also
a
"Because,”
accompanied
by
Miss
guest
of
honor
at
a
miscellaneous
a son of Mrs. Verbu
Smeenge, Gerrit Bax and Miss H.
Mrs. Peter De Kraker, Mrs. E. \
and
vS
Jerrold Faasen, 370 College ave- former resident of
I)yk?m?- s’hc *l»° pl»y«) Engle- Huisenga were in charge of sports shower given by Mrs. John Steg- Gerrltsen, Mr. and Mrs. A. Walspent a week In Detroit.
mittees to represent Ottawa coun- nue. has accepted a civil sen-ice
gerda
282 East Ninth street. ters, Mrs. Mable Vander Berg and
Lester Plaggemarspaid fine
«/.
thf and Mrs. Herman Mooi, Herman
Albert Ganschow, 37. pleaded ty at a Fifth district party rally
Cook and Art Grevengoedarrang- Gamei were played and prises Mrs. Maggie Vander Berg
costs of $4.15 Saturday in court
.7?*
guilty to a charge of forging in Grand Rapids next month. Ot- If
Faasen graduatedfrom the MichMrs Harold Henshaw,
‘S ed the supper. Mr. John Vander awarded.
*
who is
checks in Holland. He was ar tawa and Kent county Repub'icans igan College of Mines and Tech- Raymond L. Smith for violation of
Sluis, director of the choir, was
Miss Berdine Vinkemulder, Miss moving from Holland soon, was
the nuisance
of
raigned before Judge Fred T. Miles j will meet at Reeds Lake Sept. 28. nology at Houghton.
among the guests.
Henrietta and Paul Brinkman en- guest of honor at n luncheon given
in circuit court at Grand Haven. | Mr. and Mrs. Peter Boer had as
Manin Kuizenga of Kalamazoo, Mrs. Katharine Van Duren has whitVsaUn’ w[th~n short "tiSnand Mrs. Jeanette Scholten,62 West tertained Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wilted bv Mrs. N. Dykhuixen. presidentof
returned to Holland after visitinga veil of net fallingfrom a cap
Among the Holland Boy Scouts their guests for a few days Mrs. I
aid a fine of $5 before Justice
dink and son Durwood of Holland, tne Women's Aid society
ety of Hope
who left Saturday on an eight-day J. Kuim-rs and daughter. Kathryn P'
fashioned with seed pearls in front 19th street, entertainedwith a surNicholas Hoffman,Jr., for failure in West Orange, N.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brinkman
trip were ^Seymour Padnos, Jack I of Sheldon. Iowa.
Attorney and Mrs. Arthur Van and calla lilies across the back. She prise birthday party Friday eve- 1 Montelk pirk anTMTs^DTS^Dyk- church, at her summer home on
to have an operator'slicense. Mr.
the Park Road. Guesta were: Mre.
Krum and Morris Tardiff Glen Van, The Rev. Gradus Sander Linden Kuizenga was in an accident at Duren had as their guests Sunday carried a bououet of white roses ning in honor of her sister, Miss stra, missionary to Arabia ^_pi
at presVoUcenburgh of Zeeland also isjnn(| family of Pulton, 111., are re- Columbia avenue and 15th street Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knutson and and pink baby's breath. She was Elisabeth Plockmeyer. Prises were ent on furlough,at a dinner Thurs- Otto Vander Velde, Mrs. W. L.
Eaton, Mra. Milton Hlnga, Mrs.
making the
, sortinK Ht <Vntr.nl Park for a few
family of Grand
attended by her sister, Miss Ger- won by Miss Una Marcusse, Miss day night held at the Brinkman
on Tuesday night.
Jacob I .ok ker, Mrs. W. G. Winter,
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Robinson havej days. Rev. Vander Linden will takel
Judge Fred T. Miles held court trud* Windemuller,who wore a Plockmeyer,Mrs. Edward Spruit cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. John Knaup, 83
and Mra; Ernest Sulkere,the latter
moved from 325 West 21st street up the rlmies of his new pastorate East 25th street, have sold their in Allegan Wednesday and Friday «?mi-fonnal gown of pink net and and Mrs. Gilbert Altena. Guests
The Maplewood school, better co-chairmanof the divisionwith
to 89 West 17th
I at First Reformedchurch at Engleand at Grand Rapids Thursday. carried a bouquet of opheha rosea. were: Miss Plockmeyer, Misses
Mrs. Hanmaw.
home to Harry Jacobs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. De Young I wood, Chicago, in September.
Holland police officers arrested Mae Stegink, niece of the Gertrude Van Hemert, Katherine known as Graafschap or Van ZanThe Roval Neighbors held a regC. W. Dornboa and family spent
ten
school,
held
a
homecoming
•n Jaarda, 42, of Grand Rapids, hride, acted as flower girl and wore
i
Hulst, Lena Marcusse, Jeanette
Ben
ular mee tmg
___ _ Thursday
______
night
___
in the
some time at Niagara Falls.
Hriinlr driving
ilrivimrrharirp.
nile Kr®*n
green org&
on a drunk
charge. Jaarda a dress of
<>r nil®
organdy, and Frances Willink.Hasel Plock- Wedneaday. A miscellaneous pro- hall. Talki were given by Mrs
Mrs. A. H. Lordahl of Holland pleaded not guilty Monday morning ^'ck Windemuller was best man meyer, Minnie Holkenboer and
gram was given and never*! per- Daisy Heath of Grand Rapids, disand her son, Dr. Elmer A. Lordahl, and he declared himself unable to and ushers were Henry Ramaker, Mrs. Vernon Roelofs, Mrs. Edward
sona made short speeches. For the trict deputy, and Mrs. Nurichter.
are in Atlanta. Ga., visiting Mr. pay fine and costs of $54.15. He brother of the groom, and Clartnce Spruit, Mrs. GilbertAltena of Zee- homecoming to be held next yea- Mra. France Heldebrmndand her
and Mrs. Bert L. Lordahl.
er.
was held during the day in default " mdemuller,the bnde s broth
land and the guest of honor.
the committee appointedby the committee served refreshments.
Mrs. John Oudemolen, West 15th of bond of $200. Monday afternoon
street- spent a week in Grand he was taken to Grand Haven by
Rapids.
OfficerPeter Bontekoe.
Rev. and Mrs. J. G. Van Dyke;
Miss Gene Slagh and Simon
Stoell of Holland and Miss Retta and children have returned from a
Filers of Grand Rapids are on a two weeks’ vacation,the greater
Notice of Special Election
Notice of Special Election
part of which was spent in Hoitrip to Texas.
Mrs. Peter Bowman has as her land. The Van Dykes are now To the Qualified Electors of the City of Holland, Michigan, viz.:
To the QualifiedElectorsof the City of Holland, Michigan, via.
Those Electorswho have property assessed for taxes or the lawful
guest, A. I). Johnson of Chicago, a entertainingthe Rev. M. Van Dijk
Those Electors who have property assessed for taxes or for lawhusbands
or
wives
of
suen
Electors:
Nieuweroord,
the
Netherlands.
of
former Holland resident.
Electors:
ful husband* or wives of such Ele
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony Pawlek The visiting pastor has been a
An economy in more than money! That’s what the installaPlease
take
Notice
that
at
a
meeting
of
the
Common
Council
of
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that at a meeting of the Common Counand son, Claude, of Houston, Tex., close friend of the Van Dykes durthe City of Holland, held on the 19th day of August, A.D. 1935, the
tion ol a modern Gas Range will mean to you, right noware visiting Dr. and Mrs. F. E. De ing a period of many years. Rev.
cil of the City of Holland, held on the 19th day of Aupst, A. D.
M. Van Dijk graduated from Cal- following preamble and resolutionswere duly adopted, viz.:
Weese, 183 West 16th street.
1935, the followingpreamble and resolutionswere duly adopted, vis. :
with the canning season coming on. It brings you: Oven InWHEREAS, the City of Holland is confronted with the necessity
Mr. and Mrs. Len Overbeek and vin seminary, served a congrega"WHEREAS, the City of Holland is Confronted with the necssof
providing
sufficient
work
relief
projects
of
a
suitable
character
sulation to prevent heat horn escaping into the kitchen;a Condaughter Patty. Mr. and Mrs. Peter tion in Hills, Minn., and for the
sity of providing sufficient work relief projects of a suitablecharBoersma and Miss Nan Boersma last six years has been a pastor in wherein the labor involvedwill be great in proportionto the material
acter, wherein the labor Involved will be great in proportion to the
trol Dial that insures accurate heat regulation and a Canning
the Netherlands.— Grand Haven costs in order to qualify for W.P.A. funds, ana
visitedin Kalamazoo Friday.
material costs in order to qualify for W.P.A. funds, and
Chart that gives the correct time and temperture allowances
Born to Mr. and Mrs. V. Tsuda Tribune.
WHEREAS, such projects,when completed, should be of some
WHEREAS, such projects,when completed, should be of some
of
Tokyo,
Japan,
a
daughter.
Mrs.
lasting benefitand value to the community, and
lasting benefitand value to the community,and •
lor preserve* of all kinds.
Tsuda was formerly Miss Florence
NEW GRONINGEN
WHEREAS, the construction of airports is deemed an excellent
WHEREAS, the constructionof Playgroundsis deemed an excelWhy endure the nuisance oi an old-lashionedheat-leaking
Pelon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
lent project,in respect to the labor-materialratio and
project In respect to the labor-materialfitio and is being urged by
Peter
Pelon,
280
East
8th
street,
oven another summer? Why sufler the wilting temperature
the State Department of Aeronautics on all cities not now having
Mr. and Mrs. Will Huisenga and
WHEREAS, the City of Holland is at this time without adequate
this city.
mother, Mrs. G. J. Huisenga, mo- Playground facilities,and it appears to the Common Council that this
irmx
of a baking hot kitchen?. A Modern Gas Range will inspire
Mrs. Mary Steketee, 11th street,
WHEREAS, the City of Holland is at this time without an adetored to Dakota. Mrs. G. J. Hui- is the opportunetime when Federal Funds are available,to make
has as her guest William Vander zenga expects to stav with her son, use of such funds to give employment to persons who will otherwise
you to make this your biggestand most successful year ol canquate airport and will be confronted sooner or later with the necesHaar, chief steward of the S. S. the Rev. Martin Huizenga, and he charges of the City unless provided with remunerative employsity of constructingone if it is to keep pace with other cities of its
ning. And it will be iar and away the easiest year’s canning.
Canfield, Standard Oil tanker.
ment,
size, and
family for a fortnight.
Approximately
6,800
fishermen,
Drop in and see the new models on display! Let us explain
WHEREAS, it appears to the Common Council that this is an
NOW, THEREFOR, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Holland
who are United States citizens, Misses Dorothy and Donna Van shall construct and equip Playgrounds suitablefor the needs of the
opportune time when Federal Funds are available, to make use ofN
the individual advatages oi GAS for lue).
Voorst
of
New
Groningen
had
as
harvest in the neighborhood of 100
these funds and give employment to persons who will be the charges
City, on property now owned by the City, on the following locations
million pounds of fish from Great their guest Miss Ruth Ten Have of in the City of Holland, to-wit:
of the City if they are not provided with remunerative employment,
Lakes waters each year, says the Grand Haven for a week.
3000 Holland Housewives Can’t be Wrong!
RiverviewPark.
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of HolCornelius Kamps receiveda frac
United States Bureau of Fisheries.
land shall purchase and develop a site for a Municipal Airport, suitAlso
on
property
lying
between
21st
and
22nd
Streets,
and
tured
arm
when
he
fell
off
a
load
For this crop they receive about
able for the needs of the City, at an estimated cost to the City of
between Pine and Maple Avenues, except Lots 25 and 26, Te
of hay while at work on his farm
$6,000,000.
Holland not to exceed Eight Thousand ($8,000.00)Dollars.
Roller’s
First
Add.
to
the
City
of
Holland,
William Connelly, former Spring the last week.
That it is hereby determined and proposed that said sum of Eight
at
an
estimated
cost
to
the
City
of
not
to
exceed
Five
Thousand
Lake resident,was at the court Peter Schaap is spending a few
Thousand ($8,000.00)Dollars be raised by loan and that for the purhouse on business today. He was weeks in Dakota calling on old ($5,000.00)Dollars.
pose of said loan, bonds of the City of Holland be issued in the sum
That it is hereby determined and proposed that said sum of Five
warmly greeted by many in the friendsand relatives.
of Eight Thousand ($8,000.00) Dollars in the manner as follows,
Thousand ($5,000.00)Dollars be raised by loan, and that for the
to-wit:
purpose of said loan, bonds of the City of Holland be issued in the
Eight (8) Bonds in denominations gs hereinafterset forth with
sum of Five Thousand ($5,000.00)Dollars in the manner as follows
In the year 1940, the sum of $1,000.00,
Interest coupons attached thereto,said bonds to be designated as
to-wit:
"HollandMunicipal Airoort Bonds,” and to be respectivelynumIn the year 1941, the sum of $1,000.00,
Five (5) bonds in denominations as hereinafterset forth with
bered from One (1) to Eight (8) inclusive, and to oe of like date
In the year 1942, the sum of $1,000.00,
Interest coupons attached thereto,said bonds to be designated
and interest excepting due dates, and to be payable as follows:
In the year 1943, the sum of $1,000.00,
as “Holland PlaygroundBonds," and to be respectivelynumIn the year 1944, the sum of $1,000.00,
bered One (1) to Five (5) inclusive, and to be of like date and
One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars— August 1, 1936.
In the year 1945, the sum of $1,000.00,
interestexcepting due dates, and to be payable as follows:
One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars— August 1, 1937.
Notice of Special Election
One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars— August 1, 1938.
or so much thereof as may Ik* necessary to create a Sinking Fund
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars — August 1, 1936,
One Thousand ($1,600.00)DoHars— August 1, 1939.
sufficient to redeem the above bonds at maturity and said taxes in the
To the Qualified Electors of the City of Holland, Michigan, viz.:
One
Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars— August 1, 1937,
One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars— Auguit 1, 1940.
sums above mentioned are now so levied for the years above menOne
Thousand
($1,000.00)
Dollars— August 1, 1938,
Those Electorswho have property assessed for tuxes or the lawful
One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars — August 1, 1941.
tioned;and said taxes or so much thereof as may be necessary shall
One
Thousand
($1,000.00) Dollars — August 1, 1939,
husbands or wives of such Electors:
One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars— August 1, 1942.
he assessed and colleated in each of the above years, and said taxes
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars — August 1, 1940,
One Thousand ($1,000.06)Dollars— August 1, 1943.
shall be applied only to the purpose named.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that at a meeting of the Common
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all moneys collected from Said bonds to draw interest at the rate of not to exceed four (4f/t)
Council of the City of Holland, held on the 19th day of August, A.D.
Said Bonds to draw interestat the rate of not to exceed four
the above taxes, together with any and all other moneys which the per cent per annum, payable semi-annually on the first day of Febru1935, the following preamble and resolutionswere duly adopted, viz.:
(4%) per cent per annum payable semi-annuallyon the first day
Council may appropriate for the payment of the principal or interest ary and the first day of August of each year, both principaland
“WHEREAS, the City of Holland is confronted with the necessity
of February and the first day of August of each year, both prinof the above l»onds, shall t>e paid into the “Interestand Sinking Fund” interest to be paid at the office of the City Treasurer of the City of
of providing sufficient work relief projects of a suitable character,
cipal and interest to be paid at the office of the Treasurer of the
of the City of Holland.
Holland.
wherein labor involved will be great in proportion to the material
City of Holland.
BE
IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that said bonds shall be signed
That for the purpose of paying interest on the above bonds as
costs in order to qualify for W.P.A. funds, and
That for the purpose of paying intereston the above bonds as
by the Mayor and City Clerk, and to be negotiatedat such times and the same become due, there shall annually be levied on the taxable
WHEREAS, such projects,when completed, should k* of some
the same becomes due, there shall annually be levied on the taxible
in such manner as the Common Council may direct, but at a price I property of the said City of Holland and annually assessed and collasting benefit, and value to the community,and
property of the said City of Holland, and annually asressed and colnot less than the par value thereof.
! Iwted a tax sufficient to raise the amount necessary to pay the acWHEREAS, the constructionof certain improvementsin and the
lected a tax sufficient to raise the amount necessary to nay the
WHEREAS.
IT
IS
NECESSARY
and
the
Common
Council
1 Crued interestat the rate for which the bonds are sold, as the same
doing of certain work on the Park and Cemetery Property of the
accrued interest at the rate for which the bonds are sold, as the same
deems
it
advisable
to. submit the propositionof raisingsaid amount become due; and the said taxes in the sum above mentinoed are now
City of Holland is deemed an excellent project in respect to the
becomes due; and the said taxes in the sums above mentioned are
of Ten Thousand ($10,IMM).00) Dollars by the issuing of the aforesaid so levied for the years above mentioned, and said taxes or so much
labor- material ratio,
now so levied for the years above mentioned, and said taxes or so
bonds, to the vote of the Electors of said City, having the necessary thereof as may be necessary shall be assessed and collected in each
NOW, THEREFOR. BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of Holland
much thereof as may be necessary shall be assessed and collected in
legal qualifications to vote thereon;
of the above years, and said moneys be applied only to the purpose
shall improve the Park and Cemetery propertiesof said City, in the
each of the above years, and said moneys be applied only to the purTl
THEREFORE,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the propo- named.
pose named.
manner and to the extent as hereinafterset forth, at an estimated
sition to raise the amount of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00)Dollars by
That for the purpose of paying the principal on the above named
cost to the City of Holland of not to exceed the sum of Ten Thousand
That for the purpose of paying the principalon the above nadted
loan and to issue the bond* of the City of Holland therefor, as here- bonds as the same become due there shall annually be levied on the
($10,000.00)Dollars,and that the particularsof such proposed imbonds as the same become due,
.
. there shall annul
annually be levied on th*
inbeforementioned; proposed and set forth, and to be payable at the taxable property in the said City of Holland and annually assessini
provements, together with the proposed cost of each, are as follows
taxable property in the said City of Holland and annually assessed
times and in the manner hereinbeforeset forth, be submitted to the and collected, a tax sufficient to raise the following sums:
to-wit:
and collected, a tax sufficient to raise the following sums:
vote of the Electors of the City of Holland having the legal qualifications to vote thereon, at a Special Election for that purpose to be
Prospect Park:
In the Year 1936 the sum of $1,000.00
In the year 1936, the sum of $1,000.00,
held on Monday, the 9th day of September,1936, ana said day is
In the Year 1937 the sum of $1,000.00
In the year 1937, the sum of 1,000.00,
Replacing soil in curbs on 22nd and 24th Street.
hereby designated a Special Election for such purpose.
In the Year 1938 the sum of $1,000.00
In the year 1938, the sum of 1,000.00,
Placing additional soil in Park, and installing
That the substance of the question thus submitted be printed
In the Year 1939 the sum of $1,000.00
In the year 1939, the sum of 1,000.00,
Sprinkler System, proposed cost to the city of Holupon the ballot of such Election,and be set forth substantiallyin
In the Year 1940 the sum of $1,000.00
In the year 1940, the sum of 1,000.00,
, J8™1 .....
- $550.00
the form and words as follows:
noting Booth Property at 22nd Street:
In the year 1941, the sum of 1,000.00,
or so much thereof as may be necessary to create a Sinking Fund
In the year 1942, the sum of 1,000.00,
Grading and Seeding; installingSprinkler System,
“Shall the City of Holland raise by loan the sum of Ten Thousand sufficient to redeem the above bonds at maturity and said taxes in
In the year 1943, the sum of 1,000.00,
constructingSidewalk on State Street, proposed cost
($10,000.00)Dollars, to be used for the purpose of improving the the sums above mentionedare now so levied for the years above
to the City uf
$450.00
Bark
and
Cemetery
Properties
of
said
Citv
in
the
manner
and
to
mentioned;
and
said
taxes
or
so
much
thereof
as
may
be
necessary
or
so
much
thereof
as may be necessary to create a Sinking Fund
Pilgrim Home (emetery:
the extent hereinafterset forth, and shall the bonds of the City 8ball be assessed and collected in each of the above years, and said
sufficient to redeem the above bonds at maturity and said Uxes in
Graveling walks and drives and constructing Side,of Holland, ten (10) in number, to be termed— “Holland Park and taxes shall be applied only to the purpose named.
the sums above mentioned are now so levied for the years above menwalks on 16th Street,proposed cost to the City of
Cemetery Improvement Bonds," be issued therefor in denominaBE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all moneys collected from
tioned; and said Uxes or so much thereof as may be necessary shall
$ 50.00
tions of One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars each, to be numbered <he above taxes, together with any and all other moneys which the
be assessed and collected in each of the above years, and said taxes
Fairlawn
,
from One (1) to Ten (10) inclusive, and to be payable as fbllows: Council may appropriate for^the payment of the principal or interest
shall be applied only to the purpose named.
Clearing, cleaning and leveling grounds;graveling
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that all moneys collected from
driveways. Proposed cost to City of Holland $700.00
Bond No.
August 1, 1936,
J
Kollen Park:
the above Uxes together with any and all other moneys which the
Bond No.
August 1, 1937,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that said bonds shall be signed
Council may appropriate for^the payment of the principalor interest
Installing Steel Sheet Piling at foot of 12th Street;
Bond No.
August 1, 1938,
by the Mayor and City Clerk, and to be negotiatedat such times and
filling and leveling to piling.Proposed cost to City
Bond No.
August 1, 1939,
in such manner as the Common Council may direct, but at a price not
Fund” of the City of
S’nking
, of Holland
$6,625.00
Bond No.
August 1, 1940,
less than the par value thereof.
Lakevicw Park:
BE
IT
FURTHER
RESOLVED,
that
said
bonds
shall
be
signed
Bond No.
August 1, 1941,
WHEREAS IT IS NECESSARY, and the Common Council by the Mayor and City Clerk, and to be negotiatedat such time*
and
Replacing soil in curbs; placing of additionalsoil on
Bond No.
August 1, 1942,
aeems it advisable to submit the propositionof raising said amount
in such manner as the Common Council may direct, but at a pricegrounds; installingSprinkler System and construct
Bond No.
August 1, 1943,
of Five Thousand ($5,000.00)Dollars by the issuingof the aforesaid
not less than the par value thereof.
mg Sidewalksand Steps. Proposedcost to City of
Bond No. 9 August 1, 1944,
bonds, to the vote of the Electors of said City, having the necessary
Holland ...... . ..... .
$1,400.00
Bond No. 10— August 1', 1945,
WHEREAS, IT IS NECESSARY and the Common Council
legal qualifications to vote thereon,
Precinct \oting Booth Grounds at College Avenue and 19th Street:
deems it advisableto submit the propositionof raising said amount of
THERE -----------FORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the propotogether
with
interest
at
the
rate
of
not
to
exceed
four
(4rr)
per
Leveling,placing additionalsoil on grounds and conEight Thousand ,T»,vw.vw,
($8,000.00)•,'vnai
Dollars
n by the issuing of the aforesaid
sition to raise the amount of Five Thousand ($5,000.00)Dollars by
cent per annum payable semi-annually on the first days of February
structing Sidewalk. Proposed cost to city of Holbonds, to the vote of the Electors of said City, having the necessary
loan and to issue the bonds of the City of Holland therefor, as hereand August of each year. The particularsof said proposed Park and
. —
-tions to vote thereon;
............... ...... ........ - .
$125.00
Cemetery Improvementsand the proposed cost of each to the City inbefore mentioned, proposed and set forth, and to be payable at the
FORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the propo
times
and
in
the
manner
hereinbefore
set
forth,
be
submitted
to
the
BE IT FURTHER RESOLN ED, that it is hereby determined
of Holland, being as follows, to-wit:
sition to raise the amount of Eight Thousand ($8,000.00)Dollars by
vote of the Electors of the City of Holland having the legid qualifiand proposed that said sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00)Dollars
loan and to issue the bonds of tne City of Holland therefor, as hlrecationsto vote thereon,at a Special Election for that purpose to be
Prospect Park:
required for the foregoing
purposes, be raised by
--->»/ loan
loan and
unu that
mai for
lor
inbeforementioned, proposed and set forth, and to be payable at the
the ourpose of said loans, the bonds of the City of Holland be issued
Replacing soil in curbs on 22nd and 24th StreeU, held on Monday, the 9th day of September,1935, and said day is
times and in the manner hereinbefore set forth, be submitted to ths
m the sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00)Dollars in the manner as
placing additionalsoil in Park; installing Sprinkler
follows, to-wit:
prints upon
System. Proposed cost to City of Holland $550.00
the ballot of such election, and be set forth substantiallyin the form i v.L°i j
^°.nV*t f Special Election for that purpose to bq
Voting Booth Property at 22nd Street:
Ten (10) bonds in denominations as hereinafterset forth with
and words as
•
0!!^0-dSy’-t,h?Jfc&y
im<
d»y i* hereby
interestcoupons attached thereto, said bonds to be designated
Grading and Seeding;insUlling Sprinkler System
“Shall the City of Holland raise by loan the sum of Five Thousand
• as Holland Park and Cemetery Improvement Bonds,” and to
and constructing Sidewalk on State Street. Proposed
'Sat
the
s u L ta nce^ oMhe1 ciues U o MhuTT u bm
1 ed be printed upon
$5,000.00)Dollars for the purpose of constructingand equipping
he respectivelynumbered from One (1) to Ten (10) inclusive
cost to City of Holland __________________ _____ $450.00
the ballot of such election and be set forth substantiallyIn the form
Playgrounds ^on
on property^now
property now owned by
bv the City
Citv on the following
followinr
and to be of like date and interest excepting due dates, and to
Pilgrim Home Cemetery:
and words as follows:
• be payable us follows:
Graveling Walks and Drive; constructingSidewalk on
"Shall theCItyof HoUand raise by loan the sum of Eight ThouRiverviewPart.
16th Street. Proposed cost to City of Holland $150.00
sand ($8,000.00)Ddllars, to be used for the purchase and developOne Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars— August 1, 1936,
Also
on
property lying between 21st and 22nd Streets,and
Fairlawn Cemetery:
ment of a site for a Munich
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars— August 1, 1937,
between Pine and Maple Avenues, except Lots 26 and 26 of,Te
Clearing, cleaning and leveling grounds, graveling
One Thousand (fi.ooo.oo) Dollars— August 1, 1938,
Roller’sFirst Add. to the City of Holland,
driveways. Proposed cost to City of Holland . $700.00
One Thousand . $l,f
.11,000.00) Dollars -August 1, 1939,
and shall the Bonds of the City of Holland, five (5) in number,
Kollen Park:
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars— August 1, 1940,
to be termed— “Holland Playground Bonds,” be issued therefor
InstallingSteel Sheet Piling at the foot of 12th
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars— August 1, 1941,
in denominations of One Thousand ($1,000.00)Dollars each, to be
Street
and
filling
and
leveling
to
piling.
Pro
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars — August 1, 1942,
numbered from One (1) to Five (6) Inclusive, to be payable as
Bond No. 1— August 1, 1936,
cost
to
City
of
Holland
_____
_________ ___________________
$6,625.00
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars— August 1, 1943,
follows:
Bond No. 2 — August 1, 1937,
Lake View Park:
One Thousund ($1,000.00,
f) Dollars— August 1, 1944,
Bond No. 3 — August 1, 1938,
Replacing soil in curbs; placing additionalsoil on
Bond No.
One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars— August 1, 1945,
August
1, 1936,
— f
Bond No. 4— August 1, 1939,
grounds; installingSprinkler System and constructBond No.
August 1, 1987,
Bond No. 5— August 1, 1940,
io Steps.
Steps. Proposedcost to Citi
ing Sidewalks and
said bonds to draw interest at the rate of not to exce«l four (4", )
Bond No.
August 1, 1988,
Bond Na 6-August 1, 1941,
Holland
_____ __ .1
*
oo
per cent per annum payable semi-annually on the first day of FebBond No.
August 1, 1989,
Bond No. 7— August 1, 1942,
Precinct
Voting
Booth
Grounds
at
College
Avenue
and
19th
Street:
rua^ and the first day of August of eaqb year, both principaland
Bond No.
August 1, 1940,
Bond No. 8— August 1, 1943,
Leveling,placing additional soil on grounds, and coninterest to be paid at the office of the Treasurer of the City of
’ 7
together with interest at the rate of not to exceed four (4)j>er
structing Sidewalks. Proposed cost to City of Holcent per annum payable semi-annually on the first days of Febland
.... ....... ....... ...... .......... $126.00
That for the purpose of paying intereston the above bonds as
ruary *nd August of each year?"
the same becomes due, there shall annually be levied on the taxable
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Wty of Holland, and annually assessed and collected a tax sufficient to raise the amount necessary to pay the
accrued interest at the rate for which the bonds are sold, as the same

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Said Resolution prevailed,all voting Aye.

Now, therefore,Notice

p"un>lh

in the

1936, the sum
1937, the sum
1938, the sum
1939, the sum

Said Resolution prevailed,all voting Aye.
Now. therefore,Notice is hereby given tna

is hereby given that in pursuance of said

4

fljss!*^*** •foNwM

I'uiiur* uy man ana oi issuing me Donas oi tne uty therefor
oy loan ana or issuingme oonas oi the Gity therefor
manner and for the purpose as therein set forth, will be sub- in the manner and for the purpose as therein set forth, will be sub-

m

mitted to the qualified Electors of the City at a SpecialElectionto be mitted to the qualified Electors of the City at a Special Election to
held in and for said City at the regular Polling Places in the several be held in and for said City at the regular Pollmg Places
Pli
in the
Wards on Monday, Sept. 9, 1935.
several Wards on Monday, Sept. 9, 1936.
of $1,000,00,
of $1^000.00,
of $1,000.00,
of $1,000.00,

The
on

Polls at sxid Electionwill be open
the day of said Election.

from

7 A. M. until 6 P.

OSCAR PETERSON,

M-

The
on

City Clerk.

Polls st said Electionwill be open
(he day of said Election.

from

7 A. M. until 6 P.

OSCAR PETERSON,

M.

The Polle st
on

City Clerk.
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said Electionwill be open
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7 a. m. until I

Election. OSCAR PETERSON,
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ed one of the most successfulpic- Anjeles,^ Calif.
in Zeeland. Rav. William Kok uu
oil boring
uunng unui
until the
me refined prodExpires Sept. 28
Expires Sept, 7—4083
nics ever given. The event took
Henrietta Pomp and Miss officiated and burial was in Zee- uct is placed in the pumps ana ditSTATE OF MICHIGAN
MORTGAGE
8ALE
place (last Thursday at Tunnel Dorothy Martinus were hostesses land cemetery.
_________
jnwide in
touri
tributed
nationwide
in touring
coraMr. and Mrs. Earl Breyman rePROBATE COURT FOR Notice is hereby given that a
Park, with nearly 1,400 attending.to the Happy Hand Sunday school
mercial cars.
turned to Richelle, 111.,after spendA number of sports were enjoyed class of Bethel Reformed church John Shackelford’s Chicky Bar One vesry interestingdetail re- THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA mortgagedated April 80, 1926, giving the summer at Waukasod.
At a session of said Court, held en by Charley Riemeriraaand
includingbaseball, two greased pig on Wednesday night. Bliss Wilma Colored Giants of Grand Rapids lates to the *boring of oil. You
The register of deeds had the chasing contests and two tug-of- Vander Wilke, president of the scored an 8 to 5 victory over the have often heard the expression at the Probate Office in the City ol Mary Riemerama,hia wifi, to AlGrand Haven in said county on bertus Ricraersma, and recorded in
office closed Monday afternoon on wars. Mrs. J. P. Kolia and Mrs. P. class, presided. Thou present Zeeland Cook Oils at Legion Field.
"shooting a well," well this proceaccount of the funeral services for T. Cheff gave short talks and Mrs. were: Miss Wilma Vander Wilk, Mitchell and Smith formed the dure is all pictured. One interest- the 14th day of August, A.D. 1935. the office of the registerof deeds
Present: HON CORA VANDfi- for Ottawa county in liber 184 on
John Bottje,father of Frank Bott- Kolia was presented a basket of Jeanette and Theresa Schuiteman, battery for the winners.
iff
ing fact is not generally known— WATER, Judge
ige of I
Probate.
day ol
je, register of deeds, and Miss flowers by William Meyer, presi Helen Orr, Jean Kole, Henrietta, Miss Minnie Ver Howe is
there are thousands and thousands
In the Meitter of the Estate of ?926
°nwhich
— me
26, upon
Atiorficyt-at-Law
there
Anna Bottje, deputy register.
dent of the relief society. Charles Janet and Julia Huiunga and Mrs. ing two weeks’ vacation and firs. 1 of men who sink their fortunes in
Jennie Ingraham Walsh, Deceased. la due and unpaid principafand in
Driscoll, employee of the company Bert Woldring and the hostesses.
J. M. Languis of Zeeland is in prospectiveoil fields. An example Henry Winter, having filed in
The Sixth Reformedchurch Sunfor 26 years, received a beautiful
charge of her local store during of this is going on today in Alle- said court hia eighth annual ac- terest at the dale of this notice
OR aa— over the Firm 8tat
day school held their annual picnic
electric clock for his faithful
her
| gan
county, where the field is count as Trustee of said estate, and the aura of Five Hundred and
Wednesday at Tunnel Park. Louis
Bank
Eightv.scven
Dollars,
as
well
aa
service.
ZEELAND
Oilman was general chairman and
Wayne Derks of Wyoming Park ' younK“-«[>d in Muskegon county his petition praying for the allow- unpaid taxes, together with statu,
Holland.Mkh.
sports were in charge of Bernie
was a visitor at the home of his n,any f*ilur«*can be recorded as ance thereof.
Albert Sadlay of Muskegon has
tory costs of foreclosure,will be
Vender Meulen, Hilbert Berkel, announced the engagement of his Holland police are on the look- grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Hein compared with a few successes.
It is Ordered, That the
foreclosedby a statutory sale of
The Gulf Refining Co. does not 17th Day of September. A.D. 1935. the premises therein described,toPeter Van Langeveld and Neal De
Derks last week.
daughter, Rose, to John Leland of out for men who entered a Zeeland
Waard, with Herman Vanderbeek,
gas station Sunday night and Miss Louise Hartger of Cincin- guess at -the matter, they prospect at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at wit:
K. J.
Ed Scheerhorn and M. Brandt con- Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. escaped with the safe. Police Chief nati, Ohio, has been visiting at the for oil in a scientific way witn a said Probate Office, be and is hereAll that part of Lot numducting them. Baseball was enjoy- Leland of Saugatuck. No marriage Fred Rpsma and OfficerLester De home of Rev. and Mrs. A. Jabaay. delicate instrument called a detec- by appointed for examining and al!).C.,Ph.C.
bered One (l) In Block numed and Morine Brandt distributed date has been set.
bered Nine (9) In M. D. HowMr. and Mrs. John Veneklasen, tor. The working of this instru- lowing said account.
Pree of Zeeland are working on the
CHIROPRACTOR
ment was shown and it was so perfree lemonade.Fred Van Voorst
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
ard’s Addition to the City of
Office: Holland City State Ranfcl
Miss Haul Schrotenboer, who case. Only papera were in the safe Jr., and daughter, Jane, and Mrs. fected that the company depends That public notice thereof be given Holland, which is bounded bv
and Gerrit Lemmen had charge of
and these were of little value.
Jennie
Veneklasen
have
returned
Hnura 19-11 :3ft a m.: N-ft A T-i fti
upon
its accuracy which thus far bv publication of a copy of tbit
transportation.Bill Jekel and Bert celebrated her birthday Friday,
s line commencing Two Hunfrom a vialt at the home of Mr.
Mrs. HendrickaLamer, 76, died and Mrs. Clyde Smith in Bowling has not failed. The instrument order for three successive week*
Kortering made up the finance entertained a group of friends at
dred and Two (S02) feet East
her home on R. R. 6. Before the Sunday afternoon at her home. 243
Expires Sept 7
committee.
previous
to
said dav of hearing in
inight
be
compared
with
those
at
from the Southwestcorner of
Green, Ohio.
MORTGAGE
„
party a wiener roast was held at East Harrisonstreet. Surviving
W ashinjfton and other centers the Holland Citv News,
newspasaid
Block
on
the
South
line
Mrs. J. Jurries’ group of the Ottawa Beach. Guests were: Misses are the husband and five sons, John James Vereeke, William Karsten
Notice ia hereby given thfttj
where it is recorded when and per printed and circulatedin said
thereof; running thence East
mortgage dated September f
Ladies’ Aid of the Maple Avenue Marjorie Quist, Marian Lambers, of Grand Rapids, Peter of Castle and party have returned from a where and how an earthquake oc- Connty.
on the South Hue of snid Lot
1926, given by Emma J. Gross
,1* ,eS“rcn,om
Christian Reformed church held a 'Haul Schrotenboerand Helen Park and Ralph, Richard and An- pleMure trip toNlapar. Fall, .mi
CORA VAN DE WATER.
Sixty-eight (68) feet: thence
the City ef Holland, Ottawa
picnic Wednesday evening at Tun- Deurloo, Bill Prince, Bud Wester- drew of Zeeland; five daughters, other points of interest.They also
Judge of Probate
mother earth. It was stated
North parallelwith the F,n«t
ty, Michigan, to Arthur C.
nel Park. Mrs. Richard Schaddelee, hof, James Quist and Marinus Mrs. E. Hop of Zeeland, Mrs. YC. took in a baseballgame in Detroit that the last frontier has become a \ frit* enpv
line of said Ix>t One Hundred
and recorded In tha office of
Essenburg of Holland, Mrs. Tony
Mr. and Mrs. John Fris and civilised part of this great nation HARRIET SWART.
Mrs. Resseldyke and Mrs. P. Slenk Westrate.
Thirty-two (132) feet; thence
Register , of Deeds for Ot
were awarded prises. Mrs. J JurMr. and Mrs. D. Slikker enter- Elen baas of Hamilton, Mrs. K. daughter, Mrs. James Schuitemn, when the great west and north- Register of Probate.
West parallelwith the South
County, State of Michigan, in
ries and Mrs.. Alex. Van Zanten tained with a wiener roast at their Komoelje of Grand Rapids and haye returned from Detroit where west was settledand the wonderline of said Lot Sixtv-eight
184, Mortgages,on page 576,
were in charge of arrangements.
Pacific coast became a reality,
feet; thence South parallel
home in honor of Mr. and Mrs. H. Mrs. J. Kuyers of Holland, a they were delightfullyentertained
the 26th day of May, ’ 1927,
Employees of the Holland Fur- Van Dulst and Mr. and Mrs. 8. brother, John Ameraal of Borculo by relatives.
but the picture shows where a verw'th the East tine of said Lot
Expires Angu«t 31—13788
which mortgage there la due
nace Co. and their families enjoy- Wolters who will soon leave for Los *nd a sister, Mrs. P. Lamer, also
One Hundred Thlrtv-two (132)
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Servicesat First Reformed y^lpwddemess.bogs and swamps
unpaid on the date hereof
if Borculo. Funeral services were church, Zeeland, were in charge of !iave bpt,n transformed into thriv. WE PROBATE COim F^R THk
feet, to th» place of beginning,
principal, Intereetand att(
held Wednesday at 2 p. m. at the JReV. G. Rozeboom of Lansing, 111. ^ immunities,with schools and
all according to the recorded
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
fees provided for In said moi ..
plat of said M. D. Howard’s
home and at 2:30 p. m. at the Mr.
____John Van Peursem and family churches and playgrounds for chilAt a session of «sid Cnu-t. he|il
the sum of 62,661.66, together
Addition to the City of Holdren, but the cause is earmarked at the Probate Office in the Citv
Third Christian Reformed church I are on their---vacation.
the statutory costa of foreclo
by a trade mark of tall steel der- Grand Haven, in «nid County, on
land, Michigan, on record In
will be foreclosedby a atati,
ricks, that tell the story.
the
office
of
the
Register
of
the 6th day of Augu-t, A.D. 1935.
sale therein described,to-wlt: ^
Deeds
for
said
Ottawa
County,
The picture then follows with Present:
“The West 53 feet of lot
Michigan. This conveyance is
HON. CORA VANDEWATER
an album of the industrial achievenumber 4 of block number 35-1
to include the right to nse a
Judge of Probate
ments, showing the differant
of the original plat of the Vilsirln of land on east aide of
In the Matter of the Estate of
plants, refineries, tall office buildlage (now city) of Holland, oftjfl
raid
premises
for
highway
or
Bernard
P.
Donnelly,
Deceaned.
ings in leading cities, the working
record In the office of thft
street
purpose*.
Marv C. Donnellv. having filed
the plants, how the refining is
Register of Deeds of Ottaw*|
Fill
Bin at this
Price!
AN INILKKSTING INDUSTRI- in sight and with every shot of of
Said
premises
are
situate
in
in said court her final administraCounty, Michigan." #
spray he wishes them a “happy done how the “good, better and best
township. Ottawa enn«tv.
AL SCENARIO
oils are made" — and the watching tion account,end her petition prayat
the north front door of
landing."
The
moral
of
thia
tale,
is
tab
Michigan, and the site w1'! take
• • •
of this process must really be seen ing for the allowance thereof and
Court house In the City of C.i
At the invitation of Vandenberg undoubtedly is that Gulf products to be understood.
for the asrignment and distribution otace at the North front door of Haven. Ottawa County. Michh
he Cou-t House In the CRv of
Bros. Oil Co., distributorsof Gulf have chased domestic discord out
All refining plants are located of *he residue of said estate,
rrnrd H"ven. Ottawa County l hat being the piece for boll
gas, an interestingmoving picture of the window and allows love to on good harbors,since water transIt h Ordered. That the
the Clrcnlt Cmirt of Mid
M’ehlffan. that he’nf the pla** for
was shown, having to do with the come through the door again.
portation in large tankers or tank 10th Dav of Sentember, A.D. 1935.
on the 18th dav of Seoti
Following
this
comic
introducholding
the
Circuit
Court
of
said
products they manufacture and
boats is by far the most economi- at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at
1935, atl0:00 o’clock In the
tion
filmed
much
along
the
line
of
Conntv.
on
the
30th
dsv
of
S«nsell. In reality it was a portrayal
«aid probate office,he and is herecal way of transportation.
temW, A. D. 1935 at 10 o’clock in
of the Gulf Refining Co. achieve- a comic preceding the feature, the
ARTHUR C. GROSS.
To
review this part of the pic- by appointed for examining and alments, giving a regime of the en- event of the evening was next ture without seeing it would be lowing «nid account and hearing the forenoon
ALBERTUS
RTFMERSMA.
terprize from the boring of the thrown on the silver screen.
said petition;
Mortgage* listed: June 19. 1935.
Mr Hartman, vice president of more like an inventory and would IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
crude oil in the ground to the rebe dry reading, but there are treMILES ft SMITH,
the
company,
a
venerable,
fine
futod
July
3,
1936.
fined product at the pump.
That p”b'ic notice thereofbe giver
Attornere ftt Law.
looking gentlemen stood at his mendous plants with noticeable hv publicationof n copy of thl- OERRTT W. K COVERS.
The setting was elaborate,the desk in the general offices and bustling activity,one alone covBuslneaa Address:
Attorney for Mortgagee.
'rder for three successive week1
large dining room was filled to caHolland. Michigan.
made the introduction. He re- ering 1,400 acres is an inspiring previous to «sid dav of hearing in BiHress Address:
pacity with Holland folks who
right. This plant alone cost $7,viewed what was to be shown, in
ei w..t FtsrhthSt,
•he
Holler,
d
City
News,
a
n°w«ps
were not only shown the scenario,
000,000, and is one of 14 others at
other words giving a portrayal of
Holland, Michigan.
but were given a fine repast in the
differant strategic points in the ner printed and circulatedin said
the achievements of the company
County
Dutch room of the Tavern after he represents.
27 states where the Gulf Refining
, Expires Hept 11
CORA VAN ns1 WATER
the showing of the picture.
Co. operates and in those 27 states
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE R)
Then
the
actors
enter
into
the
Judge of Probate
The real picture was preceded by
Fvnlres Sent. 14
the population is condensed, totalDefault haring been made hi
one of a more comical nature, in play, first a fine regulated station ini? 90,000,000people,while in the \ »ruf> onnv;
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE RALE
HARRIET SWART
which back seat driving was the with all the necessities and acces- other states of the union the citiconditionsof a certain Met „
Default
having
been
ma^e
In
the
Rr>,»l«f*r
nf
Prohot*
crux of the theme. Mother and sories which constitutean up-to- zenry is much scattered. The
made hv Clyde S. Welton and
conditions of a certain Mortgage
dad were going out for a Sunday the-minuU service station. Po- dense populationnaturally, calls
mn Welton. his wife, to Hoi
For Instant Heat Our Coke Can’t Be Beat!
made bv Jnrob A. Van Pnttrn and
drive and the start of the tour lite, Well-dressedservicemen meet for a greater distribution at a more
City State Bank (Cornoratlon)
Expire* August 31—15261
Dora
Van
Putten. hia wife, to Holthd
trade,
make
suggestions
and
the
was not very reassuring for the
’gnomical cost.
the City of Holland. County
STATE OF MICHIGAN
land City State Bank of Holland.
car squeaked and moaned while picture indicates well-satisfied cusWe might go in detail devrib
taw*. State of Michigan, dated
PROBATE
COURT
FOR
Mlrhlgen.
a
MlrVgan
Cornoratlon.
the lady squawked as ladies of the tomers to roll away.
ing these industries, but would say
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA dated the 23rd day of March tO"? 7th day of January. 1909. and
In this backgroundanother man in short that this industrial
"Irish Biddy’’type can. The male
At a session of said Court, held n^d recorded In *h* Dfflce nf the corded in the office of the
half of the family was also blessed enters upon the scene. Around the achievement is so mammoth and so at the Probate Office in the City of
of Deeds for the County of
Register of Deeds for tb« O/vintv
corner
this
man
runs
a
haphazard
with plenty of vocabulary. The
active that one cannot help but be Grand Haven in t'-e cnH Count**
tawa. and State of Michigan, j
of Ottawa and State nf MlebWnn,
station
with
inferior
products
with
squeaking and squawking continproud of it and it is rather heart- on the 8th dav of August, A.D.
he 25th day of January, 11
on the 24th da** of March, 1°27. In
ued until a Gulf station was reach- no guarantee and with no assurance ening to conceive that this is only 1935.
Liber 76 of Mortgage*,on ^
Liber
H7
of
MeHganr^a.
on
nage
ed (naturally). The service stop- of the barking of a great company. one of tens of thousands of in4ft6, Which said Mortgage wne
Present,
Hon
Corn
A'andewater.
418, which said Mortgage was asped the “soueak’’ and the "squawk" His motto is “Oil is oil and gas is dustries that dot this wonderful na- ludge of
signed by said Holland City
PLACE YOUR
signed
by
*nid
Holland
City
State
gas
and
motorists
buy
where
they
in the back seat immediately subtion of ours and with the applicaIn the Matter of thn E-t«te of Bank to Holland fdty Dennsltnra Bank to Holland City
can
get
it
the
cheapest,"
although
sided. The moral undoubtedly is
tion of common sense, with ethical
WPIIam A. Hnllev, Deceased. Corporation, a Michigan Cnrnnm- Corporation, a Michigan
FIRE
"Grease your car to allay driving his theory wasn’t reflectedin the business relationson the part of
Lewis
A. Holley, having filed in Hon bv assignment dated January Ion by assignment dated J*f
condition of his station or in the those who .aerve and are served,
from the back seat."
TORNADO
said court his final administration 16. I'lSd. and recorded «n January 6, 1934. end recorded on Ji
The couple is happy after that volume of his sales.
you can’t hold this nation back.
19. 1934. in Liber 165 of
account, and his petitionpraviug
The picturethen shows two Gulf
BURGLARY '
until they get home, when they find
The sequel to this part of the for the allowance thereof and for 19, 1934, In Liber 166 of Mortgages gages on page 110 In the of
on
nage
HO
in
the
efflce
of
the
Refining
Co.
engineers
entering
upthe house full of flies and this
story is that the "inferior oil” serv- the assignmentand distribution of.
he RegMer of Deeds for
Register of Deeds for the County
time the man does the "squawking" on the scene just as this man was ice man threw his hands in the air, the residue of said estate,
County of Ottawa and State
of
Ottawa
and
State
of
Michigan,
On your House, Cottage, or Household Goods with the Old Re- and even dives his hand in the making his greatest boasts to a called for help, asked for a pros- It is Ordered. That the
Michigan, on which Mortgage
sugar bowl to destroy some greedy service stationman. They beg to pectus and it is understood that he 17th Day of September, A.D. 1935. on which Mortgagethore Is claimed I* claimed to be due at the date
liable Insurance Agency of
winged sweet toothes. The out- differ with the skeptic and then became a Gulf service man there- at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at to he due at the date of this no- thl* notice,for principal and
tice. for princinal and Interest, the
come is the destructionof a highly the picture resolves itself into after.
ew**t. the sum of Twelve Hi
*aid probate office, lie and is hereprized sugar bowl, which happens a kaleidoscopicreview of the Gulf
In the absence of William C. by appointed for examining and al- sum of Six Hundred Five and Elghty-nlneand 80/100 Dollare
6O/100
Dollars,
and
the
further
to be an heirloom. The husband is Refining company industry, ex- Vandenberg, who was unexpected- lowing said account and hearing
Seven and 65/100 Dollare for
i
sum of Twenty-five Dollars, as Atin bad again, but hears about the plainedto the skepticstep by step ly called to Chicago, Vaudie Van- <aid petition;
suranee paid, and the further
tnrnevs’ fees, mnklng the whole
Corner 8th St. and Collega
Holland. Mich.
fly spray made by Gulf. He has by the engineers. It is complete in denberg presided and in his quiet
It is Further Ordered. That pubof Thirtv-five Dollar*, aa
a “high-old" time shooting all flies every detail, from the site of the and pleasing way made everyone 'ic notice thereof he given bv pub amount claimed to he due at the neys* fees, making the
date
of
this
notice,
to-wlt,
the
sum
feel at home. He called on sev- lication of a copy of this order foamount claimed to be due at
eral service men in Holland, Zee- three successiveweeks previous t«' of Six Hundred Thirty and 60/100 date of this notice, to-wlt. the
land and surrounding territoryto *a!u day of hearing, in the Hol- Dollars, to which amount will be of Fourteen Hundred Thirty-two
stand up and be introduced,while land City News, a newspaper print- added at the time of sain nil fetes 5/100 Dollars, to which amount
and Insurance that may be paid by
representatives to the company ed and circulated in said county.
he added at the time nf safe all ti
salee departmentgave short talks
CORA VAN DE WATER, he said aerignee of Mortgage and insurance that mov be paid
between
the
date
of
this
notice
and
interspersed with short laughable
Judge of Probate.
the said assignee of Mortgage ‘
the time of said sale; and no pro- tween the date of this notice
stories. The one of the rattlesnake A true copy:
eeedinga at law haring been Insti- the time of said sale; and no
who even was kind to a benefactor HARRIET SWART.
tuted to recover the debt now reRegister of Probate.
who lifted a stone from his body,
reeding* at law having been If
maining secured by said Mortgage, luted to recover the debt now
was rather a long drawn out tale.
or any part thereof, whereby the mainlng secured by said Mortgai
You could hear it coming with bells
power of sale contained In said or any part thereof,whereby
or rather rattles.However, it was
Expires August 31—6342
Mortgage has become operative: power of sale contained In
a rattling good story, causing
great deal of merriment.
Now Therefore,Notice Is Hereby Mortgage ha* become opera! .
STATE OF MICHIGAN
"The Power Behind the Pump,”
PROBATE COURT FOR Given that by virtue of the power Now Therefore,Notice Is He
although not romantic in the sense
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA of sale contained In said Mortgage Given that by virtue of the
of a love story, does point out the
At a session of said Court, held and in pursuance of the statute In nf sale contained In said M<
possibilitiesof industryand the ad- at the Probate Office in the City such case made and provided, the and in pursuance of the statute '
vantages that mother earth pro- of Grand Haven, in said County, on said Mortgage will he foreclosed such case made and provided,
vides from a storehouse which the 7th day of August. A.D. 1935 by a sale of the premises therein said Mortgage will be foredc
seems inexhaustible. It is one of
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wa- described or so much thereof as by a sale of the premisea
the blessingsthat we fear is taken ter. Judge of Probate.
may be necessary, at nubile auc- described or so much thereof
too much as a matter of course.
In the Matter of the Estate of
tion. to the highest bidder,at the may be necessary, at public ai
Benjamin L. Scoff, Deceased.
North Front Door of the Court tion. to the highest bidder, at
Otto P. Kramer and G. John House in the Citv of Grand Haven, North Front Door of the
dr. J. G. HUIZENGA
Kooikcr, having filed in said court and County of Ottawa. Michigan, House in the City of Grand Hi
of Grant & Huirenga, Gr. Rapids their eleventh annua! account as that being the place for holding the and County of Ottawa. Mlchli
Trustees,under the Will of said es- Circuit Court in and for said that being the place for hoi
Eye— Ear— Nose— Thrna t
tate, and their petition praying for County, on Monday, the 23rd dav the Circuit Court In and for
Peoples State Bank Building
the allowance thereof,
of September. 1935. at 10:80 o’clock County, oft Monday, the 28rd
Holland. Michigan
you a descriptive folder that tells in
all parts of the state come
It is Ordered, That the
in the forenoon of said day, and of September, 1985, at 10 o’c
Hours — 10 to
2 to 4:30
gratifying reports of the way the
simple terms just what you must do to
Phone: Office 3669: Residence 211 10th Day of September. A.D. 1935. said premises will be sold to pay in the forenoon of said day,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at the amount so as aforesaid then said premise* will be eolff to
Michigan public is responding to
save your home.
said Probate Office,be and is here- due on said Mortgage, together the amount so as aforeMld
the current tax-collection drive.
by appointed for examining and al- with 6’? per cent interest, legal due on said Mortgage, tof
September first is the
lowing said account;
costs, Attorneys’ fees and also any with six per cent interest,
and
everywhere are determined
last day on which you can pay your back
It Ls Further Ordered, That pub- taxes and insurance that said costs, Attorneys’fee* and also
Eye, Ear. Nose and Throst
to save their homes, and benefit by the
lic notice thereof be given by pub- assignee nf Mortgage does nay on
taxes for 1932 and prior years without
taxes and insurance that said
Specialist
lication of a copy hereof for three or nrior to the da(e of said sale: signee of Mortgage doea pay
savings that a thoughtful legislature has
interest or penalties. It is Also the last
successive
weeks
previous
to
said
which said premises are described or prior to the date of Mid
(Over Model Drug Store)
provided.
day on which you can put these taxes on
Office Hours: 9-7 a.
2-5 n. m day of hearing in the Holland City in said Mortgagea* follows, to-wit: which said premises are deec..
News, a newspaperprintedand cirLot Numbered Thirteen (13) of in said Mortgageas follow*, to-x
indeed are the property-owners
the
without incurEvenings — Saturday 7:00 to 9-00 culated in said countv.
Lawndale Court, according to the
The West One-half (WH) of
Phones: Office
Res. 2776
CORA VAN DE WATER. recorded pint thereof on record in Northwest Quarter (NWH)
cannot now pay their back taxes,
ring additional interest.
Judge of Probate the office of the Register of Deeds SMIon Number Three (81. To
either in full or on the ten-year plan.
Delay is dangerous.
A tree copv:
for Ottawa
Raid ship Number Eight (8), North
Expires October 19
t County,
..Michigan,
t - --------HARRIET SWART.
MORTGAGE
SALE
premises being located in the City Range Fifteen (16) West, all
By co-operating with your state in this
If you have not yet
arrangeRegister of Probate.
Notice is hereby given that a
of Holland, Ottawa County, Mlchi- the Townshin of Crockery, Coni
ments to take care of your back taxes
far-flung tax-collectiondrive you
mortgagedated March R, 1927, givof Ottawa. ~
State ot----Michigan.
Expire* Fept. 7—11401
by William A. Lovelace and
Holland Citv Depositors
Holland City T
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
Mary J. Lovelace of Conklin, OtCorporation.
Corporation.
AT
Bring him your old tax-bifls,
in interest and pentawa Countv, Michigan, to the ConPROBATE COURT FOR
Assignee of Mortgage.
Assignee of Mort|
klin State Bank, a Michigan BankTHE COUNTY OF OTTAWA Dated June 20, 1935.
or at any rate, the legal 'descriptionof
Dated June 20, 1935.
alties, and save yourself from worry over
ing Corporation, and recorded in
At a session of said Court, held El hern Parsons,
Elbern Parsons,V
your property. He will tell you quickly
the possibility of losing your home.
the office of the Register of Deeds at the Probate Office in the City
Attorney for Assignee of
Attorney for Assignee of
for Ottawa County, State of Michi- of Grand Haven in the said County
Mortgage.
the amount that you owe and advise you
Help yourself while helping your
Mortgage.
gan, in liber 149 of Mortgages on on the 12th day of August, A. D. Business Address:
as to how you may meet this important
Business Address:
State, County, City, Village, Township
page 125, 6n the 9th day of March, 1935.
Holland, Michigan.
1927, upon which mortgage there
Holland, Michigan.
Present, Hon. Cora Van De Waobligation.
request he will give
and Schools.
ia due and unpaid on the date here- ter. Judge of Probate.
of for principal, Interest and attorIn the Matter of the Estate of
ney fees provided for In said mortGerritleVliem, Mentally
gage, the sum of 12,452.54, together
Incompetent.
with the statutory costs of fore- Jennie Venhuizen, baring filed in
BY
OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE ROARD.
closure, will be foreclosed bv a stat- said Court her first, second, third,
utory sale, therein described, to- fourth, and final administration
wit:
account, and her petitionpraying
‘The North one-half of lot
for the allowance thereof and for
number seven of block nm.iber
the assignment and distributionof
one of the Village of Conklin, the residueof said estate.
Granite
Ottawa County, Michigan, acIt is Ordered, That the
cording to the recorded plat
17th day of September, A.D. 1935,
thereof, Section 82. Town 9,
In our monument plans we
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
North of Range 13 West,"
and earv* markera and at
said Probate Office, be and is hereat the north front door of the by appointed for examining and almeriale hi the hardest ef
Courthousein the City of Grand lowing said account and hearing
and granHea. These ohferi
Haven, Ottawa County. Michigan, Mid petition;
are imperil
that being the place for holding
upon their
It is Further Ordered, That pubthe Circuit Court of said County, lic notice thereof be given by pnbteryae
on the 21st dav of October, at 10 lication of a copy of this order for
many
Gofarnoc.
o’clock In the forenoon.
three successiveweeks previous to
Ignai
-'--jrrrrS'
HERBERT VAN EENENAAM, said day of hearing,in the Holland
Receiver of the Conklin Stata Bank, City News, a newspaper printed
Mortgagee.
and circulatedin said county.
Dated: JoW at 1985.
CORA VAN DE WATER.
RAYMOND L.
&
Judge of Probate.
n Attorney for Mortgage.
* "i j*
A true copy:
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
R«v. and Mrs. R. J. Danhof spent
few daya in Chicago.
Mrs. P. Veltman and chUdren
and Mr*. Jeanette Veltman visited
at Niagara Falls.

LOCAL NEWS
Looking at this

COMMUNITY

through a

Ten-Year Telescope
Great changes will take place in this

community in the next ten
It is

your business and our

to see that these

years.

business

changes arc

,

in the

right direction— forward.

The

resources of this bank and1

the energies and united
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our officersand directorswill be devoted to

this
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cooperationand

of progress. Your
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we believe
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fmd everyone in
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MANY

The Georgs Chalmers Paving Co.
(Allegan Gazette)
of Grand Rapids is making rapid
No doubt many persons have
progress
in
the
working
preparaMrs. Anna Kolningsburg,68,
The young peonle of the North
noticedthat on the space bared by
Albert C. Ganschow,formerly of
died at the home of Mrs. T. G. BonBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Blendon
Reformed church held a tory to the paving of M-40 through
_____ _______
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Mabel Lugten, Juella Brower,
William Chrispell,56, formerly director of the Holland Chamber N. D.
living in Holland, now of Youngs- of Commerce and former Ottawa
The calendar for the September Mrs. Allan Callahan. Aileen Danville. Pa., died Sunday afternoon county road commissioner,was term of Ottawa circuit court open- gremond and Mrs. Richard Brower
pkfs.
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due to an appendicitisoperation visiting friends here.-Grand Ha- ing at Grand Haven Sept. 3 for enjoyed a beach party at Douglas
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arrangementof the calendar and beach last week, Friday evening.
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held their reunion Saturday at ZeeClyde, are in the St. Mary’s hosand John of Holland and Frank of
land park. A miscellaneous pro- and 32 cases in which no progress
Grand Haven, and two sisters, Mrs. gram was presented and the fol- has been made for more than a pital of Grand lUpids as the recan*
Nora Howard of Toledo, O., and lowing officers were elected: Pres- year. No cases of a sensationalsult of an automobile accident
Mrs. Helen Fisher of Peoria. Fu- ident, A. J. Kapenga; secretary, nature or of outstanding impor- which took place early Saturday
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neral serviceswere held WednesAsserted
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James F. Schuiling,and treasurer, tance are listed.
day afternoon at the home in Louis Van Appledorn. Niel De
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Blauw- Center. Both are in seriouscondiYoungsville.Burial was in May- Cook, outgoingpresident,was in kamp, Vriesland, a son. Joel; to tion. Mr. Boerman suffered a dia-t • 4ville, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Van Haita- located hip besides other body
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ma. South Wall street,Zeeland, a bruises. His son has a fractured
Circle
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Hardenberg,son of Mrs. Harden- throughout the state and country.
September1. 1935
gains that peace of mind that surberg of West Main street of ZeeWe wonder if it would not be a
passes all dreams.
»i.«land, were united in marriage FriPAUL
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Jabaav officiating. The counle waa Jamestown is staving with her chil^« 3
defeat lies in what we do with our
Paul, bidding farewell to the first thought of evil. We are to attendedbv Miss Mildred Schroten- dren, Mr. and Mrs. George Tim
lb. jar
Ephesianelders who had come to think of good and lovely things. As boer and Franklin Grinwis. Imme- merman, for a few weeks.
tec
see him off on his way to Jerusa- we think so we become. In think- diately following the ceremony a
Hamilton almost succeeded in
lem, vindicateshis own ministry. ing of others we nmst dwell on reception was held at the couple’s compellinr a family to reside here.
mod.
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As a minister he did not permit their good points, rather than on home, 31 West Main street. The Mr. Ben Mulder, the editor of the
cans
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wealth or luxury to influence his their had ones. It is probable that groom is employed at the Mead Holland City News, and his family
preaching.Ha kept himself inde- here Paul is urging the Philippian Johnson factory of Zeeland.
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c,r* "
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pendent. He did not cripple his Christians to recognize the moral
Mrs. A. Van Hoven and Mrs. P. and found, after visiting friends
message through becoming in any excellence of their pagan neigh- P. Hardenberg entertained with a that all exits had been blocked by
lb. tin
Staley's
way dependent upon their money. bors. A warm hearted apprecia- kitchen shower Thursday night in excavations. Mr. Mulder, howHe reminded the Epherianelders tion of the good which is in people honor of Miss Ruth Holleboom. ever, was one of the main men who
lb. tin
how. when he was among them, who may hold differentviews from Those present were: Mrs. Hall, brought about the paving of M-40
Staley's
he worked with his hands. From ours, or whose general moral tone Mrs. G. Wyssink, Mrs. B. Poest. and a way was opened for the Mulbefore dawn until noon, when he is lower than ours, makes for our Mrs. G. Yntema of Zeeland and ders to continue their homeward
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was free from teaching and preach- own peace of mind and certainly Mra. M. Hardenberg, Mrs.'Piersma, journey.
ing. he worked at his trade of for a great influenceupon them.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hagelskamp
Mrs. B. Hann and daughter. Dortent making. Not only did he thus
The Philippianswere the kind of othy, and Mrs. Cummings of Hol- and daughter were in Bloomingdale
preserve his freedom of speech and
or
during the past week-end visiting
church people from whom it is safe land; Mrs. H. Holleboom and Miss
action, but he provided the means
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. HolRuth
De
Kleine
of
Byron
Center.
for a minister to receive gifts. To
for helping the poor. He was not
Miss Holleboom was guest of lis Peabody.
1
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Paul, then in prison, they had seat
ashamed of his calloused hands.
Mr. and Mrs. Johannes De Haan
a gift. In this letter he is empha- honor at a shower Wednesday eveThey helped him to witness more
of Holland visited the Roggens last
sizing his independence.This ap- ning given hv Mrs. Harry Young
Island
J*r 15c
bravely,to sene more effectively.
week, Friday.
parently unusual emphasisis evi- and Mrs. H. Holleboomat the home
All labor, however menial, if done
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maatman and
of
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aunt,
Mrs.
A.
Arendsen.
at
dently in defense of some earlier
for love, is noble. If any task is
family spent Sunday with relatives
15c
statement which had beea miscon- Byron Center. Guesta were: Mrs.
degrading, it is because we make
in Grand Rapids.
strued. He insists that he is grate- G. Huizingaand daughter, Emma,
it so. Life consists of what we
ful. He insists that he is self- and Miss Ruth De Kleine of Byron Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dampen reput into it.
turned home last week. Friday,
sufficient.With great delicacy, Center: Miss Mildred Schrotenboer
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His letter to the Philippians i*
from
a fishing trip in the upper
of
Zeeland,
Mrs.
Cook
and
daughbut also firmly, he makes clear
written while he was in prison. The
peninsula.
ter,
Lillian,
and
Mrs.
L.
Cook
of
outcome of hi* trial is uncertain. that the preacher must be free to Eastmanville, Mrs. J. Van Noord
The John Nyhoff family of Rock
2 ~,u
speak and act as God guides him.
For himself it matters little. For
Valley, Iowa, are visiting relatives
and
daughter.
Evelyn
of
JamesThis brave soldier of Christ,
the sake of those who need him.
town and Mrs. J. Shoemaker of in this vicinity for a few days.
or
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he wants to live; but the chief note through many hardships, old be- Forest Grove.
The King’s Daughter’ssociety
in this letter is joy. Religion has fore his time, is deeply touched by
of the First Reformed church met
Dick
Ter
Haar.
43,
of
Drenthe,
lb. pkf.
done that for him. Working in this remembrancefram his friends. died Sunday noon at Zeeland hos- at the parsonage last week, Thurs
Ritx
**> '<«
harmony with God's purpose, he The friends who continueto remem- pital where he had been taken as <hv evening. %
knows that all will he well. If he ber. even when we meet adversity a result of injuries received when
Rev. Harvey Hoffman and lola
N15c
gets what he wants— a few more and our star has gone down, are
Butter were entertained at the
his
abdomen
was
pierced
by
a
hay
working day*— good; if not, then doubly precious.The Philippians fork. Ter Haar was injured in an home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben KooL
lb. Im(
it will be because God ha* other had dedicated their means to God.
ker last week. Thursday evening.
12c
This was not the first time they accidentat the home of his brotherplans for him.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Haakma,
in-law,William Tadding, one mile
had
remembered
Paul.
It seems almost unbelievablein
lb. ll.
north of Drenthe. Survivingare of Hamilton;Mr. and Mrs. Henry
the case of the Philippians. They
Thanking them for their kind- the widow, a son. Hudson, and a Kouw and family of Holland were
were having such a hard time. But ness, he tells them that he has
daughter, Anna Mae, three broth- supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
t
><>.
u,. b.,
in spite of it all they were told to learned the secret of contentment.
Haaksma Sunday.
ers, Albert of Zeeland, Fred of
•ejoice. This is made possible by He has learned to sit lightly by
Clarice Brink. Mildred Strabbing.
Vriesland and Ed of Drenthe, and
lb. tin
the thought that Christ is always things. Having committed
fitted all that a sister, Mrs. Ben Stuip of Byron Dorothy Strabbing, Margaret and
beside them and he will see them he has and is to his Father’s will,
Marian Roggen were entertainedat
through. This friendship with he has no more worries about ma- Center. Funeral sendees were held the Kaper cottage of Central Park
lb. bag
Wednesday at 1:16 p. m. at the
Christ, however, must be main- terial needs. True, he has been in
last week. Friday afternoon.
home
and
at 2 p. m. at the Drentained by contacts. We may dis- want many times, many times he
the ChriatianReformed church. The Independents went 50-50 in
lb. ctn
cuss everything with him. We may has had abundance. One who is
their games this week. They dospread out all our fears, hopes, Christ-like is never too poor to help Rev. B. J. Danhof, pastor of the nated a game to the Virginia Park
church, officiated and was assisted
plans, aspirationsbefore him. We another. He has the wealth of a
team last week, Thursday evening,
lb. tin
by two cousins of the deceased,the
are to look at him in the light of loving heart. He is never spoiled
by the score of 6 to 2. Friday eveRev. N. Boer and the Rev. E. Tanis,
his presence. The way to be anx- by riches. He knows how to use
ning they defeated Forest Grove at
lb. tin
both of Grand Rapids. Burial was
ious about nothing is to be prayer- them for the good of his fellows.
the local diamond, 5 to 8.
in Drenthe cemetery.
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HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
Holland, Michigan

ALLEGAN MAN
PLEADS GUILTY OF
FORGERY CHARGE

SEED GERMINATES AFTER

OTTAWA COUNTY

SOUPS
BAKED BEANS

Member Federal Reserve System

25c
25c

KETCHUP
VINEGAR

RICE FLAKES

MUSTARD

) The# tread footprints are typical of
L scores we're made from Goodyear
“G-3” All-Weather Tire* on the cars
j of your friends and neigh bors-orfrer
I]

i

being dri\<enfor record mileages! Note

j
L

the sharp non-skid pattern sUilshow-

inf— proof that there's still thousands
of miles of safety left in these tire*.

« Come
|

in and see this convincing
evidence that proves this great tire
will give you

J0%

School fEpason

tcohmepasr!

extra coot/
10,171 MiUt
J. J. McHrUIr
—Chief of Polir#

LOW PRICES

Cambridge, Mm*.
11,465

h^r only the world's largest

Ur« manufacturer

Farm iHlrj
Clramount, Y

can. offer.*

Y

BUY

NO
TIRLSh
SO TIRLS*muiI
you see

how MUCH MORE
QUALITY (Goodyear

30i3'iCl A
millions.

gives

onmiai
•3

THE

LESS!

*0—

DOUSIE GUARANTEE
on Goodyear Tlree

""•""ll

GOOD,

you FOR

SAME MONEY — OR

4.5*-21

55.70

SPAGHETTI

25c

TOMATO

25c

JUICE

BABY FOODS

25c

Red

Coffee

39c

Ann Page

Preserves

^

against road injuries

-YEAR

and

Whcgtics

defects.

Factory Materials

Green

Raisins

Beans

Truck, Bus, Passenger Car Tires

Holland Vulcanizing Company
Avenue

J
5

iuaSiu

Syrup

Syrup

Individual
Initiative

BEST FOODS

French

35c

“

HELLMAN’S
45c

*7*

Dressing ,M

Dressing

Chocolate

Henry Ten Have,

78. died Saturat Eastmanville. He was
in Holland, attended Hope college
and the North Hollana district
school. In later years he was dis-

bom

made America the

world's richest nation.
IRIVATE enterprisehas enabled the A metlean neople to enjoy advantages and coin,ai wjuuu
far
beyond muse
those 01
of an
any comparably great
population
•ulation elsewhere in the worm.
world.

im«

Private enterprise includesthe individual

cern, the small merchant, the more sizable
bujuness firms and right on up to the greatest
industrialand commercialcorporations.

The Business
of the

FALL

—

two brothers,Gerrit of Allegan and
Ralph of Holland, and two listers,
Mrs. John Van Eyck of North Hoiland and Mrs. C. Kozenbergof Virginia Park. Funeral serviceswere
held Tuesday at 2 p. m. at the Dykstra funeral home.

TERM

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
at 8:30

A. M.

—COURSES—
’

w

iversity

Accounting; Executive

Secretarial.

Of Standard Grade: Shorthand; Bookkeeping; Edi*

phone, Calculator Operating;
Allied Subjects.

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Since July l, 1934, lotcy vacancies were filled

with

B.

L

students and graduates. You, too, can prepare yourself for an
office position by enrolling next

oyer Woolworth's

is

Tuesday. The acbool office

open on Saturday afternoon from 3 to 5

o’clock for conference.

*5.000

EstelleDe Vries,
Secretarial

ing. There will ba many outinge and)
weekend camping tripe; bat tke etayJ
at-homee will probably have a roasti
for Sunday and anjoy the leftovers la
a picnic type dinner ea
!
Beef ie a little lesa expensive, lamb
and poultry continueto bo: modorata.
tf there ie to be a largo family gather-,
Roast Lamb is a reasonable heliThe DeKleine reunion was held rag,
day choice. Corn, beans, toinatooe,
in the Njmhuis woods near Dren eggplantand ennaak are low in arletj
the. Officers elected: President,Potatoes remain ekeap. Seedless;
Dick H. De Kleine; vice president, grapes, oranges, melons, and peart
Henry Hannink; secretary-trea*-ire inexpensive and will keep welTfer
ennfe weekend.
urer, Marinus “
DeKleine.
"Heine. The
The re- theFollowing
are twe Sunday dinner
union will not be held yearly.
menu* and a mean fer Labor Day, us-

"

Of College Grade: Walton and NorthwesternUnstances of successful enterprises under inditiuua. JUili-thc.This bank numbers many of
theii. aiii rj ‘j cL'iomera.
^

SUNDAY DINNEB

abled by a fractured leg from
which he never fully recovered.
By ANN PAGB
Surviving are four sons, John of
Zeeland, William of East Sauga'T'HF Labor Day wookopd damandi
tuck and Ed and Frank of Holland: X careful meal planalng and market^

Institute

Announces The Opening

banks under

DEPOSITS INSURED UP.TO

33c

Cheese

*-»

Fudge

*•*

A. Hoeksema,
Accounting

Mbnday.

•

O. I. Gregg, landscape specialist ing seasonable foods:
at Michigan State college, will preLew Ceet Dinner
sent motion pictureson tree plantRoast Shoulder of Lemb
ing and park beautificationthe
second day of the annual garden Browned PoUtoee Glased Carroti
Bread and Batter
club flower show in the
Qantalonpe
city hall Sept. 4 and 5. A
Tee or
Milk
feature for the first dsy
Medina Cost Dinner
exhibit by professionalgrowers of
flowers.The show is expected to be
Chuck Roast of Beef
one of the largestin the history of
Cauliflower Baked Potatoes
Tomato and Lettueo Salad
the organization.
Rolls and Batter
Sheriffsofficers Monday were inApple Pie
vestigating the report of a break- Rot or Iced Tea or Coffas Milk
ing and entering case at* a Zeeland
Labor Day Menu
gMoline station Sunday night in
a 600-pound safe, containing
Tomato Juice Cocktail
ney, was reported removed
Assorted Cold Meate and Choate

Crackers
Tomatoes
^

2

Grandmother's Bread

2

25c

Cofft*

it. 3

49c

Bokar Coffee

23c

Chase & Sanborn Coffoo

25c

Whitchouse Coffoo
Del Monte Coffoo

23c

Maxwell House Coffee

27c

Porch Fillets

18c

26c

A

Dressed Whiting

r»

n*

ONIONS

2-23

4 lbs. 10c

POTATOES 3 10c
’Apples— Duchess 10 lbs. 15c
SWEET

lbs.

POTATOES— home grown

Peck 15c

King

!NA

MBURG

OF
ICED

lb.

15c

lbs.

29c

lb.

23c

grade 1
Fresh

Ground

2

Grade 1

EAt CHOPS

Coffee

a window, along with

37c

Cettosuot

o'Clock

Holland, Mich.

is the primary function of the

9c

Condor Coffee

Phone 3926

It

25c

'** 2
Gl~

Starch

Sanco

Estimates Free!

— has

23c

Red Cross Towels

si.®*,

180 River

J

33c

Thousand

Factory Methods

37c

Salads Tee

Mayonnaise

Guaranteed Tire Vulcanizing

2

Peanut Butter

hy trick diheountsfrom
padded price lists.

Ijjo

23c

Del Monte

Miiw

KlUoMh

oori BE FOOLEB

tJ52aiC1««

PICKLES

Nucoa Nut Oleo

Lti(er Non-Skid Mileage

—at no

9c

or

STEAK

HADDOCK

LUNCHEON

SUMMER SAUSAGE
m- ---- ---*

2 lbs. 25c

MEAT
or Salami

lb. 19c
lb.

27c

.
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radio and five boxes of
Bloodstains were left on

G^fxr^ss'0*
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